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In 2003, at age 4, I migrated to the United States from the Dominican Republic. My mother
left behind her cosmetology business, a house, and financial independence with the goal of establishing
a new future in the United States. Everything that would grant her the status as an empowered woman
in the perspective of liberal feminists. However, the empowerment she thought she would achieve in
the United States ended up being subjectively insufficient and something that could not fulfill her
“true” ambition. The moment we set foot in Jersey City, New Jersey, we began our journey as migrant
Dominican women in the United States. Over the past 18 years of residency in the United States we
have moved from Jersey City to Washington Heights to the Boogie Down Bronx to Hartford and
presently Endicott, NY. Despite all this movement, we had the consistency of returning to El Patio
every summer, something that drives my dedication to the study of Latin(e) women, women in Latin
America and the Caribbean, and particularly Dominican women themselves. It is within the journey
as one and the detachment from the mundane life in the country itself that inspired this study.
In 2016 I entered Trinity College and observed the elections. It was at this point that I realized
that the United States cannot manage women’s empowerment and development. My conclusion
stemmed from watching Hilary Clinton lose her presidential bid for the second time. Today, as
Elizabeth Warren throws in the towel for the 2020 elections, my theory is proven. These examples
demonstrate that even in the United States, a “third world country wearing a Gucci belt,” women are
unable to break the glass ceiling, and thus in many ways unable to achieve empowerment. It was
through this reality that I always longed to go back home to the Dominican Republic. Somehow, I
have always perceived Dominican women as far more empowered compared to women in the United
States. Soon graduating from this institution, I have learned about the unpaid mental labor that
women of color in American society are expected to do. From professors calling on me when
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discussing certain topics for the sake of teaching the other white students in the class, all the way to,
having to attend an exasperated number of events, to having to take on leadership positions to make
campus a more welcoming space for students of color, I have firsthand experience with the challenge
of being a woman of color in the United States. In contrast, my perception has always been that
empowerment for women in some areas of the Dominican Republic is more advanced and robust
than what we see in the United States. My unique position and ability to straddle two cultures and
countries resulted in my decision to investigate women’s empowerment in the Dominican Republic.
Despite what might come across as criticism of the United States’ treatment of women of
color, I owe a great portion of gratitude to Trinity College for my admissions back in 2016 through
the influential recruitment of the Posse Foundation. Karla Spurlock Evans, who sat in the room during
round three and my mentors Elo and Dan who prepared me for the bumpy journey. I have no regrets
in choosing International Studies as a major because the faculty in that program truly highlighted the
importance of covering Latin America and the Caribbean. I am particularly grateful for having the
opportunity to take courses with my advisor and mentor, Seth Markle, the phenomenal, Dr. Diana
Aldrete, and Hispanic Studies Department, Aidali Aponte-Aviles, each whom pushed me to think
critically and constructively in their classrooms and developed my confidence as an undergraduate
student. Professor Markle, played a considerable role in making sure I concreted my interest at an
early stage of my undergraduate career and fueled my motivation to applying to graduate programs.
Dr. Aldrete, allowed me the space in her coursework and curriculums to research Dominican women,
and women in general. As for Professor. Aponte, I thank her for reestablishing the fundamentals of
my Spanish in order to translate this thesis into the language as well as for being a ray of sunshine.
Professor Isaac Kamola, Senior Thesis Colloquium professor, was of enormous help with
constructing the fundamental parts of this research. Through his guidance I was able to build up this
final product alongside the wonderful advisor Professor Stefanie Chambers. I am deeply indebted to
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Professor Chambers, as she has not only advocated for the funding behind my research but also all of
my internship opportunities since Freshman year. These opportunities included a position at the
Permanent Mission of the Dominican Republic to the United Nations for three terms. If it were not
for the Gastmann Pilot Program and the Grossman Global Studies Grant I would not have had the
direct access to the Third Committee at the United Nations that focuses on women. Professor Reo
Matsuzaki, my advisor, through his comparative course on Asian studies and state building has played
a big part in my writing, analytical thinking, and participation skills developed at Trinity. With his
influence I derived the meaning behind majoring in political science and where my input matters. Last
but not least, Professor Thomas Lefebvre, a strong player when it comes to the moral support of this
research. Lefebvre, with his astounding knowledge on multilateral and international organizations and
his teaching was the reason I felt a strong necessity to include a section on the role of organizations,
specifically as it related to pushing forward women’s empowerment in the Dominican Republic.
Navarrete Fieldwork
It is with this transition that I turn to the women in my barrio, Navarrete, Santiago, who have
been part of my life since the day I was born. More importantly, these inspirational actors ensured
that I remained tied to my roots and Dominican women every time I traveled back to the country.
Anlly Rodriguez, who has guided me through the political realm of the country, made sure I remained
educated about current issues and regularly exposed me to all the neighborhoods on the island. She
also arranged meetings with women in some of the poorest parts of the region so I could learn about
their perspectives. I am grateful to Lea Francisco and Yudelka Maria Peña for allowing me to live the
Dominican experience through their shoes since the age of one. All in all, every woman in Navarrete
that has carried me as a child and a young adult. All my gratitude goes to the many amazing woman
that took part in this research in one way or another, especially those who allowed me to interview
them, and whom remain nameless in this thesis.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction

Dominican society, in only 5 years has continued to see a rise of feminicides nationally and
internationally, raising concerns on whether women’s development and empowerment levels have
actually increased or reduced (Alvez 2019). Every year, news captions flash an even more tragic
headline about the killing of a Dominican woman in comparison to the years prior. Simultaneously,
every day, the Dominican woman seeks opportunity within the country to promote her economic,
political, and social involvement. Although in practice, these women encounter push factors that
suppress their ability to integrate into society, in theory, once they find their individual will power,
they should be able to manifest it. Women’s empowerment is occurring in more than one sphere of
society and one can attempt to analyze the massive agenda in a span of 3 decades worth of research
to truly capture how women have been integrated. Correspondingly, empowerment in all domains is
in one way or another intertwined and in correlated effect with other social spheres which can turn
the research into tedious work to unpack. It would be ineffective to approach women's empowerment
in the private sphere without looking at race, class, and gender. On the other hand, I place significant
importance at the social, economic, and political empowerment of women. In addition, using the
metrics of social, economic, and political empowerment, when examined free from Eurocentric and
Global North interpretation of empowerment, I suggest helping comprehend empowerment levels in
the Dominican woman, particularly in Santo Domingo and Santiago de los Caballeros. Exploring these
measures, helps identify the vulnerability and strengths of women in the country with the goal of
elucidating the changes necessary to continue to facilitate and promote empowerment not only to
Dominican women, but also, other Caribbean women, Latin American women, and diaspora women
overseas.
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Santo Domingo (la Capital) and Santiago de los Caballeros (el Cibao) are the two largest cities
on the island. According to the Chamber of Deputies Official Website, women in the Capital hold
over fifteen seats in the Dominican House of Representatives in comparison to the five seats held by
women who represent the Santiago province (Camara de Diputados 2019). Given the circumstances
it should be expected that women experience more economic, political, and social integration in the
Capital promoting higher levels of empowerment. In contrast, the levels of empowerment in the three
sectors for the women residing in Santiago are expected to be lower due to less integration. This thesis
is intended to test this hypothesis. Women in la Capital in theory are more likely to be incorporated
at the social, economic, and political levels which allows them more space to define, construct, and
apply their empowerment, unlike women of Santiago who lack locality and available resources.
Throughout this thesis I will be using the terms “La Capital” and “Santiago” in reference to these two
cities as that is the terminology used in the country itself. For sake of abbreviation, I will reference
Santo Domingo as (STD) and Santiago as (STI).
This thesis will address the following research question, that has received limited focus in
political science literature:
How does Dominican women’s varying understanding of women’s empowerment (Social,
economic, and political) in the cities of Santo Domingo and Santiago lead to a broader
understanding of effective gender monitoring and future policy implementation that is not
highly influenced by Global North primarily introduced to Third World countries through
multilateral organizations.
For the purpose of this research, effectiveness is defined as the ability of committees to distinguish
incompatible generalizations of empowerment when ranking countries globally in order to allow fair
representation of countries and unbiased annual reports. The following analysis will show the rich
inconsistency within women throughout one country on their views of social, economic, and political
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empowerment. By considering variety and listening to women describe their realities, scholars,
legislators, and NGO’s are able to implement policies that are more likely to further empowerment
levels and women’s incorporation. Due to the lack of focus, misconception overrides judgement
about gender inequality in “Third World countries” which tends to group these women under an
oppressive category. As a result, women identify the indicators in Dominican society. Their
understanding of how they are placed at a disadvantage in comparison to their male counterparts and
their ability to find their voice and become aware of the social context they engage with, ensures that
women should not be judged by developed countries as “barbaric” or “submissive.”
Laws enforcing equality and initiatives about similar issues that are implemented by
government officials generally fall under the responsibility of subnational governments (Ministro de
la Mujer 2020; Pola 2008). Comparative scholarship on Latin America suggest that implementation of
national laws correlates with subnational state capacity (Amengual 2016), the political alignment
between national and subnational authorities (Niedzwiecki 2018), and the electoral incentives of
subnational politicians (Holland 2016; Smulovitz 2015). Similarly, certain feminist scholars have
emphasized the impact of legal equality and its effect on the overall feminist movement (Beiner 1984;
Arendt 1958, Batiwala 1994). Hence, one of the crucial focal points of this thesis is women’s ability to
derive social change from a bottom-up approach within their regional spaces and creating a collective
thereafter (Arendt 1964; Pola 2008, Alvarez 1990; Ahmed 2016).
The cruciality in focusing on empowerment differences in major cities in Caribbean islands
like Santo Domingo and Santiago de los Caballeros allows for input in the Third World feminism
discourse, conversation among policy makers, and multilateral organizations looking to monitor
empowerment and gender equality. Annual reports on the Gender Gap and the monitoring of
women’s empowerment and development by the World Economic Forum, UN Women, and the
United Nations, provides central information for this research because such reports have produced
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strong skepticism on the multilateral organization’s abilities to focus on the subalternity of the Third
World women’s interpretation of her own empowerment.
This chapter is organized as follows. In the next section I provide insight about the case
selection and a visual mapping of the areas being researched. Then, I discuss the relevant literature on
women's subalternity and epistemology building of the Latin American and Caribbean woman. I then
turn to a discussion of terminology and explanation. Next, I cover a breakdown of my methodological
approach. Finally, I conclude with an overview of the forthcoming chapters.

Source: Google Map. Accessed February 2020

Case Selection
The Dominican Republic as a nation differs drastically on the levels of women’s empowerment
and development in comparison to other islands in the Caribbean and countries in Latin America.
The Dominican Republic is the second biggest island, has seen high levels of state development as a
progressive nation with successful economic prosperity, unlike smaller islands. Likewise, the
Dominican Republic has already seen the first female vice-president. Nonetheless, on gender issues,
the country has gained a critical place in the discourses of high levels of violence against women and
feminicides. Out of Latin America and the Caribbean (23 countries), according to official data
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compiled by the Gender Equality Observatory for Latin America and the Caribbean (GEO) of the
Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC), the Dominican Republic
ranked top 5 in 2017 for feminicide levels. The country has also experienced strong homophobia from
religious and conservative groups along with anti-immigration sentiments to Haitian, Venezuelans,
and Puerto Rican communities that although different, come with a group of women that deserve
proper integration. Although fragile in these areas, women, policy makers, non-governmental
organizations, and feminist movements, have had strong presence in progressing the empowerment
levels to establish more individual and collective action.
The two cities observed in this thesis show different levels of women’s empowerment in the
social, economic and political sphere. These metrics are highly important for the measuring of
empowerment because they establish the umbrella and guide for researchers. Although informative if
used ethically and constructively, these metrics are often not used to their full potential by monitoring
organizations with established funds and procedures impeding fair representation of certain countries
on compiled annual reports. Due to this position, throughout this thesis, I refrain from using any data
from the reports as back-up evidence when it comes to interpreting interview statements.

/

The total population of women in the Dominican Republic according to the Ministry of Women is

\

5,136,325, Santiago residents make up 1,030,721, while in the Capital, residents make up over twice
that of Santiago, 2,805,228. Given the location of the Capital and its population, most major
governmental, NGOs, and women’s-based organizations offices are located in the area which impacts
the ability for women to maneuver resources.
Only a two-hour, $5 bus ride to the west, is Santiago, in which although distant from the
Capital area, has shown strong historical performances and ability to organize as women’s groups
perform bottom-up changes, and engage in political actions. Although Santiago is hindered by location
and slower integration to empowerment it is still home to very progressive elected female officials,
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economically engaged women, and socially applied women. The role of Santiago in Dominican politics
has elevated its state as being super important regardless of its population size.
The cities discussed, regardless of the separation, hold similarities in general at the cultural and
economic spheres. Both cities have their class differences and substantial marginalization. Both cities
are attractions to tourist and have the main airports, bus stations, and Air B&B propaganda in the
country. Likewise, home to many free-trade factories, both cities exhibit similar working rights for
women and lower income populations. Alongside free-trade companies, agriculture, although more
prevalent in Santiago, are a crucial part of income in both cities. Similarly, street markets and small
family owned grocery stores, are institutions that have lacked scholarly focus on the definition of
women’s economic empowerment. Highlighting the current state of the Dominican Republic on
women’s empowerment in its two major cities introduces new and valuable findings that can be
applicable to future policy and investigations.

Defining Empowerment
The empowerment of women is taken as most necessary and of interest by many actors and certainly
to NGO’s and multilateral organizations such as the World Economic Forum, the United Nations,
and UN Women. It has become a crucial concept to many institutions but still has not derived a formal
definition. The concept takes form in a vast amount of development strategy. Multilateral
organizations did not have VAW at the forefront of their establishment when the term women’s
empowerment gained attention in the agenda of The United Nations after the 1995 Beijing World
Conference on Women. At the top of the list stood legal equality and economic rights.
Scholarly works and studies on women in Latin American and the Caribbean, or in other terms
considered by Global North construction, “Third World Women’s” empowerment tend to emphasize
the origins of the term empowerment and its implication when applied to the Global South (Mignolo
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2007). They perceived the term as Eurocentric and incapable of representing and fairly encompassing
empowerment levels in other countries. Other scholars such as Julita Elemí Hernández Sánchez and
Renán García Falconí (2008) acknowledge and analyze the origins of empowerment at the moment
the United Nations implemented it into what is now the Sustainable Development Goals 5.
Organizations such as UN Women were established to commit to the empowerment of women in a
"multifaceted manner." Its mission emphasizes the need to include the empowerment of women in a
variety of social spaces, including social, political, economic and environmental fields (UN Women
2015). The UN has made a significant commitment to defining empowerment in a way that can be
universally accepted as a human right. The last two decades have brought many non-binding
resolutions allowing individuals to participate in the debate about whether resolutions are an
implication of organizations' ability to overcome their ways of implementing unconscious Global
North ideology and are finally on the way to changing the language about women and gender. Judith
Butler examines that "seven percent of the total resolutions monitored and analyzed have an absolute
absence in reference to women's economic empowerment as a component of peacebuilding and
reconstruction, or the impact that equitable and inclusive reconstruction and peacebuilding can have
conflict prevention (Butler 2010, 150.)” It is accurate to understand the motives behind the UNWs
mission on women's empowerment is to connect empowerment with a sense of fulfilling equality. The
problem, on the other hand, is that there should not be a definitive picture of what the empowerment
of women and an empowered woman looks like since the realization of rights must be driven locally
by women themselves rather than the institutions they propose. In other words, there is no "right
path" to empowerment. What UN Women does is what Sara Ahmed would call diversity work.
Diversity work refers to: “First, diversity work is the work we do when we try to transform an
institution; and second, the work of diversity is what we do when we do not inhabit the norms of an
institution (Ahmed 2007, 91).” In the case of international institutions, the work of diversity takes
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shape at the first point, but it lacks not completely inhabiting the rules of its umbrella the United
Nations.
The term "empowerment", once again due to its lack of definition, appears very vaguely in the
annual reports of UNW along with many other governmental and non-governmental entities. The
objective of SDG 5 is “to provide women and girls with equal access to education, medical care,
decent work and representation in political and economic decision-making processes will feed
sustainable economies and benefit societies and humanity in general. The implementation of new legal
frameworks regarding women's equality in the workplace and the eradication of harmful practices
aimed at women is crucial to ending the gender-based discrimination that prevails in many countries
around the world (UN SDG 2019).” When empowerment takes this form, the use of the term takes
lies as a key phrase in a highly politicized approach that questions how much Western development is
being promoted to achieve empowerment and whether it is really committed to fair development.
Development agencies that work in post-colonial societies such as the Global South and the
Caribbean are strongly influenced by neoliberal approaches that provide different epistemologies and
implementation of empowerment. Many times, for development organizations along with their
government correspondents and delegates, women's empowerment is seen as the instrument towards
other developments in society, such as economic growth. One of the main criticisms of feminists to
the UNW agenda is the use of empowerment as a means to derive growth from other countries similar
to those that determine the GDP of a country (Chant & Sweetman 2012, 199). The implications and
relative consequences of this use of women's empowerment are as Cornwall and Rivas affirm: "women
work for development, instead of making development work for their equality and empowerment
(2015, 398). Frequently, Cornwall and Edwards even state: "Policies that see women as instruments
for other purposes cannot promote women's empowerment, because they do not address the
structures by which gender inequality is perpetuated in overtime" (2010, 8). Rightly, there is concern
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about empowerment metrics because their use in reports and monitoring can result in the
simplification of realities and can denounces the levels of structural difficulties in certain societies
(Kabeer 1999, 42). Not only does this lead to predetermined measurement values, but also transmits
the infiltration of empowerment from outside.
If critical of the use of the concept, as scholars we should begin to question what exactly does
development of LAC women look like and how does empowerment play a role? Who are the key
agents in this process and what are the flaws in attempting to define the ideal empowered woman?
One cannot dismiss the complexity of the term as well as the implications proposed by these
institutions and their measuring approaches. The ability to quantify empowerment proposes that in
some way women can be empowered in one country and somehow not in another. Constructing a
normative judgement that puts on a pedestal the “more” empowered women are better. In other
words, if empowerment is lacking then that is a problem for societies, consequently what follows is,
negative judgments about a country or a region as a whole. An exemplar is the World Economic
Forum’s “The 10 Best Countries to be a Woman” article, influenced by their Global Gender Gap Report
of 2018 (World Economic Forum 2018). Due to its comparative, highlighting what makes a “good”
country to live in, the Dominican Republic does not look so attractive in comparison to a country like
the United States.
In fact, how neutral are these measurements that guide us to conclude that women in the
United States are more “empowered” than women in the Dominican Republic? More importantly,
what stereotypes about society do such indexes promote? Is the United States more enlightened, freer,
more feminist, all these good things that the Dominican Republic must lack? I choose to contest the
standards that are used to make these measurements. To the agent sitting developing indexes in a
highly institutionalized, professionalized, and procedure ambience, an approach to empowerment of
this sort is what many will argue to be a social scientist’s approach. There is strong agreement by
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committees to standardize measurements in order to get an idea of the bigger picture alongside
effective application of budgets and procedures. Partially, yes, it is helpful to derive a yardstick, this
one on the other hand, is not neutral and applied as universal standards that are highly biased. The
field work of this thesis allows us to grasp the rich and value of the real complexities of these
organizational approaches. I propose developing a different perspective that is rather a bottom-up
local definition of what empowerment means. Let’s actually ask these women what empowerment
means to them as opposed to “experts” following a set of rules deciding what indicators establish a
story. Field work only went to show the series of different responses. Responses that may be consistent
with some themes, but responses that were also inconsistent and contingent which is crucial and
interesting to know. This is relevant because it means that there is not one alternative and indigenous
definition to empowerment.
Scholars need to be comfortable with incoherence and inconsistency as Gayatri Chakravarty
Spivak (1988), in her influential essay, ‘Can the Subaltern Speak?” Spivak tells us it is difficult to
actually accurately and fully represent the Third World women’s unconscious mind. Nonetheless, we
must give the space for criteria of measurement that are probably more applicable to certain contexts
especially when women do not even agree amongst themselves. Messiness in people’s understanding
does not necessarily need to be viewed as messy in a bad way but rather messy in a rich way. Chandra
Mohanty in “Under Western Eyes: Feminist Scholarship and Colonial Discourses” (1984) argues that
feminists in the Global North who write about the Third World woman do so often times with good
intentions of wanting to liberate their sisters. In a sense, engaging in a form of colonialism by using
the term “Third World women”, promoting the idea that such women are always oppressed. One of
the consequences of such an approach is that Global North and liberal feminism is not so well attuned
anymore for the incredible variety, complexities, and experiences in referred to third world countries.
The homogenization and simplification that occurs promotes an implication that these women are
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somehow less free. Mohanty critiques this and says it is adverse, unreliable scholarship and an obstacle
to feminism. Rather than creating solidarity it manifests itself as an oppression. Organizations like The
United Nations, UN Women, and the World Economic Forum, along with other NGOs, produce
knowledge that may not be attentive to the experiences of the women that their reports describe.
There is no single right feminist epistemology but rather multiple lenses that wake us up to
the layers of sexists, racist, homophobic, and colonialist mundane practices and perspectives.
Feminism as “a life question” forces us to challenge ourselves and help the individual grow while
trying to push the world to grow with them. This does not mean; each person needs to explicitly
identify with the term feminism because some engage in what makes a “feminist” unconsciously.
Forcing the term on them takes away from their subalternity. As scholars and academia, our research
designs must give space for women to explore terminology and correspondence.

Social Empowerment in the DR
Political theorist and anthropologist Saba Mahmood’s “The Subject of Freedom” in Politics of
Piety: The Islamic Revival and the Feminist Subject” (2004), uses interviews with women in Egypt who
were female practitioners of Da'wa in Egypt. Mahmood draws upon Judith Butler and Michel Foucault
to demonstrate that the manner by which practitioners inhabit the norms governing their lives
corresponds as the source of their agency regardless of its influence in Islamic society. A society where
women deliberately practice a religion, wear their veils, and pray multiples times a day along with
practicing religious associations. By many Western standards, these women are clearly not free and are
choosing to oppress themselves by voluntarily subscribing to religious practices that meet the needs
and interests of men. Mahmood proposes that thinking this way is extremely surface level and that
things are much more complicated than this simplified judgement. There should not be an assumption
that the value as feminists is placed on strictly women challenging social norms. In another sense, it is
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a freedom within the woman to style and organize life in a particular direction that they believe is good
even if that direction is in accordance with, to some extent, patriarchal norms. Dominican women,
expressed what to the Global North would be considered “traditional roles of women.” Five women
acknowledge family responsibility and importance in raising children while placing emphasis on the
role of equal responsibility with the man. Likewise, two women referenced challenging social norms
such as having to ask for permission to leave the house and attend certain gathering.
I draw upon Gloria Anzaldua’s Borderlands/ la frontera (1987) in which she raises the question
of the authenticity of the Machismo implications placed on LAC societies by the Global North.
Anzaldúa declares that machismo was constructed by Anglos. Describing it in modern times, in terms
of Chicanos exerting machismo, Anzaldúa says, it’s a “result of hierarchical male dominance … the
Anglo, feeling inadequate and inferior and powerless, displaces or transfers these feelings to the
Chicano by shaming him (1987, 105).” Anzaldúa describes machismo as a transmission from Anglos
to Chicanos as a result of Anglos feeling substandard to the Chicanos. Mentioning the need for a new
masculinity, one that is not afraid to feel and be vulnerable and create equality between men and
women.

Economic Empowerment in the DR
The concept of economic empowerment is oftentimes contingent as it is difficult to apply a
model or framework to all societies. Many frameworks approach economic empowerment through a
bottom-up implementation in societies where empowerment already lies while other frame works use
a top-down system in hopes that women will develop certain skills after being in the labor market for
some time. Although, helpful frameworks for certain places, insufficient for the Dominican Republic.
Economic dimension is central and multilateral organizations have been combatting the lack of it by
creating certain employment opportunities and access to credit programs in “Third World countries
21

(OECD 2012).” This approach is deriving empowerment as a one-way cycle in which women are
expected to learn a sustainable skill and acquire knowledge that they may or may not even use in the
short term in their societies. Furthermore, there are scholars that categorize the legitimacy of jobs in
terms of its formality and informality as a means to advocate for better job opportunities for women.
Favoring the belief that what constructs a “formal job” will only provide a better lifestyle for women.
Telling women that have become extremely skilled in certain sectors of the unconsidered jobs by
formal legislations and policies deprives them of their agency capacity (Kabeer 2012). I will analyze
the “informal jobs” acquired by women and the impact those salaries have on their well-being in
comparison for “formal” jobs. Other scholars consider economic empowerment as a pathway
independency to men and as the solution to social limitations in particular domestic relationships (bell
hooks 1984). The reality is that not all paid work will take these burdens off of women. Jobs vary from
unwritten contracts, to low quality, all the way to decent condition, direct deposits and or checks, to
those with social protection and those that do not even ask emergency contact information.
Unfortunately, scholarship has insisted we examine independence of women from men as if all
working women are subjective to a man in the household that automatically views them as less (Kabeer
2009). This derives from what Whitehead (2009) refers to as “imposed restrictions.” Meaning that,
the preconceived ideologies about masculinities and femininity in the labor market where employers
have gender preferences.

Political Empowerment in the DR
Constant indexes of political empowerment, development, and equality used by gender
monitors compare the number of seats held by women in office, the amount of bills and legislations
passed by authorities that deal with women and families, and even a comparative of country quotas.
Certainly, this is a particular way of thinking but it is also rather narrow. When elucidating elected
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officials, who they are and what they are executing, the scope becomes limited. The selectivity of the
political agents in a country that is much larger can be limiting to the actual interpretation of the
political thought of the women themselves. Another way to think about political empowerment is
politics as action. Political theorists, who can be used to think about feminism, are very hostile about
politics as the professional activity of a handful of select people. Many women in both cities involved
in this study emphasized participation at the individual and collective level as a form of inducing
political empowerment. Arendt would agree that a vibrant political community involves participation
and collective action (Arendt 1964). The UN, UNW, & WEF’s application of quantification on gender
gap, in the Dominican Republic undermines what women emphasize and what feminist bell hooks
argues, that feminism is a political practice. Along those lines, political empowerment is about political
organizing. It does not mean nor generalize that every Dominican woman identifies as a revolutionary,
but by being part of a neighborhood organization, attending certain events, voting, protesting,
watching the news, and even having a coffee while discussing issues, in a sense is considered direct
involvement with political empowerment.

Methodology
For one month, I resided in the Dominican Republic in both cities. Given that I have
grandparents in both cities I stayed with them throughout my time there. I commuted between cities
multiple times a week instead of spending two weeks in one city and then two weeks in another city.
By doing so I was able to interact more with the community and reflect carefully on my experience.
In order to recruit my sample, I did what sociologists call “snowball sampling.” This refers to a nonprobability sampling technique in which a researcher begins with a small population or known
individuals and expands the sample by asking those initial participants to identify others that should
participate in the study. In other words, the sample starts small but "snowballs" into a larger sample
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through the course of the research. This means that I used both my grandmother in Santiago and my
grandmother in Santo Domingo as focal points. I decided that I would interview women that sprung
from them. Snowball sampling is a popular technique among social scientists who wish to work with
a population that is difficult to identify or locate. These cities are extremely large for random sampling.
Instead, I chose women who my grandmothers interact with daily. Women, who worked at their hair
and nail salons, women that helped them clean, women that came over for a cup of coffee, neighbors,
women in their meetings, etc. I capped a sample size of 8 women who were formally transcribed (3 in
STD and 5 in STI).

In order to derive any qualitative research, I used in-depth interviews, questions approved by
the Institutional Review Board, conducted in STD and STI about social, economic, and political
empowerment of the Dominican woman in these spheres. Interviews ranged from fifteen minutes all
the way to an hour with some ranging up to two days of observation as some women allowed me to
record their daily interaction and welcomed me into their homes to observe errands and way of living.
These very same questions became the indicators of social, economic, and political empowerment. I
believe it was the best way to limit biases and avoid treating western sex roles as universal; transforming
differences into innate differences; and translating differences as inferiority. Hence, each interview is
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transcribed in its original Spanish followed by a translation into “neutral Spanish” and an English
translation.
The crucial role of conducting interviews over ethnographical and archival methodologies
for this research lies upon what Cathie Jo Martin states, “Interview tool… to help us simultaneously
to make causal claims about broader populations or relationships among factors and to be sure that
these claims reveal the underlying motivations of actors (Martin in Mosley 2013, 109).” During the
first phase of brainstorming my research design I considered many options, ranging from collecting
UNWomen data on the country on feminicides, their annual ranking of the country up to date on
Gender Gap, and comparing this data to what women would say. I believed this would allow me to
establish whether Dominican women were empowered or not and being represented accurately but
in actuality it was only going to place much more emphasis on the reliability of the sources and the
research would become a paper on the work of the UN. Coming to realization that, the interview
method in itself would bridge the gap between what Martin calls the “interpretivist” and the
“positivists” (2013, 110). After I decided on interviews, I derived the questions through the
requirements of IRB and in expectation of conducting over 10 interviews in a month. The design of
interview questions was critical because the choices of the questions were to reflect the
characteristics of the population and validate other quantitative analysis that I will be looking at such
as number of feminicides. Interviews hold advantage in this particular case study because of the lack
of research on the topic meaning the lack of available quantitative data on empowerment as well as
Dominican women’s opinion on feminicides. Another advantage is that the interviews allowed me
to nail down each respondent’s role in the case. The disadvantages are the following:
Much of my interview questions were decided months prior on-sight fieldwork meaning
that, there was a preconception that the questions chosen were the best for measuring social
empowerment. The interview questions derived moreover, did not ask anything about feminicides.
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Furthermore, my interviews began with very broad questions that allowed for deviation from the
topic for the sake of conversation. For example, “What do you do?” Beckman and Hall in Interview
Research in political Science, discuss this approach as a “instinct to assume a deferential posture” … “If
the purpose of one’s interview is to examine the actors understanding of themselves, this is perfectly
appropriate (Beckman & Hall in Mosley 2013, 197).” Why does this matter? In my case, it was
crucial for women to articulate what they perceived their roles were in order to later be able to
capture the varieties within each city observed. Beckman and Hall propose, that those who are very
busy do not think about why they systematically do something and therefore, may not provide
accurate summary of their description. On the other hand, in the case of Dominican women,
questions as such, as seen in the interview transcripts, lead to linking of the questions as a duty
which implied how much pride women took on their roles in their society. Ultimately, measuring
social empowerment of Dominican women in comparison to the levels of feminicides for this
research was an unintentional decision towards the termination of the interviews given that the
interviews ended up providing a mixed methods approach. Women mentioned feminicides and
violence against women without being asked explicitly about the concepts but rather interpreted it
being part of their social realities.
Drawing the sample relied heavily on the time frame and availability. While random samples
are to limit bias, they are more mandatory when it comes to identifying the characteristics of women
in Santiago and Santo Domingo characteristics especially on the broader phenomenon of
feminicides. Given the limitations, I decided to engage in a random sample based of a snowball
effect. The advantage of using the snowball effect for this research is that I was able to break
through the block of choosing a sample given the requirements of IRB. Martin explains how the
snowball technique can help combined with random sampling can help improve access but also has
some problems with bias (Martin 2013, 115). The problems Martin refer to have to do with those
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who refused to be interviewed for her research. Constantly, no woman in my research denied being
interviewed. On top of that I still decided to compare the characteristics of each individual who
agreed to participate.

Overview of Thesis
After this introductory chapter, Chapter 2 situate both STD and STI with demographic
information and their feminist movement histories for women’s empowerment. Followed by Chapters
3, 4, and 5 that provide an in-depth overview of the experience of the women in each region on social,
economic, and political empowerment levels. Chapter 6, the final chapter of this thesis, integrates a
discussion of the crucial incorporation findings, followed by policy recommendations to further
establish women’s empowerment at the political, economic, and social level, and another reference
towards defining empowerment of the third World woman in the Global North, South, and
Caribbean. Although the findings are specific to Dominican women, they highlight policies and
developmental aspects that might benefit, when taken into consideration, other Caribbean women
with their own definitions of empowerment.
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Chapter 2

Situating Santo Domingo and Santiago de los Caballeros

Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic for anyone who has never travelled to the island, will
ultimately evoke a vacation paradise near Boca Chica and Las Dunas de Bani, which is not accurate.
In actuality, the city holds fame for being one of the most crowded cities in the Caribbean. Cars,
motorcycles, scooters, trucks, roar the street of La Capital. Traffic and markets become the sensation.
The beach is completely out of the way and definitely not what the everyday Dominican has in mind.
Santo Domingo is located at the southern region of the country comprised of the Santo Domingo
Province and the Distrito Nacional. The last census of 2010 yields a total population of 9, 445, 281,
distributed in 31 provinces and the National District. The Great Santo Domingo raised the number
of inhabitants in this census to 3, 339, 410 inhabitants, of which the province Santo Domingo had
2,374, 370 people and the National District 965,040 (ONE 2010). The 2012 census projects a
population of 2,995,21. Its considerate urban metropolis situation has made it an attraction to a
spectrum of people ranging from tourists to migrants within the country and from other nearby
countries (Alfonso 2014). Constituting the high levels of unaffordable housing options and high
marginalization in barrios (Alfonso 2014).
This chapter works to provide a contextual background necessary to understand why La
Capital (STD) is home to the highest historical potential for women’s development and empowerment
in the Dominican Republic. Its purpose is to give insight to the experience of women in La Capital in
order to applicate the political, economic, and social empowerment levels further on.
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The History of Feminist Activism and Women’s Empowerment in STD
Scholarship on Dominican women’s empowerment tends to highlight “Las Mariposas” also
known as “las Hermanas Mirabal” (Alvarez & Castillo 1994). The horrific episodes of the
assassinations of las Hermanas Mirabal brought about the most attention to the Trujillo Regime than
ever before. In commemoration in 1999, Patria, Minerva, and María Teresa the portraits for the United
Nations General Assembly’s the International Day for the Elimination of Violence against Women.
Their work and activism was a spark to a transnational feminist movement that gained its full potential
as women and men joined forces in efforts to terminate the Trujillo Regime. Flash forward to today,
the Dominican Republic, the streets of Santo Domingo, and La Plaza de la Bandera, is seeing the reenergized feminist movements fight for democracy in the current 2020 election system failure.
Given the strong waves of feminism that came after the Trujillo Regime, scholars overlook
the era prior to Trujillo’s rise to power, the 1930’s. The 1920’s to the 1930’s were crucial and exemplar
of women’s activism across the political and socio-economic spectrum. In 1920 feminist movements
began to take shape in a context of limited participation, especially in the teaching, intellectual life, and
in a rural setting dominated by the policy supported by civil and military leaders, where the role of
women was understood mainly as a homebody. In 1925 the “Nosotras Club”, an eminently literary
group, was formed in Santo Domingo, and in 1930 one of its members attended the First Conference
of the Inter-American Commission of Women, held in Havana, Cuba. That same year, the aspirations
of feminists regarding their civil and political rights clashed head-on with the dictatorship of Rafael
Leónidas Trujillo and the movement began to decline, but in 1931, Dominican Feminist Action,
formed by elite women and led by Abigail Mejía, sponsored the First Dominican Feminist Manifesto
demanding equal rights in the Constitution (Mayes 2008; Méndez 2008).
There is always much excitement when it comes to deciphering dictators and their motives.
The puzzle can consist of a very complex methodology at times, but some have gained their very clear
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position with their notorious legacies. Rafael Leonidas Trujillo, amongst other dictators, ranks as one
of the most tyrannical in the history of dictators. The self-proclaimed Trujillo showed his power as
ultimate ruler of the Dominican Republic from the year 1930 to 1961. Holding its place as one of the
longest in the history of Latin America. Trujillo was able to rise to power and further reinforce his
supremacy through a suitable systematic way of perishing his opponents. The Trujillo Era derived a
fascinating and considerable amount of social control. All aspects of people lives were monitored.
Under Trujillo came what many describe as great terror and on the other hand stabilization of
developments.
The Mirabal girls married, went to school, had children, living what appeared to be normal
lives. When things just were too much to bear any longer, they decided enough was enough. They had
a meeting with their friends to find some way to stop Trujillo and his reign of terror over the
Dominican people. The group the Mirabal sisters fought against the Trujillo regimen known as
El Movimiento 14 de Junio/ The Movement of the Fourteenth of June. The sisters were known as Las
Mariposas/ The Butterflies.
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In April of 1965 during the US occupation women continued to be the protagonists of
Dominican history. The writer René del Risco Bermúdez, wrote the following fragment to recognize
the combatants who engaged against the American invaders on April 24, 1965:

“Compañeras, estoy pensando que morir nada nos cuesta, que puede un golpe de plomo

igual que un golpe de seda romper tu pecho y el mío esta noche, compañeras (Hoy 2005).

Here is detailed the fact that as in the War of Independence, the first American intervention of 1916
or in resistance to the Trujillo dictatorship, in the April 1965 revolution, women also joined the fight.
They were also involved in bold tasks such as training and handling of weapons, giving instructions
to other combatants; various logistics tasks such as managing funds and food in the interior of the
country through contacts and incursions outside the war zone serve as a clandestine mail, organize
care for injured people in hospitals, distribute documents, transfer weapons, procure fuel and bury the
dead; essential and risky tasks without which resistance would not have been possible (Hoy 2005).
Women such as Hilda Gautreau, Yolanda Guzman, Emma Tavárez Justo, and Aniana Vargas.
It is important to note that the reason for this armed uprising was the coup d’état of 1963
against the government of Professor Juan Bosch. In claim for the return to constitutionality, popular
forces led a triumphant revolution that overthrew the coup government. Four days after the
revolution, and in order to thwart the aspirations to restore the legitimate government that the people
had and wanted, the US military intervention took place in Santo Domingo. With the arrival of the
invading troops to national territory, the revolution then became a patriotic war.
The Coloquio Mujeres RD (Women’s Colloquium RD) formed in May 2017, and they also meet
monthly (every second Thursday), with significant overlap in membership with the Tertulia. Some of
their earliest meeting themes included “Gender 101” and “Solidarity and Intersectionality.” Both
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groups use Facebook and non-social media means to organize their events and members and operate
with a model of shared responsibility for proposing and leading monthly gatherings. They are among
a number of other collectives creating spaces for feminist debate and discussion in the Dominican
Republic.

Women’s Voices of STD
Isabel, age 61, born (December 13, 1959), one of 7 siblings (1 of 2 girls), has three children,
identifies as lower middle income, is a widow, and moved to Santo Domingo at the age of 10. Her
father was a veteran therefore, throughout a portion of her childhood she lived in fortresses and
military bases. Those journeys continued when she married a veteran herself. After some time, she
gained residency to live in the United Sates where she would travel back and forth consistently. After
her husband passed away and her children were all grown and settled (all veterans as well), she decided
to retired re-establishing herself in a neighborhood where she had bought a house 20 years ago called
“Los Profesionales.”
That is like an American who asks me how I learned English and I said to her, “No, I don't
speak English. I speak here and there but I don't even know what I'm saying.” She says, "No,
but it's not that bad." “I went to school to learn how to fill out the applications and all that,
but the rest is what comes out.” She says, "No, your problem is that you don't think." I said,
"No, my English is short on words. My English is limited (Isabel 2019).”
Moving to 3rd Avenue in the Bronx before 1996 where she then resided for 20 years. Isabel
first began working in New York in a coffee production factory then turned to home attending for
several years. Along the way she found herself in an accident where she had to operate her hand and
right leg causing her to declare disability.
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Well, there is my family home. From there the kids from the Quinigua crossed left to go to
Villa Gonzalez. But most do not plan to continue studying or anything is what I was saying,
the need for vocational courses (Isabel 2019).
Living in a military base meant strict sleeping schedules, eating schedule, school education,
and social training.
When Trujillo lived, a cook, musician, carpenter, mechanic came out of a prison. And a lot of
people entered the defense force. I came to see this because my husband was in the military
and was always in the fortress. Prisoners went out on Sundays for recess (Isabel 2019).
Isabel’s personal anecdote, upbringing, and experiences are influential to her understanding of
empowerment and womanhood. Although influenced by traditional cultural norms she still holds
unique apprehension of her own empowerment through the way she makes her voice be heard. Isabel
allowed me to live through her shoes for two whole days where I would go wherever she would go.
This included visiting neighbors, going grocery shopping, attending meetings, taking trips with her in
the car, spending nights at her place, visiting her uphill farm, truly observing and taking in her mundane
life in the Capital. One characteristic that friends and family point out and stands out is her tone of
voice. Isabel will talk back to anything and everything. She is known for not holding back on her
opinions especially towards men and to men. She stands firmly on the belief that the manifestation of
her voice in Dominican society warns the men she encounters that more women like her exists. “So,
the next time they try to approach a female in any sort of way, they know not to be rude, or expect a
voice that feel suppressed or less.”
Sofia, age 53, born in 1967 youngest between her and her sister., has three children 2 boys and
1 girl, identifies as middle income, is married, and moved to Santo Domingo at the age of 14. Although
her father was not a veteran, Sofia coincidentally lived in a military site growing up called, La Victoria
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with her mother and sister. Her family and her would move frequently until they arrived at the center
of La Capital where Sofia met her husband in college who also majored in journalism at the UASD.
I studied at a public school, the Juan Pablo Duarte High School, and I studied at UASD. I had
to go to Spain for an activity and they asked me where I studied and I told them at UASD,
and they accepted me. There was another one that was there that did not study at the UASD
and they did not accept her because the UASD is known worldwide (Sofia 2019).
Sofia pays a lot of homage to her parents for prioritizing academics as well as homage to
academic institutions themselves. Sofia explains how her career as a journalist has developed
throughout the country giving her literal voice and as a woman and as a reporter in the media. Sofia
alludes to how women have grown over times especially as exceptional educators and graduates from
college. This, to her is proof that empowerment is occurring.
But the woman herself has had to prepare and get into the area she wants. For example, if
there is a meeting and you want to be in it, you get into your meeting just like that. This way
they see what you know how to do (Sofia 2019).
Sofia and her husband both own land in “el campo” of La Capital where they attend weekly
meetings along other owners to discuss and organize around issues on agriculture. She has been
attending these meetings way before 2013. These meetings last about an hour and Sofia makes 1 of
the 3 women that consistently attend.
The stories of these two women represents to an extent economic stability, political freedom,
and social values. Both women, in a sense traditional, explore empowerment in comparison to the
way they were raised. Although two out of the thousands of women that live in the city, these women
identify in their interviews how institutions play a role in empowerment building and developmental
progress. While they differ on which institutions, they place emphasis to, they are both highly critical
of women making it out of college, motherhood, and one’s intrinsic responsibility as a woman,
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Current Economic and Labor Reality in STD
The population of this city, the metro area of Santo Domingo, in 2020 is 3,318,000, a 2.25%
increase from 2019. The metro area population of Santo Domingo in 2019 was 3,245,000, a 2.3%
increase from 2018 (United Nations 2019). In which approximately 70% of the population in the city
live in neighborhoods with marginalized conditions and in many cases typical poverty. Given such
context the probability of women being more marginalized than men in these conditions are high.
The daunting effects of capitalism in countries like the Dominican Republic take a huge toll
on marginalized populations especially when one of the country’s main GDP factor is tourism. La
Capital home to some of the main sites. Before tourism there were sweatshops and factories. During
the Industrial Revolution, the city did not only take along men to work in factories but also women as
well as children of all age and sizes. It is with no surprise that in history books women’s presence had
been striven away from recognition in these events allowing for gap that infers women were at home
working domestically. Today, Dominican scholars have taken the responsibility into their hands to
expose how women have been engaging in agriculture, in factories, and in accountability (Baez &
Matrille 1994).
Scholars Baez y Matrille (1994), perform a case study on one of the most, still to date,
marginalized neighborhood in Santo Domingo, Los Minas. Their research design consisted of surveys
that ask questions about the labor market for women formed on anything besides the “traditional”
labor positions. Their work placed emphasis on the material and social barriers that opposed women’s
participation in the labor market. Concluding that in order for there to be this participation of women
in other sectors of the labor market there needs to be a significant amount of change by women, men,
and society alike. The quantitative work done by Baez and Matrille on Los Minas consequently during
the time period taken place raises questioning the empirical findings. The surveying conducted leaves
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off a very important part about how most citizens feel. The result of the questions does not provide
a clear picture of the overall cities stance on women’s labor. Instead, through interviews, they could
have allowed space for textured idiosyncratic responses. Placing emphasis on the importance of
“making” people speak for themselves. Interviews likewise fill in the gaps that are left untouched by
polls. Interviews allow for discovering varieties and questions as well as the linking of gaps that surveys
only infer. What the case-study does do is provide current scholars with the slight idea of what the
economic reality was during the time useful as a platform of comparison to the changes today.
This research is focused on the area considered to be the most dynamic in the Ozama or
Metropolitan Region, also known as Greater Santo Domingo, made up of its municipalities (National
District, Santo Domingo Este, Santo Domingo Norte, Santo Domingo Oeste, Los Alcarrizos and
Boca Chica) , which according to ONE has been the one that has grown in recent years to the point
of becoming one of the areas that most contributes to the Dominican economy due to its great
development in the real estate sector. According to the founding president of the Association of
Industry and Commerce of the Province of Santo Domingo, Rafael A. Burgos, the province that made
the greatest contribution to GDP in 2017 was Santo Domingo, with 34%; It also contributed 36% of
the national population and is still growing, and 36% to the national budget (Roman 2019).
Currently, women are considered an important part of the labor market (PEA femenina).
None the less, with this more inclusive perspective the economic sphere still needs a lot of work done
as more and more women are expanding and creating new positions within their home as well as
taking on “non domestic” positions, the job of the woman continues to be distinct from that of the
man. Women's salaried work is conditioned by their life cycle, marital status, educational level, the
number of children, among others, because when they go out to work outside the home or do work
inside the home for a salary, they continue to fulfill family responsibilities. For poor or middle-class
women, their work does not end when they return home after completing their workday, but a new
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day begins in their domestic space. This is how the term “double shift” has been conceptualized, a
definition that expresses overexploitation and the lack of rest for women.
On top of being limited to a “subordinate” status in society, they are also segregated in the
labor force. This segregation is expressed in two ways: a) Working women are concentrated in the
tertiary sector, that is, in jobs that are extensions of domestic work, such as services (hotels, bars,
restaurants, sales, etc.), in education (as teachers) and in health (especially as nurses, assistants,
technicians, laboratory workers); and b) through limited access to management or decision-making
positions, which is associated with existing prejudices but also with real limitations such as family
responsibilities with which most women have to share their professional work. In addition to, or as a
consequence of, the above characteristics, women occupy the positions with the lowest salaries, even
in developed countries the average salary of women is 80% that of men. Studies on the participation
of women in the labor market have also shown that a greater number of women prefer to be employed
on a part-time basis, especially married ones, with the interest of sharing paid work with domestic
tasks. Likewise, they have less stability in their jobs than men, due to the fact that they leave the labor
market with certain frequency due to maternity reasons or due to illness of relatives whom they must
care for. When they rejoin, they are often outdated, have lost the opportunity to advance or to
accumulate skills in their positions, and therefore remain in junior positions.

Situating Santiago de los Caballeros
Santiago de los Caballeros. This city is referred to as La Ciudad Corazón, (Heart City)
because it is located at the heart of El Cibao Valley; it is also known as the capital of El Cibao.
Tobacco, rice, coffee, and cacao are some of the many products grown in the fertile soil of this
beautiful region. Usually known by other countries as being the home to some of the greatest Major
League Baseball in American team. People from around the globe visit Santiago year-round to stay
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at some of the finest accommodations that satisfy the needs of any traveler. In addition, the city
provides a vibrant nightlife and variety of stores that are comparable to the capital city. The last
census of 2010 yields a total population of 728, 484 in habitants in the urban areas, while 234, 938
inhabitants reside in the rural areas (ONE 2010). Santiago’s history goes back to the late 15th
Century, and it has always played a major role in the economic and social development of the
Dominican Republic. Often compared to Santo Domingo, the city of Santiago, the second largest
metropolis, is comprised of natives that prefer a less chaotic and more purposeful lifestyle than its
counterpart. In addition, Santiago is where most of the country’s presidents were raised; giving the
city well-deserved bragging rights.
This chapter will provide a contextual background necessary for the social, economic, and
political opportunities and realities for women in Santiago (STI), discussed later. Its purpose is to
give insight to the experience of women in Santiago in order to applicate the political, economic, and
social empowerment levels further on.

The History of Feminist Activism and Women’s Empowerment in STI
Being a mother, daughter, wife, friend, conciliatory, fragile, delicate and submissive are the
qualities that the ideal woman should have for the status quo. "The weaker sex," as a world made by
and for men has cataloged them. However, throughout history many women have shown that
patriarchy is wrong. In the city of Santiago, there have been plenty of examples. Ordinary women,
but who did not bow to adversity, resisted persecution, exile or prison and torture, without
abdicating their ideals. Brave women who show the courage and strength of Dominican women.
The Battle of March 30 or Battle of Santiago was the second most important battle, after the War of
the Dominican Independence and was fought on March 30, 1844, in Santiago. If Juan Pablo Duarte,
Francisco Rosario Sanchez and Matias Ramon Mella proclaimed Dominican independence on
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February 27, 1844, it was, in large part, thanks to them: The Women of February. La Coronela,
Maria Trinidad Sanchez, Concepcion Bona and other were tortured, humiliated and even shot for
abandoning the usual work of women at the time. Supporting the separatist cause that one day the
young Juan Pablo Duarte, among other Dominican liberals, promoted to liberate their country from
the Haitian imperialist.
María Trinidad Sánchez, the first victim of political crime in the Dominican history of the
country's independence. Considered the highest expression of the female leadership of the time, she
dedicated herself to transporting gunpowder under her skirt to carry ammunition during the battle,
she welcomed the descendants of General Santana and organized and prepared the conspiracy of
1845. In addition, she was a key figure in the education of her nephew Francisco del Rosario
Sánchez. However, her voice would fade on February 27, 1845 when, after refusing to expose the
movement's forerunners (she was the only one who knew Sánchez's whereabouts), she was tried by
a Council of War and sentenced to execution (Hoy 2003).
Activist and military woman, Juana Saltitopa (Juana de la Merced Trinidad) earned her
nickname La Coronela when, in the Battle of March 30, she raised her machete against General
Pierrot. Her bravery and courage led her to act as a nurse, encouraging Dominican fighters and
saving dozens of lives. "Juana was a braver woman than many men; at a party they gave at 'La Jina
Mocha' I witnessed how Juana slapped Bartolo Pérez because he tried to abuse her by throwing his
arm over her shoulder and pulling her braid", explained the young Bríjida Minaya in an article
published in El Progreso. "In Santiago, she fought a lot against the Haitians. In those fights, Juana
drove the men who cowed, took care of the wounded, passed water to the combatants to quench
their thirst and refreshed the guns, carried powder in her apron or in his handkerchief to the gunners
and sang songs to the soldiers so that they would always be happy and courageous," he concluded.
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But despite her integrity, Juana was killed in 1860 in combat on the way to Santiago, leaving a
feminist legacy throughout the country that grows stronger every day (Educando 2007).
Sister of Juan Pablo Duarte, Rosa Duarte and Diez could not stay on the sidelines. For this
reason, she gave herself up to the active patriotic cause as a member of the secret political-military
society of La Trinitaria. Now, her contributions in the war are considered as 'the New Testament' of
Dominican history. For her acts during the political persecution after the proclaimed Republic, she
was exiled along with her family by the Government of President Pedro Santana (Educando 2011).
Independence could not have been proclaimed without activist Baltasara de los Reyes hiding
the fugitive Juan Pablo Duarte, persecuted by the Haitian army. Mother of the illustrious Juan
Alejandro Acosta, she was the first woman to take up arms in the War of Independence. Baltasara
was there guarding the mythical night of the 27th with a rifle in hand at the Puerta de la Misericordia
(Educando 2011).
Later on, there is Carmen Josefina Lora Iglesias, known as Piky Lora, was a revolutionary
and lawyer who was part of the June 14 Movement. During the guerrilla warfare used in the June 14
movement, Lora was the only woman of 150 participants on the front. As part of the June 14
movement, she was assigned to go between Santo Domingo and San Francisco de Macorís, the main
Dominican cities. Lora served as the only woman in the front with the guerrilla groups in "Calle
Juan de Dios Ventura Simo". After the resistance was defeated in December 1963, Lora surrendered
to the army and was arrested in Santo Domingo. After six months in various jails, she was exiled to
Paris, France. After briefly organizing civilians for an armed resistance, Lora returned to Santiago in
1966 and began practicing law. She was interested in land legislation and fought to return the land to
citizens when it had been stolen by wealthy and private individuals (Hoy 2003).
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Women’s Voices of STI
Barbara, age 27, born in 1993, one of 2 girls, has one child, identifies as lower class, is single
and has lived in the Navarrete City part of Santiago her whole life. Her mother, Ana, and her father
have been married for over 40 years. At the age of 19 Barbara moved out of her house to live with
the father of her child. Only 2 years ago they separated, and Barbara has moved in back with her
mother. Renting out a house, with three bedrooms for RD$5,000 a month, Barbara has dedicated
herself to establishing a manicure and pedicure service on the go, while working an 11-hour shift at a
lottery stand while also taking Saturday college courses:
Yisbell: Barbara you work now?
Barbara: I have to go get a woman's feet now.
Yisbell: How many hours do you work?
Barbara: The whole day from 9 to 8 (Barbara 2020).
Barbara’s labor is crucial because it is a reality of the labor markets women her age reserve
to. The nail and hair industry have become a massive scale phenomenon in the country that has not
received the attention it deserves.
Caroline, age 43, born in 1977, one of two children, has three children, identifies as lower
class, is divorced, and has reside in Santiago her entire life moving from village to village. Caroline
explained that her relationship with her mother at a young age was bumpy given the fact that her
mother was never there to support her. At the age of 19, she left home. Not having where to go, the
mother of her then boyfriend offered her marriage with her son as a way to allow her to move into
her home. Caroline and her boyfriend married, and they had three children divorcing 6 years ago.
Since, Caroline receives a pension from her ex-husband for her 3 children of $100. She lives in a
rented home with all of her children and their spouses, plus 2 grandchildren:
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At my age and with the mentality that I have right now, knowing what I want, it is more
difficult for me to have a partner than a young woman. Because they all listen to a young
woman and not necessarily mind. There are young people who have much more mentality
than me. But for example, it is more difficult for me than for someone who is, for example,
20 or 30 years old. But why? Because I am treating someone, and I see qualities that I do not
want. And if I want, I say now, and I do not follow. Because I already know that I'm not
going to put up with that. But if you don't have the experience, you sometimes even find it
normal (Caroline 2020).
In her interview, Caroline highlights her implications of a women’s worth and
social responsibilities given her life story.
Rosa, 55, born in 1965, is from a small town in Santiago called Esperanza:
I'm going to tell you I'm a housewife. I am dedicated to my house, my husband, and my
Children (Rosa 2020).
Rosa explains her responsibility as a housewife and the making of her household and
extended family. Her interview explores what she believes is positive relationships in the home
alongside respect for the woman. She examines the multifaceted ways women have achieved a
working status:
It has been formed that women like to work, although they have few opportunities. But she
likes to work as a housewife, who, if they can cook, start a business, do housework, a salon, a
market to sell groceries (Rosa 2020).
Although optimistic, Rosa is very critical of Dominican social, political, and economic
efforts:
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I feel limited when I want to do something, and I cannot because the situation is not good.
Sometimes I say, "sheesh I want to do this in life, I want to do this business," but I am
limited because I don't have the money to do it (Rosa 2020).
Last but not least, there is Julia, age 50, has two children, identifies as lower middle income,
is married, attended college and has resided in both Santiago and the United Sates throughout her
life. Julia owns has owned a hair salon for over 20 years. She began the small business in her garage
and then was able to build a second floor to her home where she opened a bigger space:
I bumped into a girl who burned her house and she came to the living room. I have many
years with this salon. When I got there, she kind of felt embarrassed. But I did not
remember her, and I said to her, “But I know you, you went to my salon. In front of the
bakery that your house burned down (Julia 2020).”
All these women are exemplar of dynamics that exist in the city of Santiago. Their voices
express notions that are dismissed by monitoring organizations, data, and numbers.

Current Economic and Labor Reality in STI
The population of this city according to the 2010 ATLAS census is 963,422. Women making
up 483,316 of the totals. Santiago de los Caballeros concentrates more than 50% of the economy of
the Cibao region. Its GDP is equivalent to 14% of national GDP, about US $ 11.9 billion (PPP) while
GDP per capita amounts to US $ 12,626 (PPP); making the area one of the most prosperous in the
country, and in Central America and the Caribbean. Although Santiago produces everything, 9 clusters
dominate the city's production. In geographical terms, the city's socioeconomic activity is mainly
residential in nature, covering 80% of the urban area. They are distributed as follows according to the
levels of household income (USAID 2018):
High: 17%
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Medium: 51%
Low: 24%
Poor: 8%
The economically active population of Santiago is distinguished from the rest of the country
by its greater labor participation in manufacturing (26%), while 25% work in the commerce sector,
another 23% in services and other sectors; while 5% work in the tourism sector (Camara Santiago
2019).

Political Reality in the Country
There have been incredible and successful women and female personalities that have sprung
out of Dominican society. Women such as: Milagros Ortiz Bosch - who has been candidate for the
presidency several times - and Nuria Piera, who has excelled at journalism and has been recognized with
an Emmy Award as the best foreign journalist for her outstanding work on Dominican reality research.
According to Dominican citizens, politics in the country has always taken shape in form of
corruption. From this corruption has sprung strong civil disobedience. The motives behind civil
disobedience has been over issues with light availability, water supply, and education purposes. Uprising
constantly occurs in the country because certain corrupted officials tend to steal the money that the federal
government provides to sectors for neighborhood remodeling and social constructions. Many citizens
stating that, “Just like there are good politicians, there are bad ones.” Oftentimes, all types of empowerment
and development programs are victims or work with the corruption. Political corruptions usually take shape
in budgeting. Policy makers, politicians, financers, malleate the costs of community projects such as
remodeling a street, building a park, framing costs to be more than necessary to distribute the excessive
money amongst themselves, exemplar is the Ode Bretch case in 2017.

Social Reality in the Country
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In the Dominican Republic, women have traditionally since the moment they are born, been
molded into housewives. Being prepared within the household in favor of men’s expectations. They
are taught to be over obeying with their fathers and the male figures in the home. Alongside, never
interfering with what are considered “men’s issues” (Duarte 2009). Over the years a very slow shift
on social empowerment is taking place but certainly present in men’s conception of women. Just like
in other societies, the Dominican Republic is constructed by a class difference especially given its
origins of slavery and colonization. Most women from middle and upper class in the Dominican
Republic are considered to be less handoff and incapable to enter the labor market (Duarte 2009).
While proletariat and rural women are stereotypes as being more humble, respectful, and educated in
terms of mannerism and attention to other citizens. Likewise, women from Santiago are stereotyped
to be freer spirited. Known to dance more, party more, “provocative” body shapes, sincere with their
partner, progressive, faster and informal speech. Meanwhile, women in Santo Domingo are
stereotypes to be more sexually active, materialistic, authoritative, and decisive.
Delinquency in Dominican society never fails to be part of the conversation of the social
reality in the country. Burglary and pick pocketing are always one of the main warnings given to
tourists. The way delinquency is interpreted by a tourist rather a Dominican is different. While a tourist
may be concerned about being pickpocketed, Dominicans are concerned about how much youth is
taking serious jobs. Jobs consists of tricking Americans and citizens in other countries to send catfish
women money. Youth has taken on drugs and alcohol at higher rates than before. Police force
becomes part of the problem as they tend to be aware of all the drug points and locations but rather
than dealing with the issue prefer to bribe drug dealers and burglars to be left alone.
On a positive note, Dominican society is made up of festivity and joy regardless of hard times.
The streets are always lively with Bachata streaming from every other corner store. People playing
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Domino in their front porches while children chase each other around or play baseball with a stick
and an empty deodorant bottle. A country where neighbors are essential to everyday life.
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Chapter 3

Social Empowerment
At the age of 14, Sonia (substitute name) got pregnant with what today is my beautiful baby
nephew Carlos Jr. Marrero (permission to name granted). Sonia was in an underaged
relationship with my cousin who at the time was 18. The relationship was in full consent of
both parents on either side. She recalls taking a plan B after every sexual intercourse experience
which both her and her partner agreed upon. One day, she simply did not. On May 24 of 2019
she gave birth and her life took on a new journey. At no point was she ashamed of her early
pregnancy, giving up school, what people would say, or her giving up “childhood.” Instead,
she prepared mentally and physically for mothering. Today, Sonia lives with her partner and
the child’s father in her mother in law’s house. The family takes up a room and provides rent
money, and Sonia has picked up the responsibility of her child, the home, a hotdog stand in
front of their house and doing “childhood” things. Meaning that she has been able to balance
many indicators that constructs her social reality to her best ability. She has received the moral
and physical support of all the women around her. The story of Sonia is one that is very
common and unjudged by Dominican society (Undocumented interview, April 5, 2020).

Empowerment can be in approximation generalized to the understanding of a process that
consists of taking a situation of lower power to higher power. In this case implicating that a Dominican
woman takes control of their own lives and maximizes their power in their social context (Leon 1997).
This ideology can hint at a notion of power relation and situational observation. When scholars think
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of power relations it is not surprising that the consciousness universalizes the prevalent connotation
of women as weak and men as stronger (Spade 2011). This is where we must check our intuition
before continuing an observation. This is where we must question the politics of naturality and all of
social relations. The concept of power must be taken as an element that fluctuates instead of
something that is simply present in all social relations.
There are two visions that aim to promote empowerment and development. One vision of
social empowerment denotes a sense of “women in development” assisting change for the “poor”
woman to take control of resources. Assuming that, empowerment allows for autonomy and
participation to be part of the conversation. Many of the interviews will signal that sometimes-having
control over resources does not always imply what actual empowerment is. Oftentimes when
considering developmental approaches as a pathway to empowerment it will consist of thorough
observation of resources available. Taking a practical length of time to see the results of the resources
and its impacts on social empowerment. This first vision may play part in the context of social
empowerment of Dominican women but to a significant extent as interviews of Magda and Isabel
from STD show. Unfortunately, it deals with the practical materialistic needs of gender given what is
identified as needs in that given society (Moser 1993).
The second vision considers a more radical view that calls to action transformation of social
structures that feed subordination. This vision calls into review the abolitions of gender divisions and
institutional discrimination that gives men social power over women (Moser 1993). In all interviews
Dominican women in general were aware of the variety of power men are given in their society.
Likewise, they were very well aware of their own autonomy and ability to challenge gender divisions
and institutional discrimination. Some women still chose marriage, divorce, to not get married, to bare
children while in separate households and while in the same. Meaning that the vision falls short to
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explain whether a woman who does or does not have this radical view is unempowered or empowered
in comparison to each other.
In this chapter, I turn to social empowerment by examining how several indicators of social
empowerment as described by Dominican women themselves affect and reinvigorate their experiences
in the cities of Santo Domingo and Santiago. The indicators of social empowerment include several
elements that guide through some of the many spheres of social empowerment. Considering the
preconditions of women (Kabeer 1999) in the particular context of the Dominican woman I take into
account the changes in gendered institutions both described by women and written by other scholars.
The gendered institutions I will focus on are both formal and informal in other words formal in terms
of, centers for women. Informal consist of social norms at the individual level that consist of two
other; (1) sub elements categorized as “state derived demographics” (age, marital status, and number
of children, education,); (2) “individual characteristics” (daily chores, extracurricular activities,
entertainment preferences, involvement in community building, friend activities, and news interaction.
This study does place emphasis on agency and its influence on empowerment only under full
understanding that many indicators actually intersect. To generalize each individual indicator limits
the scope and narrows the spectrum as it important to give space for variety. Some women may take
more interest in one indicator than the other as well as find empowerment in either or than another
woman would. It is also a possibility that for some women and individual characteristic is interpreted
as a “state derived demographics” in her preference and understanding.
All women proposed explicitly that they were empowered which asserts a stance within the
following analysis. In Resource agency achievements: reflection on measurements of women empowerment. Development
and Change (1999), Kabeer digests agency and its importance in the outcome of empowerment. Kabeer
provides the example of a woman’s agency to leave unhealthy relationships, speak up on issues, and
ask for respect and equal treatment. This he describes as intended outcomes which in other words are to
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be obvious outcomes that show empowerment. A second outcome is unintended and often comes with
negative repercussions such as social rejection and seen as disobedient, in other words picking up the
Feminists Killjoy title proposed by Sara Ahmad (2016). The following vignettes will showcase these
exact points on the topics of household and motherhood, education, relationships, violence against
women and feminicides.

The Household, Motherhood, and Education
Motherhood holds considerate importance in the feminist discourse in Latin America. Even
if feminist thought has taken its multifaceted approaches to understand women, motherhood has been
predominant in gender, rights, health, and economic definitions of differences between men and
women in all schools of studies. While for some feminists motherhood is construed as a burden due
to its oppressive interchange with social norms, others limit this restrictive view of the label and
consider how it is a quality in life and a task that allows women the freedom to or to not consider it
an ethical and responsibility in life (Schirmer 1988, 41). The process through which parents transmit
cultural values, as well as beliefs, traditions and behavioral norms, to their children is referred to as
ethnic-racial socialization (Hughes, Rodriguez, Smith, Johnson, Stevenson, & Spicer 2006). Others do
not break through the argument that maternity and motherhood reinforces traditional maternal
categories; I argue that there are many distinctions to be considered. Women in the Dominican
Republic all emphasize the importance and gratitude in being mothers, often very “emotionally” (see
interview with Rosa and Sofia). Maria del Carmen Feijoó states that “linking the possibility of change
to feminine emotionality constitutes a paradoxical ‘vicious circle’’ (Feijoó 1989, 88) given that an
affirmation of such ‘emotionality’ as a feminine quality could be seen to support traditional
perceptions. Truly, Dominican women do reinforce the woman’s role as a mother, but I would argue
that they do so without considering it a burden placed on by social norms nor as a primary role nor a
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secondary one by their perception, as outsiders and as men do due to the lack of double consciousness
we are very prompt to take it as such. Feijoo refers to this traditionalism as “a daring gesture, an
indictment of its original meaning of passivity and submission (Feijoo 1989, 77).”

Santo Domingo
Latinx parenting has been often been approached by Global North scholars as being a very
authoritative way of bearing children (Knight, Virdin, & Roosa 1994). Some scholars consider the
parenting excessively controlling (Gutierrez, Sameroff, & Karrer 1988) especially given its physical
forms of dealing with children. To consider what these terms means in reference to a Latinx parent’s
ability to “successfully” deal with children would be a backwards and inconsiderate approach as these
women and men have cultural factors playing part in the way children are raised. Many women
interviewed in the city of Santo Domingo express what these scholars would consider controlling and
authoritarian ways of parenting. Isabel:
I agree with convents one hundred percent because there are parents who do not know how
to educate their children (Isabel 2019).
The words of Isabel are quite stunning as many factors come into play. Here, the mind
wanders off into questioning religion, institutions, body, responsibility, righteousness, and many other
social morals and dilemmas. Isabel is hinting at an intuition of parenting based on what she will later
describe for the sake of keeping social order and in favor of the child’s safety. It is unfair to
automatically imply and judge Isabel’s approach as being traditionalist and oppressive. Mohanty (1984)
eloquently states, “This connection between women as historical subjects and the re-presentation of
Woman produced by hegemonic discourses is not a relation of direct identity, or a relation of
correspondence or simple implication. It is an arbitrary relation set up by particular cultures (Mohanty
1984, 334).” Isabel alludes to a reason beyond tradition basing off of a measurement of good versus
bad responsibility coming from the parent. It is about the church having more strength than parents
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based on policing of the physical body. From this propagates the belief that the church is able to
obligate respect from children that do not listen to their parents. Isabel continues on to further discuss
how the church and the military provides an education that will otherwise be taken away from a child
who chooses the streets over going to school. The emphasis placed on education is a constant that
can be seen in Sofia’s interview:
And usually, it was in my case, we lived in a military site that was called "La Victoria", when
there was no class for us my mother moved. Some are left behind because they want to. I
always say he who does not study is because he does not want to because here there has always
been available education, practically you do not have to pay to study at school. Then he who
does not prepare is because he does not have or had a mother to get ahead (Sofia 2019).
There are parents here who send their children to school, but they are very poor. I studied at
the state school in Juan Pablo Duarte. I studied communication and rights, so the boys saw
that my sister and I were different from the other girls and they took care of us. When there
was a riot, they cared for us (Sofia 2019).
Sofia believes the pathway to empowerment is going to school. This is independent
of the parent’s income and lifestyle. No matter how much money you have, education should be
reserved as priority for the child, even if the quality of the education is low. Here, we can see that a
responsible and successful motherhood is implied in whether or not the child gains a formal education.
Moreover, how the Dominican household and family are made up of unique values which establishes
strict individual obligations and reciprocity of respect and authority given to the elder is non-negotiable
(Zayas & Solari 1994).
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Santiago
The importance of education and respect does not fall any shorter with women in the city of
Santiago. In comparison to women in Santo Domingo, women in Santiago expressed less attention
on formal institution of education and more on the manners and habits constructed by the household.
Julia states:
First of all, knowing which family you come from. What was the education of his mother and
father? No matter how poor you are, everything comes from home formation. That is not
from school, education is in one's home for one to be able to reflect on life in society. What
one is as a woman and as a Dominican. Not only as a Dominican, but as a woman (Julia 2019).
Julia’s statement redefines “education” to morality and mannerism in a way that is not so
separated from having academic goals but more interpersonal. The following conversation between
mother and daughter is exemplar of this:
Ana: Barbara knows she is in trouble with me.
Barbara: Joshua uses the cell phone a lot. Okay, but Joshua does not go anywhere to play with
other children. If he doesn't go anywhere, what does it matter if he uses the phone?
Ana: Put cartoons on it to teach him how to read.
Barbara: He doesn't even go out to the patio to play with a car.
Ana: See Yisbell, he was even learning English in those cartoons [on the phone].
Barbara: Ask him the very “good” words he says beautifully in English.
Ana: He was learning a lot there and Joshua doesn't want to take a notebook anymore. Before
when he got angry the first thing, he did was that.
Here we see how education does not center exclusively on academics but includes proper
behavior and respect of elder. Many of the former points derived intersect in this conversation
between a mother and her daughter about the grandchild. The grandmother articulates to her daughter
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the excessive use of the phone by her grandchild while in the home space. The grandmother felt that
her grandchild, age 5, was listening to too much Dembow, which is a music genre with a lot of creative
words and unique articulation. Concerned, Ana constructs this way of spending time within the
household unproductive to the child’s cognitive growth. Considerably, Barbara articulates that her
child does not spend time outside. Crucial enough, Barbara emphasizes the outside as if her child has
the habit of being outside, it would be more impactful and downgrading on his cognitive growth. The
solution to Ana then, is to put on some cartoons on the phone that will teach him another language.
Not having control over the actual language understanding, Barbara is not able to guard or program
what her son is exposed to.
The remarks made by women in Santo Domingo and Santiago on their ways of adopting the
role of motherhood has allowed for a challenging perspective on feminist viewpoints and a very
intriguing break down of the different ways in which this social construction can be inhabited. If to
feminists, a woman must be at all times eliminating the role of the mother as part of identification
then those who believe so will say that these women are not feminist. To do so would exclude millions
of women out of the feminist’s movement while as well undermining and disrespecting their
knowledge and ability to perform duties fully aware of their own capabilities. If to these women,
empowerment is withheld from educations out of an institution and education out of a household,
then as each have received either or, they are empowered.

Violence Against Women, Feminicides, and Empowerment in the Dominican Republic
The fieldwork of this thesis occurred during one of the Dominican Republic’s most horrific
feminicides in 2020. Only four days into the new year, 4-year-old Yaneirys Rodriguez’s body was
found beat, raped, and abused by two men. Little Y.R. disappeared around 10 p.m. on January 4th
when she went to shop alone at a store at the request of her mother and her body was found that
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Wednesday in a garbage dump. According to police information, among the detainees were two men
identified as Franklin Fernández Cruz, 31, and a 16-year-old boy, whose identity was not revealed.
Both subjects lived in the same neighborhood called La Barranca and confessed to the rape and
murder of the 4-year-old girl and confirmed that they left the body in a landfill in that sector. During
his demonstration, the minor said that he forcibly took the girl to Fernández Cruz's house, where they
sexually abused and later ended her life. The teenager involved in the murder would have another case
opened for rape. He argued that his partner Franklin was totally drunk when the events occurred. “I
tried to rape her, but I couldn't. I was drunk when he took her to me,” Franklin told reporters as he
was being transferred under arrest by authorities. In statements to the press, the director of the
Dominican Republic Police, Ney Aldrun Bautista Almonte, called the victim's mother irresponsible
for sending her to the streets late at night and exposing her to danger (La Republica 2020).
In the Dominican Republic, Law no. 24-97 on the Protection of Women is the result of a
reform carried out in January 1997 to the Penal Code, which until then did not sanction violence
against women. The law explicitly “condemns” any type of violence against women but not “ban.” A
modification was also introduced to provide mechanisms for offenders to receive help. However,
Sergia Galván, coordinator of the Women and Health Collective, expressed the seriousness of the fact
that "... there is no re-education system for the aggressors in the country, and that the only option
offered by the system is prison, where no one is educated, which he described as a deficiency of the
State ”(El Nuevo Diario 2013). Most recent data on feminicides and reported cases date back to 2018,
where the country reported 76 deaths. Studies on 2019 report 67 deaths in total (La Procuraduría
General de la República (PGR). Despite this number, it is understood that extreme violence against
women motivated by sexism has decreased by 35% in respect to 2017 and 2016 (MMUJER 2018).
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According to data obtained from the Ministry of Women of the Republic, in 2018, 76 victims
were registered throughout the national territory, while 100 were relative. The figure represents a
decrease compared to 2017, when 117 murders occurred, and 100 were relative (INACIF 2018).
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According to Table No. 2, of the 176 feminicides, Although the Ozama or Metropolitana and
Cibao Norte regions (STD) have a greater number of fatalities, in reality Enriquillo, Yuma and Cibao
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Nordeste (South) are being much more affected, due to the fact that far fewer women live there, but
they die almost as much as in the provinces with the largest female population, as can be seen below.

There are approximately 19 units for the care of abused women under the Ministry of Women
(MMUJER), as well as two shelters. All this is insufficient for a fast and effective attention to
complaints. In order to carry out policies, legislation, progressive social empowerment programming
on the topic of violence it is important to understand the distribution of feminicides. I believe that
analyzing this issue allows us to begin to glimpse empowerment in their own perspectives especially
when women brought up violence against women and feminicides on their own without explicit
interview questions mentioning it.
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Women across the spectrum expressed their concerns about violence against women and the
responsibility of the woman to avoid it. Both men and women behaviors are limited due to their
societies conception of acceptable gender norms however, there needs to be a larger microscope
focused on men, and how they are causing more restrain on women than women themselves. In
Anzaldúa’s essay she structs by saying:
“Tenderness, a sign of vulnerability, is so feared that it is showered on women with verbal
abuse and blows. Men, even more than women, are fettered to gender roles. Women at least
have had the guts to break out of bondage. Only gay men have had the courage to expose
themselves to the woman inside them and to challenge the current masculinity. I’ve
encountered a few scattered and isolated gentle straight men, the beginnings of a new breed,
but they are confused, and entangled with sexist behaviors that they have not been able to
eradicate. We need a new masculinity and the new man needs a movement (Anzaldua 1987,
55).”
Anzaldúa in every aspect exemplifies the cruciality of why there needs to be a call for a new
masculinity. Masculinity needs to be redefined because all the focus has been placed on what it means
to be a woman in this world, what it means to be feminine and the misconception surrounding the
feminist movement period.

Conclusion
Social empowerment is a process that involves a complex inter-relation between many
elements, relationships that within themselves are dynamic. For example, the household, motherhood,
education, and relationships. Increased social empowerment comes with its negative and positive
effects that cannot be generalized to the overall concept but rather that allows for contextualization
and application to Dominican society given culture and norms. Alongside cultural norms are the
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discourse of power relations and the role women play in its infiltration to the private and public spaces.
Even if the study does not provide the full perspective or sufficient analytical capacity given the sample
size, it certainly makes it useful to show how any attempt to generalize is inadequate for discussion of
the operation of power in a specific context. Any approach to do so fails to represent the complexity
of empowerment processes. More importantly, the variety in women’s confidence of their roles shows
how the process of social empowerment is not something that organizations can suddenly begin but
rather operates in various ways. Given, new model of empowerment must be developed with reference
to case studies using women in a given society. Such process allowed to show how women in Santiago
are neither less nor more empowered than women in Santo Domingo but rather working in different
traditional understanding of their roles.
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Chapter 4

Economic Empowerment
Let's say that many times you feel limited because there are many situations in where society
points out that, for example, when there are independent women, sometimes they want to
cross you off. They don't want to recognize that you are a person who has the ability to push
yourself forward. That you need a person behind you to manage. Equally, there are many
responsibilities that belong to both and society does not want to recognize that it belongs to
both. Then they simply cross you off as a woman, although the man also has the responsibility
(Caroline 2020).
Well the economy is not very good. The economy is bad because the woman with the little
currency there is (Rosa 2020).

The need to study economic empowerment of women highlights the relationship between
the women’s income and their well-being in different dimensions of the empowerment process. There
are many case-studies that show how giving women the opportunity to engage in paid labor can
spearhead and spark the autonomy needed to control resources. Allowing decision making on
investment to their education, health, mobility, and home decisions (Kabeer 2005). Although these
outcomes work in favor of the woman, there are also studies that indicate how the reality of paid labor
comes with other burdens that undermine the impacts on women’s well-being and autonomy.
In this chapter I argue that women’s economic incorporation levels in the Dominican Republic
need more work when it comes to wages and the labor market but, Dominican women, are
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economically empowered when it comes to labor mindset, and building businesses. The ideal
economic incorporation allows Dominican women the same opportunity that men have to open up
businesses that are not in domestic spaces. Although women use their porches, backyards, living
rooms, garages to put on a clothing store, jewelry store, sell products, put on a hair salon, and a nail
salon, which are legitimate businesses and cannot be undermined at all, not all women are able to do
this given their wages, income, and the way money is produced in the country.
Women may seek jobs in the main industries such as sweat shops, meat production companies,
supermarkets, local businesses, with their qualifications but, these jobs pay bi-weekly a flat rate
depending on the average expense of their city, some jobs do not even consider that factor. Many jobs
do not come with health insurances, benefits, paid leave, or many other essential needs. This inherently
limits Dominican women’s opportunity for upward mobility and strengthens some of the social
empowerment challenges addressed in Chapter 4. Women are aware to have been restricted to a
limited amount of jobs in the labor market.
We must question: How central are the economic dimensions to women’s economic
empowerment? What is limiting economic empowerment in these cities? What role does capital play
in women’s lives? What jobs are being marketed for women and why do they resort to them? What
are the consequences of low levels of economic empowerment? How does economic empowerment
play part in other empowerment spheres? Why focus on economic incorporation as an element of
economic empowerment? This decade has seen significant increase on economic incorporation in
Latin America and the Caribbean but, concerns on low incomes and working conditions still prevail.
Women in the Dominican Republic continue to engage in domestic jobs and spaces where policy
makers have not paid enough attention to (Espino 2013). This chapter demonstrates how La Capital,
the city with the ability to offer more economic incorporation, still has its limitations. Santiago, where
life is less expensive than that of the Capital, hold the same limitations. Despite women’s drive to
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become entrepreneurs, is not enough to break through the barriers. By looking at the ways in which
women’s economic empowerment is tied to women’s economic incorporation and women’s economic
development, factor by factor, and comparing these two cities, we can understand why we see this
trend and predict which city would flourish in an ideal future that allows equal playing field.
The concept of economic empowerment is oftentimes contingent as it is difficult to apply a
model or framework to all societies. Many frameworks approach economic empowerment through a
bottom-up implementation in societies where empowerment already lies while other frameworks use
a top-down system in hopes that women will develop certain skills after being in the labor market for
some time. Although, helpful frameworks for certain places, insufficient for the Dominican Republic.
The economic dimension is central and multilateral organizations have been combatting the lack of it
by creating certain employment opportunities and access to credit programs in “Third World countries
(OECD 2012).” This approach is deriving empowerment as a one-way cycle in which women are
expected to learn a sustainable skill and acquire knowledge that they may or may not even use in the
short term in their societies. Furthermore, there are scholars that categorize the legitimacy of jobs in
terms of its formality and informality as a means to advocate for better job opportunities for women.
The belief that what constructs a “formal job” will only provide a better lifestyle for women. Telling
women that have become extremely skilled in certain sectors when formal legislations and policies
labor markets deprives them of their agency capacity encounter backlash (Kabeer 2012). Further in
this chapter, I will analyze the “informal jobs” acquired by women and the impact those salaries have
on their well-being in comparison for “formal” jobs. Other scholars consider economic empowerment
as a pathway independency to men and as the solution to social limitations in particular domestic
relationships (bell hooks 1984). The reality is that not all paid work can will take these burdens off of
women. Jobs vary from unwritten contracts, to low quality, all the way to decent condition, direct
deposits and or checks, to those with social protection and those that do not even ask emergency
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contact information. Unfortunately, scholarship has insisted we examine independence of women
from men as if all working women are subjective to a man in the household that automatically views
them as less (Kabeer 2009). This derives from what Whitehead (2009) refers to as “imposed
restrictions.” Meaning that, the preconceived ideologies about masculinities and femininity in the labor
market where employers have gender preferences.
Dominican Republic is not immune to the masculine derived norms and institutions, especially
not the social and organizational systems that govern these activities and continue to influence where
resources are distributed. This is apparent in the way women are not seen working in construction,
painting homes, car dealerships, or driving trucks in factories. Not only in the physical aspect, women
are perceived to have different capabilities of handling money. Institutions include legal and political
structures, economic systems, market structures, and marriage, inheritance, and education systems.
Therefore, to promote the economic empowerment of women, the public policies developed or to be
developed should be oriented to deconstruct and redefine the norms and institutions in favor of
gender equality. It will take strategic planning at the different level of economic empowerment such
as at the individual household space likewise at a big company or corporation.
The Labor Market Barometer reveals that the Dominican Republic's labor market shows marked
deficiencies, such as huge gaps in labor income, low participation of the population of working age in
economic activity and employment, especially women and youth, insufficient generation of quality
jobs, high informality and low wages. The disadvantages of women in the labor market in terms of
employment opportunities persist. The study, based on the Central Bank's Labor Force Survey, establishes
that the female employment rate is only 57% of the proportion of men of productive age with
employment (39.9% versus 69.9%), a difference of 30 points percentage in favor of men, a gap slightly
greater than gender inequality in participation, indicating that the difficulties of women in the labor
market are even greater when it comes to obtaining a job. From the perspective of the demand for
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work, in addition to the insufficient capacity to generate jobs, the low quality of most of the jobs
created constitute structural determinants of the Dominican Republic economy that have made it
impossible for the necessary virtuous circles between economic growth, the reduction of poverty and
the expansion of the middle income strata that correspond to the classification of upper middle
income country.

To analyze economic empowerment and incorporations, I highlight:
• Human capital
• Financial capital
• Social capital
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Women as Human Capital in Free-trade Zone Jobs
In 2001, free trade zone exports accounted for 32% of the Dominican Republic’s total exports
of goods or 7.9% of the GDP. In 2002, the free trade zones employed approximately 171 000 persons
(Human Rights Watch 2002). The textile-manufacturing sector absorbed about 70% of those
employed in the FTZ. Women constitute the majority of the workforce in free trade zone industries,
including pharmaceuticals, textile manufacturing, electronics, tobacco, and plastic products (Human
Rights Watch 2002). The intersection of gender and export-led industrialization has always been a
question the Dominican Republic has faced given the long colonial and contemporary imperialism
that resides in the island (Safa 1995, Sassen 2000). Always considering exploitation and opportunity
dilemmas (Safa 1995, Tinker 1976). The case of the Dominican Republic is crucial to the discourses
of sweatshops and gender as the Caribbean island holds some of the main exportation zones in
comparison to other islands (Devault 1997). Pineda (1990) examines the make-up of these free trade
zone employments and the women’s conditions. Women tend to be already poor entering a space that
discriminates and takes their time away from engaging in other opportunities. They are susceptible to
random cutbacks, unemployment, health cutbacks, and a considerate work schedule.

Santiago
In the city of Santiago alone, 22 free trade zones operate, hosting 228 companies that employ
about 60,000 people directly and more than 130,000 with indirect benefits (CNZFE 2017). Barbara
explains these implications:
That's why this country is always like this, fucked up. When they put you in the free zone what
they give you is 200 pesos more. An example, if you earn weekly 800, they put you 200 more
at the end. Those women leave at 6 in the morning and leave at 5 pm(Barbara 2019).
Joekes (1995) discusses the nuanced benefits that come from these jobs in Latin
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America. Arguing on the contrary that although these jobs are exploitative the wage is an important
income to these women and anyone who is dependent off of them. Bustos (1994) argues that these
jobs are better than the other options left off to women. Barbara, who works in a lottery spot which
is referred to as “La Banca” and cleans people’s nails on the side, expresses how even though the jobs
do not offer high wages and upward mobility, they often represent the only opportunity of
employment for poor women. She continues:
When you look for a job, they tell you we are going to pay you 2,500 pesos, for example, biweekly. You have to take it here in this country because what are you going to live on? Is it
obligatory to have to take it because where are you going? With the nail business you are better
off because you are looking for money every day (Barbara 2019).
To break down the reality Barbara is highlighting one must begin with the conversion.
When converted into US dollars, RD$2,500 is equivalent to US$50.00. In the US that would probably
last 2 days. Why would the conversion matter if life is cheaper in Santiago? Technically it is not
because, Dominican local businesses actually have been converting their products prices by that of
the American dollar. Therefore, consider paying rent. Barbara says:
4,000; 4,500; 5,000, like $ 100 dollars a month, but you have to pay the electricity too. I earn
biweekly paying a rent of 5000 the dianche (devil) takes me. I have to give the full salary and
stay without eating the whole week. The good thing here is that if you buy a house you don't
have to pay mortgage. The bad thing there(US) is that you have to pay mortgage, but the work
that you do there, the profit from there you get here but here you keep working and in time it
doesn't get you anywhere (Barbara 2019).
Here we see the “obligatory” acceptance of the wage that Barbara refers to and the lack of
upper mobility that Bustos asserts. Women in Santiago provinces are more than likely to get a
cosmetology license and make a career out of that, work at certain local businesses like “la Banca”,
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clothing store, or ice cream shop, where they are able to close up during “siesta”, break given from
12pm to 2pm to go back home and make lunch, check on their children, or do a side job.

Santo Domingo
In the city of Santo Domingo alone, 17 free trade zones operate (CNZFE 2017). Barbara
explains these implications: Isabel takes a different perspective on the labor market:
Or you [the child] have to finish high school and while you finish high school you work. When
you leave high school to enter college, you are ready to work on a technical job. And the
vocational woman. Sewing, cooking, embroidery, knitting, now computer. When a child is
taught a job in a school, he does not have time to be on the street. Instead he leaves school
straight to work. When he leaves school, he will have a technical job, that does not mean that
he will become a millionaire. When a child learns a job at the end of high school, he has no
time for crime. If you want to continue studying you can continue studying but if you do not
want to continue studying, you finish high school and have a technical job. You don't have
time to use vices because school does not allow it because you are busy all the time (Isabel
2019).
Isabel is insightful on the measures taken by society to prepare for the labor market. When
focusing on women she refers to what is a vocational job and provides the categories she means by
such. This job technically does not mean you will have upward mobility, but it works to protect you
from other socio-economic disadvantages. Basically, Isabel is insisting on considering and proffering
a job no matter the conditions over none at all and falling into the vices that the streets have to offer.
The list of vocational jobs Isabel proposes can cause a “pause” reaction on women’s empowerment
because as many western feminists and modernists would propose, it gives off a traditional view of
what women tend to take on in the labor market. One would ask, “well isn’t the point of women’s
empowerment to change the norms?” Yes, but it can also mean that Isabel is suggesting preparing
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women to at least get a job given the competition in the labor market that the Dominican society
provides. Isabel is not against a women’s upper mobility or change in the system, as she articulates
sincere pride in women who defy the system later on in her interviews.
In 2018, women occupied 85,748 jobs in the Free Zones sector, while employed men were
82,375. Of those jobs that were aimed at women, 67,985 were intended for workers, 11,497 were
technicians and 6,266 women were in administrative positions. These figures are contained in the 2018
Statistical Report of the National Council of Free Export Zones (CNZFE).

Independency, Domestic Service, & Education
Bluntly stated, women participation in the labor market has increased but, men’s participation
in unpaid work has not. Unpaid labor refers to domestic chores, taking care of children, cooking and
cleaning. Neither do we see women partaking in construction work or men working at cash registers
in ice cream shops. This is rarely renegotiated. Before examining what women understood as
economic empowerment and incorporation in relations to independency and agency, it would be
extremely helpful to understand some more background information.

Santiago
Gender inequalities in this work, which includes domestic work and caring for dependents,
affects women's options and access to quality employment and their ability to participate in other
aspects of life. Macroeconomic policies continue to disregard existing inequalities in the distribution
of paid and unpaid work by sex, to the detriment of women (Espino) The value and cost of unpaid
domestic and care work should be recognized and valued by both governments and the private sector.
To understand how this works with women in Santiago let’s consider an anecdote of each
women’s ethnography. First, there is Ana (60). Ana is married, rents a home with a help of a nephew
who is overseas, has 2 daughters, one that lives in the Capital and one that lives currently lives with
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her and has one son. Ana also, took under her responsibility the two out of the three children that her
older daughter that lives in the Capital had. Ana’s husband works at a night club starting at 5pm while
she engages in several different occupations throughout the day. Ana picks up whatever is offered to
her throughout the week. This entails, cleaning someone’s homes, sowing up a bed-set and walking
around trying to sell it, raffling numbers, or staying at home. Every day that I visited Isabel, I found
her cleaning her house and getting dressed to go for a walk. Not just a nice walk down the park but
rather to take her granddaughter to music class or her grandchild to an English course. When she is
not able to do so, she passes down the responsibilities to her daughter.
Then there is Barbara (27). Barbara is Ana’s daughter. She has one child a decided to divorce
the child’s father a year ago. Barbara began to attend college again and works at the lottery shop, while
doing nails on the side. She works from 9am to 8pm with a break from 3 to 5pm in between where
she will take her pedicure and manicure customers. When she is not working, she attends the UASD
30-40 minutes away into the main city of Santiago. She is responsible to use her wage to provide at
her mother’s house and for her son. She does not count on her ex-husband to take on any of her
childcare.
In the case of Caroline (43), she is also divorced, currently living in a rented apartment, and
works in administration at Agrofem a supermarket chain. Caroline has 3 children who live with her.
Both her older son and middle daughter have children 1 year of age and lower and also live with her.
They also have their partners living with them. In the household only three people work. Two of them
are men (work in sweatshops) and Caroline on the side has a clothing store in her living room. While
Caroline and the two others are out at work. Caroline has always been the working one in her prior
relationship. Her ex-husband was a stay at home dad but did not engage in the all the responsibilities
of a mother that stays at home with her children. He would pick take and pick them up from school
then the children were taken to his mother’s house where their grandmother would provide them with
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food. Sonia (mentioned in Chapter 4) who is part of this household today, is made responsible to take
care of her child (10 months) as well as Caroline’s youngest daughter (7), Caroline’s other daughter
(15) and her newborn (2 months). Sonia does all the chores in the home, provides breakfast, lunch,
and dinner, and in the evening opens up her hot dog stand. Sonia’s source of income her child’s father
and the hotdog stand.
Last but not least there is Rosa (55). Rosa is a stay at home mom where her only income comes
from her husband and working children. She explains that any income that comes her way is not
enough for her to use at her pleasure but rather to cover other home expenses never considered.

Santo Domingo
Women in Santo Domingo also hinted at wage, job, and income in relations to dependency of
a man in the household either explicitly or implicitly. Placing high responsibility on the women’s ability
to derive a job before falling into the traps of social norms to find a “good” man that provides for
you.
Isabel (65), has three successful male children who reside in Middletown, New York and
provide for her, as well as her retirement check monthly. She has not worked for several years now
and owns her home, so she does not need to pay rent. She also lives alone. Her income is enough to
get her through the month for basic needs.
Sofia (49), is married and has 3 children. She is a journalist and works in different newspapers
throughout the country likewise, her husband. Both establish expenses in considerable fairness in
terms of home expenses. She no longer takes care of her children as they are grown. Before, she took
on more responsibility of making choices over her children than her husband.

Independency
According to the interviews, for women in Santo Domingo education played the most
important factor to empowerment including economic empowerment. There is a wider sense that
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education leads to better working opportunities regardless of the persons income. On the contrary,
women in Santiago placed emphasis on business building and entrepreneurship. Both paid a significant
amount of attention to domestic violence. There are multiple expectations and inferences made when
the terms economic independence and women are place in the same sentence and the idea that if
women have their own money they can get away from a domestic relationship. The Beijing declaration,
the United Nations strongly recommended economic empowerment of women as a protective factor
against domestic violence (MAHR 1996).
Because a man to support me! Because a man to support me! That’s the big problem (Isabel
2019).

It is very important to continue working on economic empowerment and for that we must
continue working at the rural level and at the agricultural level. Because when you don’t have
economic independence, it is difficult for you to have another type of independence because
economic dependence forces you to accept things and to accept humiliation, mistreatment,
accretions. If you are financially independent you can handle those situations. In addition, that

economic empowerment improves self-esteem and makes the woman feel better, feel more
dignified, feel capable, feel happier, feel more gratified, because even the things she does, she
does it with joy. She does them because she knows that she wants to and must do it, but not
that she has been imposed to do something (Magda 2020).
Many have hypothesized, using the context of Latin America and the Caribbean, regarding
women’s economic empowerment and domestic violence that the woman (often the poor woman)
who is dependent off their partner are at risk because they do not have the full capability and resources
to walk away from their partners and therefore have to stay by their side as an exchange for monetary
security.
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For the most part, Dominican society has, let's say, the bad habit of making women understand
that in order to progress, they have to find a man. Let him supply him, let's say everything. It
really isn't. In other words, we have the capacity to work and make the home progress. And
really when both of you want to move forward you grow much faster (Caroline 2020).
Domestic violence, including physical and sexual abuse against women, carried out
by former or current boyfriends or husbands, is the most common form of violence against women
in the Americas, affecting on average one in three women at some point in their lives, according to
PAHO. Likewise, many of these women have a source of income that is not their husband. It would
be probable that women working women are just as susceptible to abuse as non-working women.
Economic empowerment by means of earning is not the only protective factor. The results of the
Barometer and the economic dynamics of these women raise the need to give due weight in a special
way in the current debate on the proposals for modifications to the Labor Code and in the final
decisions to be made by the Dominican legislators. Low levels, as well as regressive trends in labor
income, the persistence of high unemployment, low social protection and the high informality of the
Dominican labor force economic empowerment, together with higher education and modified cultural
norms against women, may protect women from violence.

Education
Despite dominating university classrooms with more than 60%, women participate with great
disadvantages in the Dominican labor market. The Central Bank (BC) figures show that of a
population of 7,525,557 of working age in the fourth quarter of 2017, the female sex represented
51.6% (3,882,394), of which 51% (1,977,818) were inactive. In the Dominican Republic's universities
and higher institutes, of 480,103 students registered for 2015, 64.4%, equivalent to 309,284, were
women compared to 170,819 (35.6%) men. "For every male student, there are approximately 2
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females, with a femininity rate of approximately 181%," says the Ministry of Higher Education,
Science and Technology (MESCyT) in its latest 2015 report. Meaning that education is still not enough
to combat the disadvantages women are placed in the labor market. But the same training centers
show work disadvantages for women. The MESCyT states that of 18,809 university teachers, 57%
were male and 43% female. The reality changed regarding the administrative personnel of higher
education institutions. For 2015, it consisted of 14,245 people, of which 53.3% represented the female
sex and 46.7% the male. Inequality lies at all levels of economic incorporation that works hand in hand
with economic empowerment therefore and increase income is not the solution to the case of the
Dominican Republic.

Conclusion
Women’s economic empowerment should not be a tool for a country’s development. Such
instrumentalist perspective undermines what women see their economic agency to be. Oftentimes,
organizations justify their programs to be implemented on third world women for the results that their
growth has on third-world economies. With such ideology it is believed that economic empowerment,
increases economic diversification, boosts productivity and income equality, resulting in other positive
development outcomes. For women in the Dominican Republic there is a sense of individuality, that
calls for higher wages, better job market opportunities, their domestic and “informal jobs to be
considered and held to the same standards as other “formal” jobs, as well as health and prosperity.
Women do not see labor as a means to strain away from family and household responsibility but rather
inform the sake of higher wage to be able to fulfill familial needs. Women in Santiago expressed
entrepreneurship in small businesses while women in Santo Domingo engaged in land ownership.
Both women show ambition for better opportunity while expressing the realities and hardships of the
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kinds of jobs women are placed in society. Jobs that continue to hold up the traditional roles of women
as educators and nurturers.
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Chapter 5

Political Empowerment
I am a feminist before being an active politician (Magda Rodriguez 2020).
Why do they always look for an excuse not to go to meetings (Isabel 2019)?
If you do not write your own story, no one else will, and if they do, would they get it
right (Marrero 2020)?

The documentation of women in Dominican politics is constructed by the gaze of men who
established writing their roles at crucial historical moments particularly during the establishment of
democratization after the Trujillo era. Today and for the past three to four decades, scholars have
taken it as a responsibility to fill up the bag of history with women with the goal of reparations. Now
and for the future we must further push academia and question, re-analyze, and derive inclusion of
women in history but where they are the narrators of their own stories. The Dominican Republic in
the 21st century has seen many movements that cannot be left out of textbooks like
#NiUnaMasNiUnaMenos, the Green Movement, and most recently the 2020 election municipal
protest. The goal is to not register women’s attendance, but to emphasize what they were there to
insist, understand what their physical presence in these spaces symbolized. Without a doubt female
participation has increased significantly in the last five years in the country including seeing a female
vice presidents but, certain local areas continue to see disparities and masculine faces at the forefront
of politics.
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Through observing women’s views on political empowerment in Dominican society several
points were highlighted that need further theoretical explanation. First, less accountability was placed
on the government and more agency and autonomy responsibility were given to the woman as a key
to empowerment. In other words, social policies were rendered necessary as enabler of direct
participation, but autonomy is what causes female empowerment in the fields (Arendt 1964). Second,
women are coming into these positions but regardless are being degraded (Disla & Medina 2013,
Batliwala 2001; Duarte 2001. Nonetheless, women want their positions and express their goals.
In this chapter I will examine the opinions of women in Santo Domingo and Santiago de los
Caballeros with the goal of understanding why women in Santo Domingo promote physical political
engagement but perform less in mobilization while in Santiago women focus more on criticizing the
realities of being in politics as a woman and engage in more political discourses. Emphasis is placed
on the political empowerment interpretation of women in Santo Domingo given that it is the central
city of for political mobilization. Correspondingly, clear analyzation of word choices is placed on
women of Santiago. Indicators of political empowerment consist of politics as action and will:
attendance of meetings, watching the news, discussion of issues, opinion on issues.
Politics in general and women’s development has been generally construed by the international
community of legislatures as an instrumental apparatus to achieve equality and empowerment but in
reality, a method towards closing the gender gap. The difference between taking on measures that aim
to heal gender gaps, versus measures that induce empowerment tend to blur lines. Policy work in favor
of empowerment for example, would provide free pads and tampons for women, place a price cap on
companies that produce them, and establish at a more radical interpretation that pads were just
designed for men who felt uncomfortable with blood stains on women’s underwear. Through this
normalcy politics has become synonymous with institutions in which participation in politics has been
understood as voting, running for office, attending higher education, working at on legislations, etc.
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It is in this context that Beiner (1984) asserts that ‘in liberal societies today political membership is
restricted to only the most formal and attenuated expressions, such as the symbolic ritual of voting
(371).” Given the transcriptions of the interviews, women did not mention voting when asked about
political empowerment rather, attending meetings, right to equal respect when in positions, and
speaking up, the traditional context cannot be applied as it will not allow us to understand
empowerment. Instead, the appliance of political theorists Hannah Arendt can help see the roles of
independent and collective empowerment Dominican women discuss. Fundamentally Arendt focuses
on the human condition and the ability and will to think for oneself and act.
Thus, there are significant points that the theorist presents. In 1933, Arendt reviewed a book
on contemporary women’s issues, where she notes that while women were afforded the same legal
rights as men, “they are not valued equally by society.” As you will see, women in Santiago articulate
this feeling more than women in Santo Domingo. Arendt’s focus on action at both levels in order to
exhort empowerment, the importance of “acting in concert” as it ‘is what keeps the public realm, the
potential space of appearance between acting and speaking men, in existence’ (Arendt 1958, 200).
Women in Santo Domingo express community building and collectivism in their discourses and
critique those women who do not engage in physical action while women in Santiago use phrases as
“us”, “women”, “we” while providing a sense of sympathy for women who are not able to engage in
physical action. Arendt would critique the conceived ideology of an ultimate empowered woman and
say that as acting upon another to “conduct their actions toward an appropriate end” one is not
allowing actual freedom. Once, the “appropriate end” of empowerment is determined by experts, the
purpose or meaning of empowerment is taken for granted and no longer open for political debate. All
that tends to remain is instrumental action.
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Empowerment, Democracy, and Government Involvement
We must deconstruct and break down the perceived notions that other countries think of
democracy in the same way as the Global North. Allowing space for empowerment to manifest its
different notions given certain societies. Women are living under hierarchical societies. Given this
reality pollical power can cause different expectations and assumptions of how women would make a
difference if they were the presidents and the secretaries of states. Feminists may argue that women
given power are capable using it in an equally exploitative and corrupt way as men in power do. Others
may argue that women’s decisions on war, social rights, healthcare, and economic issues would be
more thought out and “feminized.” On the contrary, political empowerment of women cannot be
generalized in comparison to men given the long history of oppression as well as societies lack of
efforts to develop new conceptions of power (Batliwala 2001). The variety of political empowerment
views by these women proves this.

Santo Domingo
After every province throughout the country counts the votes manually for an election, the
information is automatically sent to Santo Domingo to the “Junta Central Electoral.” Whenever there
is a grand protest in the country people from all over swarm to the Capital’s, “Plaza de la Bandera.”
When women need verified documents, immigration check, and legal work done, they must make
their way to the Capital. The Capital offers the space for women to take over the streets and insist
empowerment. The first woman I asked the question about political empowerment responded:
Politics is useless. Democracy is useless. Because it has been seen, when there was a
dictatorship, people had more behavior and today's countries need to be strong in order to
control the disorder that democracy brings. And a democracy with disorder is not democracy.
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What it is, is a disorder of which the rich takes advantage. The poor work and the rich fight
for their wealth but do not fight for the people (Isabel 2019).
This example of the role of politics and democracy on empowerment has shifted in the past
years. Isabel, who lived through some of the DR’s prominent battles and historical changes in the past
6 decades, points to certain expectations of a democratic government. First, Isabel mentions
authoritarian/dictatorships role in policing behavior (See interview number 1 for context). Hence,
democracy as well, hypothetically, should not have any disorder (disorder in reference to early
pregnancy, early sexual relations, choosing a relationship over education), questioning then what
society is the Dominican woman (particularly young women) living in if it’s not a democracy and it’s
not a dictatorship? More importantly proposing that women’s political empowerment here does not
take shape with proposing gender gap remedies but rather policies in favor of conserving traditional
ways of helping influence women’s (particularly young women’s) decisions. Isabel further asserts this
by saying, “Politics should do something because the age of doing something [for youth is that] from
5 to 18.”
To place women and the Trujillo dictatorship Regime in the same sentence brings up images
of Trujillo's influence and power at social events and in the public. Something especially dangerous
for young beautiful women. He was notorious for kidnapping women in the country and going after
women from families with strong social standing.
"Stories also abound of Trujillo's abduction of virginal girls during his provincial travels, and
of his beautiful victims spied and romanced during official balls and functions. Indeed, to have
been chosen forbidden pride, even among the highly sheltered but rebellious adolescent
daughters of the elite who snuck off to official functions. As a result, parents went to great
lengths to prevent their daughters from being noticed by the dictator, since refusing his
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attentions carried a high price and could even cost a girl's father his job (Dubois & Derby
2009).”
He married three times and had many public affairs. The traits that Trujillo found attractive in
a woman also became the definition of desirability of Dominican women in the country. Standards of
beauty therefore became another way that Dominican women were redefined by the Trujillo regime.
During Trujillo’s campaign for his second presidential term, he solidified women’s issues as a part of
his platform and acknowledged Accion Dominicana Feminista (AFD) as ‘his’ official women’s group.
AFD was a rising women's group inspired by women's advocacy groups in surrounding countries
(Zeller 1961). Its international connections and strong organization made it the best choice for
Trujillo’s goal of looking like a modern, enlightened leader. Despite the regime's repressive policies
and general dismissal of human rights, women were able to gain rights in his regime. Women were
eventually appointed to senatorial and other secondary government positions, but never attained any
real power in the regime. The power they gave Trujillo was derived from their visibility in connection
to the regime, and their cultural importance to Dominicans as mothers and as symbols of Dominican
womanhood. The treatment of women under Trujillo contradicts the image his regime was trying to
create.
In fact, prior to the passage of women's suffrage via constitutional amendment, Trujillo
supported a protest through which women could 'vote' and claim they supported the passage of the
amendment, which simultaneously upheld Trujillo's commitment to women and his commitment to
the integrity of the Dominican constitution (Zeller 1961, 100). The connection between female
empowerment and Trujillo was so strong that the AFD correlated the word 'feminist' to the word
'Trujillista' (Zeller 1961, 102).
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Source: (Bonoc 2012).

Deputy Magda Rodríguez, president of the Gender Equity Commission, on the same question
responded:
Although it is true that we need to improve legislation to equalize the political participation of
women, social participation, and greater economic equality - It is also true that if the woman
internally does not also have the power to realize that we have capacity, we are not going to
achieve those changes because no one naturally is placed in power and we must claim those
for cultural and social changes to occur (Magda, 2020).
Chapter 2 and Chapter 4 described what Magda refers to as “cultural and social changes”.
Magda critiques what in Dominican context is considered “conservative” which Isabel’s thoughts on
women’s attire (Chapter 4) exemplifies, both creating a visualization of the spectrum of belief of what
pushes forward women’s political empowerment.

Santiago
Women in this city focused more on the critique of office holders in the country. Women did
not discuss the rights to vote, meeting attendance, nor engagement in civil disobedience. The concept
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of political empowerment took shape as their understanding of what is a righteous political actor and
their role with the citizens who elected them:
I as a woman would like to be a politician. Why? Because there are many people in need.
There are many politicians who believe that it is only they who can take and give nothing to
society. To the poor people they need. Because there are so many poor people, do you
understand me (Rosa 2020)?
In chapter 1, I discussed the issues with delinquency and bribery with officials. What Rosa
refers to in this statement. In her interview she eloquently expands on the dangers of this sort of
political climate in the city. Rosa places emphasis on her inability to trust officials to deal with
poverty, youth, and do things right. Her empowerment is shown in the way in which she does not
undermine being a woman and being a politician. She explores her disbelief to understand how it is
possible for humans to engage in inequality when resources are fully available. The importance of
Rosa’s interview is deriving some of the concepts that should be making Dominican Republic a
democracy.
Both women in STD and STI place challenges on any model and framework that attempts
to generalize the concept of political empowerment on the topics of democracy, government
involvement, and conservatism.

Legislation and Policies passed in Favor of Women
The establishment of quotas to guarantee a minimum representation of women in popularly
elected positions dates back to 1997. Electoral Law No. 275-97, in article 68, provided the following:
“In the total composition of the nominations and proposals to the Central Electoral Board, in the case
of congressional positions and to the corresponding electoral board, in the case of municipal offices,
the parties and political groups will include a proportion of not less than 25% of women in those
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positions.” The percentage from 25% to 33% is replaced in the case of nominations for deputy
positions and for municipal positions, except for the position of trustee. It is also stipulated that the
percentage will be placed on the election list in alternate places in relation to the positions assigned to
men. Any proposal that does not respect the percentage of 33% will be declared void and cannot be
accepted by the electoral body (Art.68).
The National Development Strategy (Law 1-12) incorporates the mainstreaming of gender
equality in its implementation. The truth is that equity and equality have been incorporated into the
set of regulations approved or revised in recent decades, such as the Electoral Law 15-19, the Quota
Law 13-00, the law against violence against women. women, the municipal law, the Law on Political
Parties 33-18, among others. Up to date, the Dominican Republic has put into place multiple plans to
reach equality (The National Plan for Gender Equality and Equity III (2020-2030);
Article 100 of the new Penal Code of the Dominican Republic typifies femicide and establishes
that whoever, within the framework of having, having had or pretending to have a relationship,
intentionally kills a woman commits femicide. Femicide will be punished with thirty to forty years of
major prison (OIG 2019);
Penal Code. Last Update 2007; It establishes that abortion is penalized in all circumstances,
article 317 (modified by Laws 1,690 of April 8, 1948 G.O. 6783; 224 of June 26, 1984 and 46-99 of
May 20, 1999). Minor confinement is penalized for those who facilitate the means, cooperate or
directly cause abortion, the same penalty will be imposed on the woman who causes or consents to
an abortion. People who have put a pregnant woman in relationship or communication with another
person to cause the abortion are punished with imprisonment from 6 months to 2 years. No laws exist
about sexual and reproductive health and plans (OIG 2019).
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Given the laws that have been in place the for the last decade, what lesson can we learn from
women expressing their experience in these cities? What is women’s opinion on quotas and the action
strategies promoted by laws as such? Do these laws support women once they take on higher
positions? Dominican women both in Santo Domingo and Santiago expressed similar sentiment about
legislation and polices. They highlight how pathways into politics does not always mean political
empowerment. None the less, women inform that they believe they interictally have empowerment
and capability to be in power. They highlight the types of obstacles as well as their personal
responsibilities in exerting political empowerment.

Santo Domingo
All political offices are located in “El Ditricto Nacional.” The Distrito Nacional houses the
central government's executive branch Presidential Office (Palacio Nacional), the national
congressional building (Congreso Nacional) and the top judicial court building (Suprema Corte de
Justicia). It also houses all the nationwide public office's main buildings, called Ministerios (formerly
Secretarías de Estado). Meaning, that all women who hold seats from their municipalities across the
nation must make their way to residency in the Capital. With their migration the bring new ideas and
interchange rural and suburban lifestyle with that of the Capital’s. Magda Rodriguez who has been
living in the Capital for the last 13 years representing Santiago is exemplar of the merge:
I think that the Dominican Republic is taking steps forward, although there is a very
conservative sector here. Sometimes it works as an obstruction, above all the churches and
those conservative lobbies that exist. Women are fighting and fighting and each day we are
achieving more in a greater part of participation (Magda 2020).
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The Dominican Republic is the only country in the world with the bible on its flag. It is true
that much of social, cultural, and political spheres are heavily influenced by the Catholic church along
with many other religions partaken. Dominican Republic is one of the few countries that continues to
ban abortion. Magda suggested:
It is necessary to make changes at the level of public policy, laws, and legislation, but it is also
necessary to make cultural changes at the level of the society of women and men, but above
all that we women recognize this power that we have and translate into changes and public
policy (Magda 2020).
Women’s participation on fighting against abortion bans in the Dominican Republic
Reflects the challenges faced by women in political positions such as, not getting their demands,
needing civil society to back them up; working within the collective and the individual simultaneously
(double consciousness).
Magda explains how difficult it is for women in seats to even get their demand up to the
National Congress. She on the other hand has a sense of positivism in which she believes that through
women’s individual realization women can become a mass and demand to the point that the
constraints can be detained (Alvarez 1990). Civil society efforts to legalize abortion has been growing
over the years. In July 2019, thousands of people marched the streets of the Capital and many other
municipals in coalition to sign a petition to de-politicize the woman’s body and decriminalize abortion.

Santiago
Although Santiago does not have a “Districto Nacional” it is home to many provinces fairly
distanced from each other but close enough to spread political demands. A spread that allows for
observation on any differences in thoughts between this community and that of Santo Domingo. On
legislations and laws that promote gender equality women express similar beliefs as women in Santo
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Domingo. In comparison, women in Santiago hinted at what certain feminist scholars’ critique and
denounce as, “feminine political action.”
I think that a role in politics could be precisely to support us in giving us their rightful place
because many times in society there are times when they are denigrated. The mountable is the
reality. There are many occasions in which if we manage to occupy certain positions in politics
and however, they denigrate us (Caroline 2020).
I as a woman would like to be a politician. Why? Because there are many people in need. There
are many politicians who believe that it is only they who can take and give nothing to society.
To the poor people, they need. Because there are so many poor people, do you understand
me (Rosa 2020)?
Feminists must be extremely aware of their intentions when interpreting the changes women
bring to the political sphere. At times without realization, feminists can interpret what women as Rosa
articulates as women somehow being “better” for the sake of society. Many, besides feminist, imply
that women are capable of constructing a less violent world. Francis Fukuyama (1998), in a Foreign
Affairs articles states, “Women and the Evolution of World Politics” bluntly argues that, yes this is
true, women are more peaceful than men. Hypothesizing that a women’s world would implement
different rules than that of a man’s world. What he calls the “feminization” of world politics has been
taking place gradually as women have won the right to vote.
Unfortunately, this association of peace to women that Fukuyama alludes to are consequences
of gender stereotypes. It assumes that men have more agency than women and are more rational while
women are more emotional which infringes upon their ability to make decisions. These are the
damaging mentalities when women reach seats that women as Caroline refer to, therefore degrading
their credibility as actors.
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Although Fukuyama is writing in Western context, it is exemplar of the how people think of
sex and gender roles. Then, in order to understand what Rosa, who is in the Global South, happily
married, and a housewife, with wishes of being a politician, is trying to advocate, we must first consider
detaching her from her sex and gender roles. First and foremost, because she categorizes politicians
as politicians and not as “male politicians” nor “female politicians.” Secondly, her goals to use her
political empowerment for the sake of “poor people,” is in reference to corrupted politicians. Rosa
was interviewed during political campaigning season. Dominican Republic politics and campaigning
is known to be rather corrupted. While sitting with a group of women neighbors in the province of
Navarrete in Santiago on March 15 th, 2020 the day of the national municipal elections, women
expressed their disappointment with candidate’s ability to engage in clean elections. They outlined for
me what it looks like to buy off votes, stating that people take the money from candidates but when
they get to the booth, they vote for whoever they want. They expressed how men and women likewise
engage in the “vagabunderia” (vagabond). They articulated that the poor are the most vulnerable to
bribery especially when politicians come into neighborhoods passing around care packages with
unsustainable canned food. They offer people a chicken and in respond expect a vote that will make
them millions.

Political Empowerment as Action ad Awareness
On the 25th of November 2019 thousands of Dominican women took to the streets and
marched against the waves feminicides that have been shaking the country. They called out demands
that could have avoided the 66 deaths that year. The "March of the Butterflies", which traveled to the
joint headquarters of the Attorney General of the Republic (PGR) and the Supreme Court of Justice
(SCJ), was named in memory of the Dominican sisters Patria, Minerva and María Teresa Mirabal
murdered by the tyranny of Rafael Trujillo. Many of the participants, carried posters with photos of
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the Mirabal girls and others where phrases such as "Today I am marching for those who cannot" were
read; "Not one less"; "I love myself, I denounce" and "Living is my right", among others (Diario Libre
2020).
Sarah Ahmed, in Living a Feminist Life, cannot emphasize enough the power of collectivism:
Arms: we need them to keep coming up. The arm that keeps coming up out of the grave, out
of a death that has been and will be a collective assignment, can signify persistence and protest
or, perhaps even more importantly, persistence as protest. We need to give the arms something
to reach for. Or perhaps we are the ones being reached by the arms. After all, we know some
of us are only here now on these grounds because arms in history have refused to keep
laboring, to keep building or holding up the walls that secure the master’s residence (Ahmed
2016, 160.
Women in the Dominican Republic have a long history of standing up for their cause.
Ahmad ignites protest as persistence which can be applied to the Dominican context.
A feminist collective in this sense is active: it is based on actions, on the refusal to put up with
what women have been expected to endure (Ahmed 2016, 206)
Similarly, Arendt (1964) considers the responsibility of the individual with physical
presence while collectivism is taking place. I will argue that both Ahmad and Arendt prompt a crucial
factor of mobilization which involves belonging therefore, can be applied to what women in Santo
Domingo articulated. Women in Santiago directed their attention to other ways of political
engagement and awareness that did not explicitly render protesting and marching. Gathering that
empowerment in Dominican context takes on faceted qualities. Women exhibit awareness that their
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society is in need of transformations that will occur as women one by one become part of the
movement in one way or another.

Santo Domingo
When big protests happen, there is more attention placed on involvement and collectivism
because power comes in numbers:
Even for one example, women in the cinema became empowered and made the Me-Too
Movement. They felt they could not prosecute or make the judgment against the producer,
but when was justice made? When women became empowered, they recognized the power
they had, they lost their fear of the industry, to think that if they spoke that if they denounced,
they would not have a job in Hollywood. So, they made a change because they are accusing
him of being a sexual predator. It is very important not only those changes at the level of
legislation, but also that women achieve the empowerment of knowing that we can and that
we can change and make things change (Magda 2020).
The country in comparison to other countries can be typically described as a collectivist
country. Citizens in a community as such move with the needs and goals of the group in mind over
the desires of each individual. It can be argued that this is how politics works in the country. One
can find that relationships with other members in the realm play a central role to success and further
development of identity. Magda is articulating solidarity in kinship as women’s collective action is
considered to be a demand mechanism alongside being a powerful survival tool.
They don't show up at all now but to be talking nonsense and not find someone to shut their
mouths up, they are very good. But they are quick to mention the quota of the woman, but I
do not know why we have one because why do they always look for an excuse not to go to
meetings. There to that meeting came six or seven but look at the others they do not appear.
Everything is an excuse, but they want quota. Now if there is fabulous check (Isabel 2019).
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Meetings and meetings. There are 64 families, and do you know how many there were? 14. All
of the rest sat at home watching soap operas (Isabel 2019).
Isabel challenges the consequences of women not engaging in collective action such as
attending community buildings to deal with issue that disturb everyone’s living conditions. This goes
back to what has been spoken about in Chapter 3- the challenges of women’s participation in social
movements. Any participation in community work and networking event is considered public and
stems from a sense of getting away from the private sphere and the household responsibility. What
Isabel alludes to is the willingly and non-willing subordination that occurs when women choose to
stay in the private sphere versus the public. Magda and Isabel hint at how women’s awareness of
subordination can be strengthens is they are to participate more in collective action. This is where
empowerment takes its biggest form.
For example, if there is a meeting and you want to be in it, you get into your meeting just like
that. This way they see what you know how to do (Gloria 2019).
The third woman interviewed in the Capital, Gloria, also showed favoritism over public
participation. Overall, all three women correlated their opinion on political empowerment concerning
meeting attendance and shifting from the private to public sphere.

Santiago
Women in this city did not explicitly state any engagement in collective action but rather
showed how in practice, movements, community work, networking, and organizing takes multiple
forms not limited to certain numbers. Women in this city tend to gather in threes on the front porch
just to drink coffee. From this unplanned and unorganized meetings springs discourses about women’s
rights, political issues, and conceptualization of their living conditions. Therefore, women’s role in
community engagement ranges from existing networking platforms to a phone call made in the private
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sphere to another private sphere. This means that women who can engage in national and grand
movements they may easily engage in smaller organizations while women who may be limited by other
factors to engage in bigger organization contribute to community work too.
Conclusively, what needs to be recognized is that the pathway to women’s political
empowerment is beyond and highly complicated then a simple stepping out of the home into the
“public sphere.” This does not mean that collective action pushes forward the movement but rather
an “a political” woman does not mean she may not be engaging in some form of political action within
the private sphere. Likewise, to assume the necessity to leave the home means that automatically
empowerment is placed on the woman who enters public.
While existing research articulates that corruption disproportionately affects women, these
interviews continue to support that work plus place into context the different ways women understand
their empowerment and challenges. In this chapter women provided their opinions about what is
empowerment at the democratic and governmental involvement. They showed what is more
important in terms of engagement with movements and knowledge. Political empowerment to women
in Santo Domingo expressed dynamic opinions with conservatism and the challenges it places on
moving forward with empowering women while women in Santiago focused on the “what ifs” of
reaching a political position. All in all, women continued to challenge universalized and generalized
understanding of political empowerment such as monitoring quotas and political party initiations.
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Chapter 6
Moving Forward
The term “empowerment" has in many ways been used imprecisely and in ways that can
mislead the conversation we should be having as scholars but more importantly, policymakers. The
term is more contested that a graph of numbers would like to show. For this thesis, I achieved
gradual recognition of the social, economic, and political empowerment understanding of women in
Santo Domingo and Santiago de los Caballeros and its involvement in overcoming many obstacles.
Challenging, Global North and Western universal approach of the best way to progress
empowerment on Third World women. In the preceding chapters, I explored the ways in which
institutions in the country are viewed by women in both cities and their expected responsibility.
Even though the Dominican Republic is a small Caribbean island, it plays a significant role in the
discourse of women’s empowerment in Latin America and Globally due to its rankings in annual
reports conducted by multilateral organizations and NGO’s that underrepresent the realities of
women throughout the country.
The main elements that linked women of Santo Domingo and Santiago were cultural
understanding of womanhood, education, and relationships based on social empowerment.
Although not exact, women showed similarities in the way they understood upbringing and
education at the household level and institutionally. Both exemplified traditional views but leaned
more towards one or the other (Chapter 3). Women in both cities differed on their opinions over
political and economic empowerment. While, women in Santo Domingo called for collective action
in the form of physical attendance, women in Santiago focused on what it entails to be a politician
(Chapter 5). With economic empowerment women in Santo Domingo expressed more importance
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on education as means to better economic empowerment while women in Santiago critiqued the
labor market. Advances on gender empowerment in the labor market showed increased opportunity
for women to work in what are traditional jobs for women while women were achieving higher
graduation rates than men but continues to be limited by the labor market (Chapter 4). Conditions at
the economic sphere challenged the social realities of women in both cities due to its inability to
provide sufficient health care, familial support, and wage.
Women expressed a definition of empowerment to be a strengthening of their capacity, but
they went beyond this simple definition and defined empowerment as right, respect, understanding
of oppression, traditionalism, and order. It is not only about liberating “the oppressed” as western
liberal feminism assumes Third World women need. Women showed that regardless of education,
political success, and economic growth, there are other factors that undermine their human
potential. Each woman has been impacted by one or the other factor and some favor certain
constructs that are considered oppressive. Even though only eight women were interviewed and
engaged with in this thesis, they certainly showed the rich variety in conceptualizing empowerment
which only insights scholars that if more interviews were conducted the outcomes may have been
even more variety or limited similarities. Academia must begin to shift its instrumentalist view on
empowerment and development by challenging ideologies that oppress women in “Third World
communities” to certain characteristics. With the help of scholars, Arendt; Anzaldua; Ahmed;
Batliwala; Pola; Kabeer; Mahmood; Mohanty; Spivak; Mignolo; Chant; Moser; Zayas; and many
other feminist and post-colonial theorists, I raise the questions of identity building in a Spanish
speaking Caribbean country with strong colonial and slavery history. A country in which the caste
system still prevails and continues to be exploited by developed countries. These literatures
alongside interviews helped interpret the numbers and data gathered by institutions limited by
simplification.
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Therefore, it is crucial moving forward for committees and organizations to stop placing
excessive emphasis on formal institution. Such approach brings into a society like the Dominican
Republic and already preconceived notion of what an empowered woman looks like which takes
away completely form Dominican women demanding the shape of policies that work in their favor
and preference. It is no lie that much more must be done about educational, labor, and political
distribution in the country to grant equal opportunity which what has been acquired so far has come
from women’s movements and revolutions.
I conducted this thesis out of personal interest in my life as a permanent resident in the US
constantly having to travel back to the Dominican Republic throughout the year to reconnect with
the place, I consider to be home. Throughout my life have seen the mundane realities of women in
these societies compiling questions because I knew that due to my double residency, I was not
receiving the full experience.
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Interviews
Santo Domingo
Interview #1
Psuedoname: Isabel
Dec 20, 2019
16:15
Isabel: For me the main thing is ... I agree with convents. I agree with convents one hundred
percent because there are parents who do not know how to educate their children. I agree with
compulsory military academy. For a mother who does not know how to educate her children because not everyone knows how to educate their child - so, if you have a rebellious son or a son
that you do not know how to control, at 16 you send him to the military. Or you [the child] have to
finish high school and while you finish high school you work. When you leave high school to enter
college, you are ready to work on a technical job. And the vocational woman. Sewing, cooking,
embroidery, knitting, now computer. When a child is taught a job in a school, he does not have time
to be on the street. Instead he leaves school straight to work. When he leaves school, he will have a
technical job, that does not mean that he will become a millionaire. When a child learns a job at the
end of high school, he has no time for crime. If you want to continue studying you can continue
studying but if you do not want to continue studying, you finish high school and have a technical
job. You don't have time to use vices because school does not allow it because you are busy all the
time.
Politics is useless. Democracy is useless. Because it has been seen, when there was a dictatorship,
people had more behavior and today's countries need to be strong in order to control the disorder
that democracy brings. And a democracy with disorder is not democracy. What it is, is a disorder of
which the rich takes advantage. The poor work and the rich fight for their wealth but do not fight
for the people. For women, I agree with the military academy. To the woman who cannot get into
the military academy, put her in a convent. There are women who are high in “heat” and somehow
you have to control that. Those who do not suffer from “heat” do not need to enter the military
academy much less have to enter a convent because they know how to control themselves. If they
say, “I want to study”, then you start at school and learn at school. But the ones who suffer from
“heat” who wants to go out with short dresses, painted, groomed, with a lot of makeup before her
time, wearing extremely short clothes, wearing tight pants and only aspires to find a man but her
studies while the others [women] are in studies, you have to send to a convent. Politics should do
something because the age of doing something [for youth is that] from 5 to 18.
Yisbell: the other questions are more personal about women in general, for example how you see
your empowerment in this country? How do you manifest yourself as a woman in this country?
Luisa: For me it is not made for the future. Because there is a problem in this country that one lives
for oneself. Nowadays people are living with a “I only feed myself” mentality and “others don't
matter to me.” That is what is being lived here. Here we have a problem with light because on that
side it has 24-hour light because they are poor. One here paying daily and on time because if you
don't do it, they come and cut it off. Here the corporation was bought by Trujillo I mean bought it
from the Americans for everyone, not to favor a small group. Not because they are poor, you have
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to pay them the electricity and they spend more light than you and I, so we made the meetings to go
to the corporation. Meetings and meetings. There are 64 families, and do you know how many there
were? 14. All of the rest sat at home watching soap operas.
Yisbell: How many of that 14 were women?
Isabel: Of that 14. We were; the neighbor and I are two; and that one from there is 3; the neighbor
from there is 4; the lady from over there on the corner is 5. In there alone we were 3 women after,
no one else. 6 in total. The others [referring to women] stayed at home watching soap operas. You
hold a meeting here and now the president has died, and we have to wait for the city council to
appoint a new one, so no meetings have been held but you have a meeting in here, nobody goes.
The neighbor on that side and I, everyone else is hurt; everyone is sick; everyone is tired; but they’re
watching a soap opera because this country just has to give a soap opera. You give them a soap
opera and they do not move. I just beg an earthquake hits and they get crushed because that is what
they deserve. If 14 go to the meeting and 6 are women, why do you have to stay watching a soap
opera. Oh, “something hurts,” “I'm sick,” but they don't die because if you're sick you die but don't
come with that bullshit. What future can it have? It has none. Because they do not realize that it is a
professional actor that studies, that prepared to grasp your attention to keep you stupid. It does not
mean that I do not see a soap opera, does not mean that I have not seen one and does not mean
that I do not like them as I do like them, but they do not leave me benefits. Well instead of turning
on that television to watch a soap opera and start to make a profession out of being stupid, I grab
this. [Tablet] I see a video, but I do not see anything repeated because when the human being sees
things repeated, they become stupid. Looking at repetitive things you become stupid. There is a
neighbor who sends a lot of videos, so I block her but when you send me a video, I analyze it. And I
am sending you the analysis of the video you sent but I don't have all day until midnight to hear you.
I say look I don't have time to chat. I see two important programs which is the Taliban and Mr.
Sivilo. At two o'clock in the afternoon and Mr. Sivilo because I do not catch channel 35 but I hope
he uploads it to YouTube from 12 to 1 then nothing else.
Yisbell: Was it easy for you to learn to use technology?
Isabel: I learned it by myself. María, who lives there and is a cousin of the boys, I said to her,
"María, since you are going to school and need money, I am going to give you 1,000 pesos to teach
me how to use the computer." She said yes and gave me afternoon classes when she came from
school. She did not have internet or a computer, so she took advantage of it and was doing her
work, which she explained to me. I saw her work. It was not difficult for me, but not everyone has
the capacity. That is like an American who asks me how I learned English and I said to her, “No, I
don't speak English. I speak here and there but I don't even know what I'm saying.” She says, "No,
but it's not that bad." I went to school to learn how to fill out the applications and all that, but the
rest is what comes out. She says, "No, your problem is that you don't think." I said, "No, my English
is short on words. My English is limited.”
Break and continue
Dec 20, 2019
8:07
Luisa: Because a man to support me! Because a man to support me! That’s the big problem. So,
they have another problem [referring to women]. The man maintains them, but they are not satisfied
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and that's where the problems and the slaughterhouse begin. [Because they begin to say] that or "you
kill me" or “I kill you". So, they don't want to respect. Instead of preparing and training to move
forward, you are going to look for a guy to keep you straight and then the manipulation comes, and
you already know that there’s no advancing because of that problem. Before they blamed Balaguer,
but now?
There are many schools, not like before. Look at my house over there in the country. Do you see
where the toll is there in Santiago? Well, there is my family home. From there the kids from the
Quinigua crossed left to go to Villa Gonzalez. But most do not plan to continue studying or
anything is what I was saying, the need for vocational courses. If not look to get pregnant. Where do
they go after they have a belly and a child? They are not going anywhere.
They have taken the 4% program to distribute it among themselves [referring to governments and
educators]. An afternoon intended for a child to stay in one place until the parents arrive at school.
But what are you teaching them in the meantime? Are you teaching them music? Are you teaching
them art, something technical so that they can learn? Then you are wasting time. The stage for a
child to learn is being missed. What kind of sport are you teaching them to entertain themselves?
Look here, there was a boy who when the internet had not yet been established, his father who is a
radio technician, and all his life the boy was helping him, he prepared an antenna with a wire and a
pot where he can catch internet signal. There the kids went to do their homework. And television
and channels. Barely 13 years old. In Jarabacoa there is one that has a motorcycle that works with
water. What did he take? The motor of a washing machine. Vocational schools must return here.
When Trujillo lived, a cook, musician, carpenter, mechanic came out of a prison. And a lot of people
entered the defense force. I came to see this because my husband was in the military and was always
in the fortress. Prisoners went out on Sundays for recess.
(car drive)
Dec 21, 2019
4:44
Isabel *angrily*: I don't want to know about the damn Spaniards here neither. They have me fed
up those exploitive pussies! After we defended ourselves as God casted us into the world, as God
could, with the hope of God, to help us fight them. So now all [Europeans] pick up these poor
satiated islands and the damn worms we have today. Those white countries all respect each other
and if they are not respected, they make themselves be respected. But not here. The other wants you
to harvest and to hand it over for them to eat.
Day at the campo
Dec 21, 2019
18:14
Isabel: My son's wife was taken as a servant and I said, "Pamela, how do you handle that?" She did
her citizenship and is married to a veteran. That young woman was abused but graduated with 88
from nursing school. From 80, only 40 passed. That made me sad because you know what it’s like
studying so much, and from 80, to only pass 40. She already had a lot of knowledge because she
studied medicine and worked in hospitals in her country and was an English teacher there. When I
went to bed, I said to her, "Pamela, what are you doing now?" She made coffee and would say,
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"Mam now I'm going to study." She went to bed at 2-3 in the morning to get up at 6 in the morning
and prepare food and clothes for the daughter to take her to school. And passed.
Sir: I saw a documentary of an African woman who migrated to the United States and had a
beautiful voice. She continued to persist, and they invited her to sing the national anthem at the
White House. When she sang, she went into a room to cry and security came in and asked her,
"Why are you crying?" She replied, "I didn’t even have a place to live in New Jersey when I arrived
in the United States and today, I come to sing at the White House."
Sofia: I had a teacher that everyone was afraid of and I thought that I wasn't going to pass. When he
saw me, he just smiled, and I passed.
Isabel: That’s good to show them that I can do it.
Sofia: There are parents here who send their children to school, but they are very poor. I studied at
the state school in Juan Pablo Duarte. I studied communication and rights, so the boys saw that my
sister and I were different from the other girls and they took care of us. When there was a riot, they
cared for us.
Sir: That matter about the 4% percent has made many people a millionaire. That food. The pigs eat
it and then they take it to the people in a bucket. When they give you a school breakfast, that's
poison? Look, I'm going to tell you one thing: the first violence against women, you know who has
it, the Dominican state.
walk through the camp
Dec 21, 2019
6:45
Isabel: They don't show up at all now but to be talking nonsense and not find someone to shut
their mouths up, they are very good. But they are quick to mention the quota of the woman, but I
do not know why we have one because why do they always look for an excuse not to go to
meetings. There to that meeting came six or seven but look at the others they do not appear.
Everything is an excuse, but they want quota. Now if there is fabulous check. There are others that
if their husbands don't come, they don't come. And many of you hear that they are talking now, but
in the years that we have been fighting for this and struggling for this, now that lady there the
journalist that lady is 100% with her husband, they have 3 plots here. And that's 100% she has never
come here alone, and her entire family is in New York. The whole family left, and she stayed. He
writes in the Hoy newspaper. I bought my land in 2013 this was a road, but luck is that they had a
large vehicle and a downpour falls that makes a river of water that you have to run away from.
Jan 10, 2020
1:52
Isabel on NGOS: How many self-defense schools do you have for women? How many schools of
manual arts, vocational education and where are they located? They could not answer me. If you
teach a girl to have self-defense, no one will approach her because she will fuck you up. If there are
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professional schools where girls can learn how Chinese women do a chore, then it starts from a
young age, not after she is old. Where are the women's shelter places?
Translation to Neutral Spanish
Isabel: Para mi lo primordial... estoy de acuerdo con los conventos. Estoy de acuerdo con los
conventos ciento por ciento. Porque hay padres que no saben educar a sus hijos. Estoy de acuerdo
con la academia militar obligatoria. Madre que no sepa educar a sus hijos - porque no es todo el
mundo que sabe educar a sus hijos - entonces, si usted tiene un hijo rebelde o un hijo que no lo
sabes controlar, a los 16 años se manda para la milicia. O tiene que terminar el bachiller y mientras
acaba el bachiller trabaja. Cuando sale del bachiller para entrar a la universidad ya está preparado
para trabajar en un trabajo técnico. (Consider that the automatic assumption is a male child) Y la
mujer vocacional. Costura, cocina, bordado, tejido, ahora computadora. Cuando a un hijo/a se le
enseña un oficio en una escuela no anda paseando en la calle. Si no, en vez sale de la escuela para el
trabajo. Cuando sale de la escuela tendrá un trabajo técnico, no se hará millonario. Cuando un hijo
aprende un oficio al terminar el bachiller, no tiene tiempo para la delincuencia. Si quiere seguir
estudiando puede seguir estudiando pero si no quiere seguir estudiando termina el bachiller y tiene
un trabajo técnico. No tiene tiempo para usar vicio.
Porque la escuela no se lo permite porque está todo el tiempo ocupado. Entonces la política no sirve
para nada. La democracia no sirve para nada. Porque se ha visto, cuando había dictadura las
personas tenían más comportamiento y los países actuales necesitan llevar mano dura para poder
controlar el desorden que trae la democracia. Y una democracia con desorden no es democracia.
Eso lo que es un desorden de cual el rico se aprovecha. Porque el pobre trabaja y el rico pelea por su
riqueza pero no pelea por el pueblo. Para las mujeres estoy de acuerdo con la academia militar. A la
mujer que no puedan meter en la academia militar, que la metan en un convento para que de ahí
salga gente. Hay mujeres que son alta en calentura y de alguna manera hay que controlarla. A la que
no sufre de calentura no se necesita entrar en la academia militar mucho meno hay que entrar a un
convento porque saben controlarse. Si dicen yo quiero estudiar entonces se comienza desde la
escuela y en la escuela va aprendiendo. Pero la que sufren de calentura que quieren andar con
vestidos cortos, pintadas, arregladas, con mucho maquillaje antes tiempo, usando ropa
extremadamente cortas, usando pantalones estrechos y solamente aspira a buscar un hombre pero
no a sus estudios mientras las demás están en estudios, esas hay que entrar en un convento. Pero por
lo menos que la política haga algo porque la edad de hacer algo [por la juventud es eso] de los 5 a los
18.
Yisbell: las otras preguntas son más personal sobre la mujer en general por ejemplo como tu ves el
empoderamiento tuyo en este país. Como tu te manifiestas como mujer en este país?
Isabel: Para mi no se hecha para alante. Porque hay un problema en este país de que uno vive para
uno solo. Hoy en día la gente está viviendo con mentalidad de yo como y los demás no me
importan. Eso es lo que aquí se está viviendo. Aquí tenemos un problema con la luz porque de
aquel lado tiene luz 24 horas porque son pobres. Uno aquí pagando al dia y a tiempo porque si tu
no lo haces vienen y te la cortan. Aqui la corporación la puso Trujillo osea la compro Trujillo a los
Americanos para todos, no para favorecer a un grupo [de clase]. No porque son pobres hay que
pagarle la luz. Mas, gastan más luz que uno. Nosotros [refiriéndose al vecindario] hicimos reuniones
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para ir a la corporación. Entre reuniones y reuniones done aquí hay 64 familias y sabe cuánto
fuimos, solo 14. Todo los demás se quedaron sentados viendo novela.
Yisbell: Cuánto de esa 14 personas que fueron a las reuniones eran mujeres?
Isabel: De esa 14, fuimos, la vecina y yo que somos dos. La de ahi, son 3. La vecina de allá son 4. La
señora de allá de la esquina son 5. De aquí adentro solamente fuimos 3 mujeres, después nadie más.
6 en total. Las demás se quedaron en sus casas viendo novela. Tu hace una reunion aqui adentro y
nadie va. A todo el mundo le duele algo, está enfermo, está cansado pero es viendo novela porque a
este país nada más hay que darle novela. Tu le da una novela y no se mueven y yo loca porque le de
un temblor de tierra y lo aplasten. Porque eso es lo que se merecen. Si de 14 van 6 mujeres porque
hay que quedarse viendo novela. Me duele estoy enferma pero no se mueren no se mueren porque
nadie me venga mi con esa pendeja porque si usted esta enferma usted se muere perono me venga
con esa vaina que yo no cojo corte con esa entonces no no pensandolo no no no entonces que
porvenir tu crees que pueda tener una mujer que lo que viva he viendo novela? Que porvenir puede
tener. No tiene ninguno. Porque no se dan cuenta que ese es un profesional que estudio que se
preparo para enverleserte a ti para mantenerte inbecil. No quiera decir que yo no vea novela no
quiere decir que yo no he visto novela no quiere decir que a mi no me gusta la novela si me gustan
pero no me dejan beneficio. Pues en vez de yo prender ese televisor a ver novela me pongo hacer
oficio de que estar de imbecil viendo novela me canso. Agarro esto veo un ratitot tatata pero no veo
nada repetitido porque cuando el ser humano ve cosas repetitdo es que se vuevle estupido porque
esta mirando cosas repetitiba te vuelves estupido. Pero si tu lo que estas mirando no voy a cojer esto
dique para poner a la vecina por ahi hay una que la bloquee porque claro se pone a mandar vaina a
mandar dinero entonce ell ano quiere que le digan la verdad y yo le digo la verdad porque yo se lo
analizo dde una vez. Me mandaste un video lo analiso. Y te mando el analisis del vieo que mandaste
pero yo no tengo tiempo alguna vecez hasta la doce de la noche tu oye y cuando yo hago asi y es la
senora y le digo mira yo no tengo tiempo para estar chatiando. Yo veo dos programas importante
que es el taliban y el senor sivilo mas nada. A las dos de las tarde y al senor sivilo porque yo no cojo
el canal 35 pero yo espero que el lo suba a youtube yde 12 a 1 y ya lo demas ma nada
Yisbell: ¿Fue fácil para ti aprender a usar tecnología?
Isabel: Yo lo aprendí sola. María que vive allí y es prima de los muchachos, yo le dije, “María como
tu estas en la escuela y necesita dinero yo te voy a dar 1000 pesos para que me enseñes a entrar a la
computadora.” Ella cogió y me dio clases de tarde cuando ella venia de la escuela. Según ella no
tenia internet ni tenia computadora entonces por ahí ella aprovechaba y iba haciendo su trabajo a lo
que me explicaba. Yo la veía a ella trabajar. No se me hiso difícil pero no es todo el mundo que
tenga la capacidad. Eso es como una americana que me pregunta que como yo aprendí ingles yo le
dije, “no yo no hablo ingles. Yo hablo ahí de que ni se lo que digo.” Me dice, “no pero no esta tan
mal.” Si fui a la escuela para aprender a llenar las aplicaciones y todo eso, pero lo demás ahí lo que
me salga. Me dice, “no el problema suyo es que usted no piensa.” Le dije, “no el ingles mío es corto
de palabra. El ingles mío es limitado.”
Isabel: ¡Porque un hombre que me mantenga! ¡Porque un hombre que me mantenga! Ese es el gran
problema. Entonces tienen otro problema [refiriéndose a las mujeres]. La mantienen, pero no están
conforme y ahí empiezan los problemas y la matadera. [Porque se llevan] de que, “tu me mata” y yo
“te mato”. Entonces no quieren respetar. En vez de prepararse y capacitarse para echar para
adelante se va a buscar un tipo para que la mantenga y después viene la manipulación y ya tu sabe no
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avanza por ese problema. ¿Antes le echaban la culpa a Balaguer, pero y ahora? Hay muchas escuelas
no como antes. Mira en mi casa de allá del campo. ¿Tu ve donde esta el tol ahí en Santiago? Pues ahí
esta mi casa de mi familia. De ahí se iban los muchachos del cruce de Quinigua para desde ahí irse a
Villa Gonzales. Pero la mayoría no piensa seguir estudiando ni nada es lo que te estaba diciendo,
cursos vocacionales. Si no buscarse una barriga. ¿Para donde van después que tienen una barriga y
un muchacho? No van para ningún lado.
El tal 4% lo han cogido para repartírselo entre ellos [refiriéndose a los gobiernos y educadores]. Una
tarde atendida para que un niño/a se quede en un sitio hasta que los padres lleguen a la escuela.
¿Pero que les están enseñando mientras tanto? ¿Les están enseñando música? ¿Les están enseñando
arte, algo técnico para que vayan aprendiendo? Entonces se esta perdiendo tiempo. La etapa para un
niño/a aprender la están perdiendo. ¿Que tipo de deporte les están enseñando para que se
entretengan? Mira aquí hubo un niño que cuando todavía el internet no se había establecido, su papa
que es técnico de radio, y toda la vida estaba ayudándolo el preparo una antena con un alambre y
una olla y ahí el cogía el internet. Y ahí iban los muchachos hacer su tarea. Y la televisión y los
canales. Apenas con 13 años. En Jarabacoa hay uno que tiene un motor que trabaja con agua. Un
carro que trabaja con agua y anda el en el campo. ¿Y que fue lo que cogió? El motor de una
lavadora. Aquí tienen que volver las escuelas vocacionales. Cuando vivía Trujillo, desde la cárcel
salían cocinero, músico, carpintero, mecánico. Y mucho lo entraban al ejercito. Yo lo llegue a ver
porque el esposo mío estaba en la milicia y siempre estaba en la fortaleza. Los presos los domingos
lo sacaban afuera.
Isabel angrily: No quiero saber de los malditos españoles aquí tampoco. ¡Me tienen harta y explotada
coño! Ahora después que hubo uno que defenderse como Dio lo echo al mundo, como Dios pudo,
con la esperanza de Dios, para que nos ayudara. Entonces ahora si todos [europeos] a recoger a estas
pobre islas saciadas y los maldito gusanos que tenemos en día. Y esos países de blancos todos se
respetan y si no se respetan se hacen respetar. Pero aquí no. El otro quiere que tu coseche lo mango
para ellos comérselo.
Isabel: ¿La mujer de mi hijo la cogieron como sirviente y le decía, “Pamela (change name) como
aguantas eso?” Hace la ciudanía y esta casada con un militar. Le hicieron abuso a esa joven, pero se
grado con 88 de enfermería. De 80 nada mas pasaron 40. Eso me dio pena porque tu sabes lo que es
tanto estudiar y de 80 estudiante solo pasar 40. Como ella tenia ya mucho conocimiento porque ella
en su país estudiaba medicina y en hospitales y era profesora allá de ingles pues se la montaron
mucho encima. Cuando uno se iba acostar yo le decía, ¿“Pamela que tu hace ahora?” Colaba café,
“Doña ahora voy yo a estudiar.” Se acostaba a las 2-3 de la mañana para levantarse a las 6 de la
mañana y prepararle comida y ropa a la hija para llevarla a la escuela. Y paso.
Sir: Miré doña yo vi un documental de una africana que migro a los estados unidos y tenia una voz.
Ella siguió luchando y la invitaron a cantar el himno nacional en la casa blanca. Cuando ella canto se
metió en una habitación a llorar y la seguridad entro y le pregunto, “¿Porque usted llora?” Ella
contesto, “A mi no me quieran ni dar una habitación para vivir en new jersey cuando yo llegue a los
estados unidos y hoy yo vengo a cantar en la casa blanca.”
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Sofia: Yo tenia un profesor que todo el mundo le tenia miedo y yo pensaba que yo no lO iba a pasar.
Cuando me vio nada mas sonrió y le pase la materia.
Isabel: Mo eso es lo bueno hacerle ver que si puedo.
Sofia; Me faje ahí mira. Es que aquí hay padres que mandan a sus hijos a la escuela, pero son muy
pobres. Yo estudie en la escuela del estado en Juan Pablo Duarte. Yo estudie comunicación y
derechos entones los varones veían que mi hermana y yo éramos diferentes a las demás jóvenes y
ellos no cuidaban. Cuando había un lio ellos no cuidaban.
Sir: Ese asunto es del cuatro porciento ha hecho millonario a mucha gente. Esa comida. Se lo comen
los cerdos y se la llevan a la gente en cubeta. Cuando te dan un desayuno escolar, eso es
veneno. Mira le voy a decir una cosa, la primera violencia contra la mujer tu sabe quien la tiene, el
estado dominicano.
Isabel: No se aparecen no nada ahora para estar hablando disparate y no encuentre que le callen la
boca son muy Buena. Entices cualquier cosa “hay no porque la cuota de la mujer” pero no se la de
porque para que porque siempre buscan una escusa para no cumplir. Ahí vinimos como seis o siete,
pero mira las demás no aparecen todo es una escusa, pero quieren cuota. Ahora si hay cheque
fabuloso. Hay otras que si los maridos no vienen ellas no vienen. Y muchos tu lo oye que ahora
hablan, pero en los anos que témenos luchando por esto y bregando por esto, ahora esa señora ahí la
periodista esa señora es 100% con su esposo ellos tienen aquí 3 parcelas. Y eso es 100% no ha
venido aquí sola nunca y toda la familia de ella esta en nueva York. Toda la familia se fue y ella se
quedo. Escribe en el periódico Hoy. La tierra mía yo la compre en el 13 esto era un camino, pero un
camino la suerte es que tenían vehículo grande y caen un aguacero que eso hace un rio de agua que
hay que salir corriendo.
Isabel NGOS: ¿Cuantas escuelas de defensa personal tienen ustedes para las mujeres? ¿Cuantas
escuelas de arte manuales, de educación vocacionales y donde están localizadas? No me pudieron
contestar. Si usted enseña a una niña a tener defensa personal nadie se va a acercar a ella porque te
va a romper la madre. Si hay escuelas profesionales donde las niñas pueden aprender como hacen las
chinas hacer un oficio entonces comienza desde pequeña no después de vieja. A donde están los
lugares de refugios para las mujeres.
Interview #2
Psuedoname: Sofia
Dec 20, 2019
16:15
Yisbell: What do you do?
Sofia: I studied communication and rights. Newspaper communication. I write news.
Yisbell: At what age did you decide to dedicate yourself to that?
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Sofia: I do not remember because I was young, I might not have been more than 20 years old.
What I always used was communication and that has allowed me to be in the newspaper. Where I go
they always receive me and let me work.
Yisbell: what is your understanding of women's empowerment?
Sofia: Well, I think that empowerment is good because here it almost not seen very often. The
woman is taking a change with her way of being that she can get where she wants. From that point
is that I manage it.
Yisbell: In terms of, for example, economy, how do you feel empowerment manifests itself?
Sofia: There are very good women here in the area of economics and I don't think that women are
afraid to face any area because there are good teachers here and they do it very well.
Yisbell: In which sector is the empowerment of women not seen?
Sofia: Well it may not be seen, but here things have changed a lot. In any town, there are schools
everywhere here. And usually, it was in my case, we lived in a military site that was called "La
Victoria", when there was no class for us my mother moved. So we came here to the capital. So I
studied at a public school, the Juan Pablo Duarte High School, and I studied at UASD. I had to go
to Spain for an activity and they asked me where I studed and I told them at UASD and they
accepted me. There was another one that was there that did not study at the UASD and they did not
accept her because the UASD is known worldwide.
Yisbell: Do you have children?
Sofia: I have 2 boys and a girl and the three are professionals.
Yisbell: Did they always live in the capital?
Sofia: I already lived here in the capital.Before I lived in La Victoria. La Victoria is a fortress and has
a military house. We lived there until I was 14 years old. But I do not tell them what they must study,
the two men, I put them in the UASD on purpose because I know what was at the UASD. I said to
them, "It doesn't matter what chaos there is, what you have to do is study because the exam is still
comingregardless of the chaos." Not the female, I put her somewhere else so that you know ... but
the female is very good. she is an architect and very good. A parent should not tell their children
what to study. No, let them study what they want and that is what I did with them.
Yisbell: Do you see a difference between women in the capital and women in Santiago?
Sofia: It doesn't depend. In Santiago you can see women as good as here and vice versa, but I think
that the women of Santiago are workers. There are places where there are women who stand out
more, but some are left behind because they want to. I always say here he who does not study is
because he does not want to because here there has always been, practically you do not have to pay
to study at school. Then he who does not prepare is because he does not have or had a mother to
get ahead. Women are already very different from other times. The woman is already able to plunge
into any position.
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Yisbell: What do you think of the policies for women?
Sofia: I don't think that the government has a large part in the empowerment of women, women
alone are expanding themselves. Knock on the door, say what you want. Because there are some
that are well prepared, there are even some that are better than some officials in certain positions.
But the woman herself has had to prepare and get into the area she wants. For example, if there is a
meeting and you want to be in it, you get into your meeting just like that. This way they see what you
know how to do.
Yisbell: Usually how many women come here?
Sofia: A lot of women don't come here because this is an area, with the condition of the area the
one who has a farm here usually comes here, in the case of my husband, I come because he has a
farm here. He comes on Saturdays and I accompany him, but here there are not so many women
like that. People already want to be in the clear zone, people do not want to be living in the bush. It
is quiet yes, but for a moment. I imagine what the darkness must be like, it is not easy. I live in what
is almost called the city center. I live in xxxx. The president and the first lady pass by there every
day. In front of my house. At the moment I stop him, he knows me
because he is a good friend of an aunt and he made her a house behind where I live.
Translation to Neutral Spanish
Yisbell: ¿A que usted se dedica?
S: Yo estudie comunicación y derechos. Comunicación en periódico. Escribo noticias.
Yisbell: ¿A que edad usted decidió dedicarse a eso?
S: Como te digo, yo no me acuerdo porque yo era joven no me había pasado de 20 años. Lo que
siempre utilizaba es la comunicación y eso me ha permitido estar en lo de periódico. Donde yo voy
siempre me reciben y me dejan trabajar.
Y: ¿cual es su entendimiento del empoderamiento de la mujer?
S: Bueno yo creo que es bueno el empoderamiento porque aquí casi eso no se ve con mucha
frecuencia. La mujer esta tomando un cambio con su forma de ser de que ella puede llegar donde
ella quiera. De ese punto es que yo lo manejo.
Y: ¿En el termino de por ejemplo economía, como usted siente que se manifiesta el
empoderamiento?
S: Aquí hay muy buenas mujeres en el área de economía y yo no pienso que la mujer ya tenga miedo
afrentarse a ningún área porque aquí hay buenos profesores y lo hacen muy bien.
Y: ¿en cual sector no se ve el empoderamiento de la mujer?
S: bueno es posible que no se vea, pero aquí han cambiado muchas las cosas. En cualquier pueblo,
aquí hay escuelas en todas partes. Y usualmente, fue el caso mío, nosotros vivíamos en un sitio
militar que le llamaban “la victoria”, cuando no había clase para nosotros mi mama se mudaba. Así
llegamos aquí a la capital. Entonces yo estudie en una escuela publica, el liceo juan pablo duarte, y
estudie en la UASD. Yo tuve que ir a España a una actividad y me preguntaron a donde estudio y yo
le dije en la UASD y me aceptaron. Hubo otra que fue que no estudio en la UASD y no la aceptaron
porque la UASD se conoce mundialmente.
Y: Tiene hijos/as?
S: tengo 2 varones y una hembra son profesionales los tres.
Y: ¿vivieron siempre en la capital?
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S: El mayor tiempo ya yo lo he vivido aquí en la capital. Vivía, antes yo vivía en la victoria. La
victoria es una fortaleza y tiene casa de militares. Nosotros vivimos ahí hasta que yo tenia 14 años.
Pero yo no le digo que deben de estudiar a los dos varones yo lo puse en la UASD a propósito
porque yo se lo que había en la UASD. Yo le decía, “no importa que haga desorden tu lo que tienes
es estudiar porque el examen viene anqué haga cualquier problema que haga.” La hembra no, yo la
puse en otro lugar para que no se me vaya tu ve... pero la hembra es muy buena. ella es architecta y
muy buena. Un padre no debe decirle al hijo estudia esto. No, que estudie lo que ellos quieran y eso
es lo que yo les hacía a ellos.
Y: ¿Usted ve una diferencia entre la mujer en la capital y la mujer en Santiago?
S: no eso depende. En Santiago puede ver mujer tan buena como aquí y viceversa, pero yo pienso
que la mujer de Santiago son trabajadoras. Hay sitios donde hay mujeres que se destacan mas, pero
algunas se quedan atrás porque quieren. Yo siempre digo aquí el que no estudia es porque no quiere
porque aquí siempre habido, prácticamente tu no tiene que pagar para estudiar en la escuela como
decir, entonces el que no se prepara es porque no tiene o tuvo una madre para que salga adelante. Ya
la mujer es muy diferente a otros tiempos. Ya la mujer esta capacitada para sumir cualquier posición.
Y: ¿Que piensa usted de las policías para la mujer?
S: Yo no creo que en si el gobierno tenga gran parte en el empoderamiento de la mujer, la mujer por
si sola se esta expandiendo ella misma. Toca puerta, dice lo que quiere. Porque hay algunas que están
bien preparadas incluso hay algunas que son mejores que algunos funcionarios donde están. Pero la
mujer por si propia he que ha tenido que prepararse y meterse en el área que quiera. Por ejemplo,
hay una junta y tu quieres estar, tu te metes en tu junta así. Así te van viendo lo que tu sabes hacer.
Y: ¿Aquí usualmente cuanta mujeres vienen?
S: Aquí no vienen muchas mujeres porque como esta es una zona, con la condición de la zona
usualmente viene aquí el que tiene finca aquí, en el caso del esposo mío, yo vengo porque el tiene
una finca aquí. El viene los sábados y yo lo acompaño, pero aquí no hay tantas mujeres así. Ya la
gente lo que quiere estar en la zona clara, la gente no quiere estar viviendo en monte. Es tranquilo si,
pero por un momento. Yo me imagino como debe de ser la oscuridad, no es fácil. Yo vivo en lo que
se llama casi el centro de la ciudad. Yo vivo en la xxxx. Por ahí pasa todos los días el presidente y la
primera dama. Frente a mi casa. De momento lo paro, pero el me conoce porque el es buen amigo
de una tía que me cargaba y el le hizo una casa de tras de donde yo vivo.
Interview #3
Magda Rodríguez
Rep from STI who has been living in STD
Jan 9, 2020
8:24
Magda: I am a deputy Magda Rodríguez. I am a medical psychiatrist by profession. I have been a
deputy for 13 years since 2006 to date. I am the president of the gender committee of the chamber
of deputies which I have directed for 10 years and basically the work of the commission has a lot to
do with political participation and empowerment of women. When we talk about the empowerment
of women, we speak of empowerment at the level of political participation of empowerment,
economic empowerment, social and self-esteem in all the activities that are done. And it seems to
me that it is very necessary that we continue working on these empowerment issues, although it is
true that we need to improve legislation to equalize the political participation of women, social
participation, and greater economic equality. It is also true that if the woman internally does not also
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have the power to realize that we have capacity, we are not going to achieve those changes because
no one naturally is placed in power and we must claim those cultural and social changes to occur.
That is going to happen when definitive women give much more from our self-esteem and we are
convinced of the real power that we have.
Yisbell: Is there a difference between empowerment and development?
Magda: it is necessary to make changes at the level of public policy, laws, and legislation, but it is
also necessary to make cultural changes at the level of the society of women and men, but above all
that we women recognize this power that we have and translate into changes and public policy. At
the level of demand. Even for one example, women in the cinema became empowered and made
the Me-Too movement. They felt they could not prosecute or make the judgment against the
producer, but when was justice made? When women became empowered they recognized the power
they had, they lost their fear of the industry, to think that if they spoke that if they denounced they
would not have a job in Hollywood. So, they made a change because they are accusing him of being
a sexual predator. It is very important not only those changes at the level of legislation, but also that
women achieve the empowerment of knowing that we can and that we can change and make things
change.
Yisbell: How did you decide that this was the topic you wanted to navigate?
Magda: I am a feminist before being an active politician. I always recognized and understood that
women had power and that we had to put that service to other women who perhaps had not been
able to identify and empower themselves and recognize that men and women are equal before the
law. I could not accept discriminatory and different treatment at any level, neither at the academic
level, nor social level, nor political level. So, since I recognized it early, I wanted to put that at the
service of other women so that together we could generate the necessary changes to change things.
Yisbell: Which sector of women needs more empowerment?
Magda: it is very important to continue working on economic empowerment and for that we must
continue working at the rural level and at the agricultural level. Because when you don’t have
economic independence, it is difficult for you to have another type of independence because
economic dependence forces you to accept things and to accept humiliation, mistreatment,
accretions. If you are financially independent you can handle those situations. In addition, that
economic empowerment improves self-esteem and makes the woman feel better, feel more
dignified, feel capable, feel happier, feel more gratified, because even the things she does, she does it
with joy. She does them because she knows that she wants to and must do it, but not that she has
been imposed to do something.
Yisbell: What are the duties of organizations when they come to these countries?
Magda: Both UN Women and the PNU, we have experiences of working with them, around 12-14
years. We have a program called Gender Political Dialogue in which the women's ministry, UNDP,
etc. participate. We have long-standing agreements with them in which we work on political
participation, we work on gender violence, we work on the issue of equal opportunities, we also
work on the issue of sexual and reproductive rights. The topics covered are basically the topics to
put on paper. I believe that welfare projects are already overdue. This type of support should not
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continue to be promoted. More assistance with empowerment that better political and economic
participation. The multilateral organizations are contributing to the work of women.
Magda: I believe that all countries have their rectums. And they have their peculiarities. There are
countries that have more progress than we have because there has been more politically willing and
that cannot be denied. However, I think that the Dominican Republic is taking steps forward,
although there is a very conservative sector here. Sometimes it works as an obstruction, above all the
churches and those conservative lobbies that exist. Women are fighting and fighting and each day
we are achieving more in a greater part of participation. In the university and 75% of enrollments are
women, and 80% of honors are from women, what we have to do is translate that empowerment at
the academic level into greater participation, greater economic empowerment and in the productive
sectors. Because it is also clear that we are the majority at the academic level in the university, it is
also true that most of the careers we are taking are a career that has more to do with services. Nurse,
teacher, instead of mathematics, physics, engineering, which means that we are assuming the
traditional gender roles that have always been assigned to us, so we have to work on it. Because we
need more women in mathematics, business, and commerce so that our contribution also impacts
more on development.
Translation in Neutral Spanish
Magda: Yo soy diputada Magda rodríguez. Soy medica siquiastra de profesión. Soy diputada desde
hace 13 años desde el 2006 hasta la fecha. Soy presidenta de la comisión del genero de la cámara de
diputados en cual me ha dirigido por los 10 años y básicamente el trabajo de la comisión tiene
mucho que ver con participación política y empoderamiento de las mujeres. Cuando hablamos del
empoderamiento de las mujeres. Hablamos del empoderamiento al nivel de participación política del
empoderamiento, económico del empoderamiento, social y de autoestima en todas las actividades
que se hace. Y me parece que es muy necesario que sigamos trabajando en esos temas de
empoderamiento, aunque es cierto que se necesita mejorar la legislación para igualar la participación
política de las mujeres, la participación social, la mayor igualdad económica. También es verdad que
si la mujer internamente no asimismo el poder que tenemos la capacidad que tenemos no vamos a
lograr esos cambios porque nadie sede el poder de manera natural y hay que revindicar esos cambios
culturales y sociales que se dan. Eso se va a dar cuando las mujeres definitivas que le de mucho mas
a nuestras autoestimas y nos convenzamos del real poder que tenemos.
Yisbell: ¿hay alguna diferencia entre empoderamiento y development?
Magda: es necesario hacer los cambios al nivel de política publica, de leyes, de legislativo, pero
también es necesario cambios culturales al nivel de la sociedad de las mujeres y de los hombres, pero
sobre todo que nosotras las mujeres reconozcamos que ese poder que tenemos se traduzca en
cambios y en política publica. Y en nivel de exigencia. Hasta por un ejemplo, las mujeres del cine se
empoderaron y hicieron el movimiento Me Too. ¿No se pudo encausar ni hacer el juicio contra el
productor, pero cuando se logro que se hiciera la justicia? Cuando las mujeres se empoderaron
reconocieron el poder que tenían, le perdieron el miedo a la industria, a pensar que si hablaban que
si denunciaban no iban a tener trabajo en Hollywood. Entonces lograron un cambio que
probablemente este señor puede tener cadena perpetúa porque lo están acusando de predador
sexual. Es muy importante no solamente esos cambios al nivel de legislación, pero también que las
mujeres logremos el empoderamiento de saber que podemos y que podemos cambiar y hacer que las
cosas cambien.
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Yisbell: ¿como decidió usted que este era el tema que quería navegar?
Magda: Yo soy feminista antes que ser política activa. Yo siempre reconocí y entendí que las mujeres
teníamos poder y que ese poder teníamos que ponerlo de servicio a otras mujeres que quizás no
habían logrado identificar y empoderarse y reconocer que los hombres y las mujeres somos iguales
ante la ley. Yo no podía aceptar un trato discriminatorio y diferente en ningún nivel, ni nivel
académico, ni nivel social, ni a nivel político. Entonces como yo lo reconocí temprano yo quería
poner eso a servicio de otras mujeres para que entre todas pudiéramos generar los cambios
necesarios para cambiar las cosas.
Yisbell: ¿cual sector de la mujer necesita mas empoderamiento?
Magda: es muy importante seguir trabajando en el empoderamiento económico y para eso hay que
seguir trabajando al nivel rural al nivel agrícola. Porque cuando tu tienes independencia económica
es difícil que tu puedas tener otro tipo de independencia porque la dependencia económica te obliga
aceptar cosas y a dejar pasar vejaciones, maltrato, acreciones. Si tu eres independiente
económicamente puede manejar esas situaciones. Además, de que el empoderamiento económico
mejora la autoestima y hace que la mujer que la persona se sienta mejor se sienta mas digna, se sienta
capaz, se sienta mas feliz, se sienta mas gratificada, porque hasta las cosas que hace la hace con
alegría porque las hace porque sabe que quiere y debe hacerla, pero no que se le impone.
Yisbell: ¿cuales son la debidas de esa organización cuando vienen a estos países?
Magda: tanto como ONU mujeres como el PNU tenemos experiencias de trabajos con ellas, al
rededor mas de 12 -14 años. Tenemos un programa que se llama dialogo político de genero en el
cual participa el ministerio de la mujer el PNUD, etc. y nosotros tenemos acuerdos desde hace
mucho tiempo con ellos en cual trabajamos participación política, trabajamos violencia de genero,
trabajamos el tema de igualdad de oportunidades, trabajamos también el tema de derecho sexuales y
de reproductivo. Los temas que se abordan son básicamente los temas que hay que poner en el
papel. Yo creo que esos proyectos mas asistencialistas ya esa es una etapa superada en el cual no se
deben seguir promoviendo ese tipo de apoyo. Mas asistenciales y si no tenían que ser proyecto que
tenga que ver con mas empoderamiento con mejor de la participación política y económica. Los
organizamos multilaterales esta contribuyendo al trabajo de las mujeres.
Yisbell: ¿como se tiene que ver con el empoderamiento de la mujer dominicana, habrá una diferencia
entre países?
Magda: yo creo que todos los países tienen sus rectos. Y tienen sus particularidades. Hay países que
tienen mas avances de lo que tenemos nosotros porque habido mas voluntad política y eso no se
puede negar sin embargo yo pienso que la republica dominicana estamos dando pasos de avances,
aunque aquí hay un sector muy conservador. A veces funciona como retranca sobre todo las iglesias
y esos lobbies conservadores que existe. Las mujeres estamos dando la batalla y dando la pelea y
cada día mas lo estamos logrando en mayor parte de participación. En las academias en universidad
el 75% de matricula son mujeres, pero los honores el 80% son de las mujeres lo que nosotros
tenemos que hacer es traducir ese empoderamiento a nivel académico en mayor participación, en
mayor empoderamiento económico y en los sectores productivos. Porque también esta claro de que
nosotras somos mayoría al nivel de académico en la universidad también es verdad que la mayoría de
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las careras que estamos sumiendo son carrera que tiene mas que ver con los servicios. Maestra
enfermera en vez de matemáticas, la física, ingeniería, lo que quiere decir que estamos asumiendo lo
roles tradicionales de genero que siempre nos han asignado entonces tenemos que trabajar en eso.
Porque necesitamos mas mujeres en la matemática, negocios, comercio para que también nuestra
contribución impacte mas en el desarrollo.

Santiago
Interview #4
Psuedoname: Ana
January 15, 2020
4:31
Ana: * Ranting * when the husband arrives and there is that (referring to Facebook). From there all
the problems come.
Yisbell: But it's not the woman's fault. If a man puts his hands on her, it is the man's fault. There
are a lot of crazy men too.
Ana: Yisbell, do you think that if you marry, for example, a family man, would that happen? But if
you marry a man who drinks God knows what other things, then comes more death. Most of the
youth here do not want a future. They accept a lover without knowing the fifth devils where he
comes from. So that's where everything is coming from. Women disappearing, why? Because they
want to have one and two [partners]. Why didn't you see that before? Because there was no internet.
Yisbell: Well, the violence of women was seen during Trujillo.
Ana: They have taken it now with history… so one must have a lot of account with that. Look what
one did, Yisbell. He was running because he had killed the woman, another one arrives and marries
him, without knowing where that man comes from or anything. So, they caught him there in Puerto
Plata where the other one he had had also killed. She met him on Facebook. It is not so. Everything
that goes out there on Facebook, I do not believe much in that. "X where are you?" Respond, "I am
here at home." And it's a lie.
Barbara: Mommy, there are women who get used to speaking lies.
Yisbell: But it is not Facebook, it is the person who is using the account that is telling lies (playing
devil’s advocate).
Ana: But that's why I'm telling you.
Barbara: When you get used to telling lies to your partner, a boyfriend, do you think he will believe
you a lot?
Ana: Look at the woman in the United States who killed a boy on the cell phone because he wanted
to see who she was talking to.
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Continuation
2:06
Ana: (Barbara) knows she is hot with me.
Barbara: Joshua uses the cell phone a lot. Okay, but Joshua is not going anywhere to play with
other children. If he doesn't go anywhere, what does it matter if he uses the phone?
Ana: Put a cartoon on to teach him how to read.
Barbara: He doesn't even go out to the patio to play with a cart.
Ana: See Yisbell, he was learning even English in those little cartoons.
Barbara: Ask him the word he says beautifully in English.
Ana: He was learning a lot there and Joshua doesn't want to take that notebook anymore. Before
when he got angry the first thing, he did was that.
Translation in Neutral Spanish
A: *Ranting* cuando el marido llega y haya eso ahí (referring to Facebook). Desde ahí vienen todos
los problemas.
Y: Pero la culpa no la tiene la mujer. Si un hombre le pone la mano a una mujer la culpa lo tiene el
hombre. Pero aquí hay muchos hombres locos también.
A: ¿Yisbell tu crees que si tu te casas por ejemplo con un hombre de familia pasaría eso? Pero si tu te
casa con un hombre que bebe y sabe dios que otras cosas, ahí vienen mas muerte. La mayoría de la
juventud de aquí no quiere porvenir. Le aceptan un enamorado sin saber los quinto diablos de
donde viene. Entonces de ahí es que esta viniendo todo. Mujeres desapareciéndose porque? Porque
quieren tener uno y dos. ¿Porque antes no se veía eso? Porque no había internet.
Y: Bueno se veían durante Trujillo la violencia de la mujer.
A: Lo han cogido ahora con la vaina de historia... entonces uno debe tener mucha cuenta con eso.
Mira lo que hizo uno Yisbell. Andaba corriendo porque había matado la mujer, llega otra y se casa
con el, sin conocer de donde viene ese hombre ni nada. Entonces lo agarraron ahí en Puerto Plata
donde también había matado la otra que tenia. Lo conoció por Facebook. La cosa no es así. Todo lo
que sale por ahí en Facebook, mira porque yo no creo mucho en eso. “X donde estas tu?”
Responde, “Yo estoy aquí en mi casa.” Y es mentira.
B: Mami hay mujeres que se acostumbran a hablar mentira.
Y: Pero no es Facebook, es la persona que esta usando la cuenta que esta diciendo mentira (playing
devil’s advocate).
A: Pero por eso es por lo que te estoy diciendo.
B: cuando tu te acostumbra a hablarle mentira a la pareja que tu tenga, un novio, tu crees que te va
creer mucho?
A: Mira la mujer en los estados unidos que mato un muchacho por el celular porque el quería ver
con quien ella estaba hablando, se fajaron.
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A: (Barbara) sabe que esta caliente conmigo.
B: Joshua usa el celular mucho. Esta bien, pero Joshua no sale para ningún lado a jugar con otros
niños. ¿Si el no me sale para ningún lado el deber, que importa si usa el teléfono?
A: Ponerle muñequito que le enseñe a leer.
B: El no sale ni al patio a jugar con carrito.
A: Ve Yisbell el estaba aprendiendo hasta ingles en esos muñequitos.
B: Pregúntale la palabra que el dice bonita en ingles.
A: El estaba aprendiendo mucho ahí y ya Joshua no quiere coger ese cuaderno. Antes cuando se
enojaba lo primero que hacía era eso.
Interview #5
Psuedoname: Caroline
January 14, 2020
8:33
Yisbell: First of all, do you give me the right to record your voice?
Caroline: Yes, this beautiful voice.
Caroline and Yisbell: Laughter
Caroline: This voice that I used to find rough but now I like.
Yisbell: What do you do?
Caroline: So, I am an accountant. I work in a company. I have been working for about 10 years
there and I also sell clothes. I have a small business that I am starting and monitoring little by little.
Yisbell: What does the term women's empowerment mean to you?
Caroline: For me I understand that the empowerment of women has to do with the fact that we
can achieve what we want. By this I mean that before, women had no right to make decisions about
our lives. In other words, absolutely nothing, however, today we can already do it. Empowerment is
precisely you finding yourself and understanding that you also have the capacity to do what you
want to do.
Yisbell: What is the role of women in society?
Caroline: Maybe before it was always looking after children and looking after the home, but now it
really isn't. We can also work equally to take care of the children and our home. We have the ability
to do all of those things.
Yisbell: What is the role of women in politics?
Caroline: I think that a role in politics could be precisely to support us in giving us their rightful
place because many times in society there are times when they are denigrated. Sadly, is the reality.
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There are many occasions in which if we manage to occupy certain positions in politics and
however, they denigrate us.
Yisbell: and in the economy?
Caroline: Equally women if we dedicate ourselves, we can achieve a good management in the
economy part because generally women are very creative and that sometimes helps us perhaps to be
able to better manage money. Many times, you look for an idea and you say, "Well, if I do this,
maybe the other one can come out here."
Yisbell: What motivated you to start your store?
Caroline: First of all, it was creativity, but I also did it as a way to have an additional income but not
just for money because I really like the idea of the store.
Yisbell: How has Dominican society formed a woman?
Caroline: For the most part, Dominican society has, let's say, the bad habit of making women
understand that in order to progress, they have to find a man. Let him supply, let's say everything. It
really isn't. In other words, we have the capacity to work and make the home progress. And really
when both of you want to move forward you grow much faster.
Yisbell: Do you feel free to express your opinions?
Caroline: Totally free.
Yisbell: In which aspects of society do you feel limited as a woman?
Caroline: Let's say that many times you feel limited because there are many situations in at times
where society points out that, for example, when there are independent women, sometimes they
want to cross you off. They don't want to recognize that you are a person who has the ability to
push yourself forward. Which is not necessarily that you need a person behind you to manage.
Equally, society also understands that there are many responsibilities that belong to both and society
does not want to recognize that it belongs to both. Then they simply cross you off as a woman,
although the man also has the responsibility.
Yisbell: Do you feel empowered because yes or no?
Caroline: I feel empowered because I learned to make decisions for myself. I learned that I don't
have to wait for someone to approve an idea that I have. If I can listen to a comment, some advice,
but that cannot limit me from doing what I want because if I, for example, am sure that I am going
to do something that will help me grow and that I will not harm nobody, with that I alone have to
administer it.
Yisbell: Will there be a vision of an empowered woman?
Caroline: It should continue to advance because society is changing and if it does not advance the
situation remains stuck and already there, practically everything is falling. At their convenience that's
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why they often say, "no because I am empowered." Because there are many who use empowerment,
but to make their shameless acts and that is not really empowerment. It is your decision about
yourself. You know, for example, that in the United States young people are given opportunities
even for them to develop themselves. For example, they are studying and when they leave class, they
have a part-time to work and that helps you become an independent person. That is why
Dominicans and Puerto Ricans are more misogynistic because they understand that they are the
heads of the house and it is what they say because they are men. And that's not it. That they are the
clear head that might be true but that does not mean that they can step on you or that for example
they want to limit you. That if you want to get together with your friends, who will get together for a
while to share a coffee or whatever it is, to laugh, that you look for a man’s approval. There are
many who say, for example, when they see a small group in a bar that they’re looking for money
that they are hoeing and that is a lie.
That there are many who are looking for it, yes, but not all do that. For example, me. At my age and
with the mentality that I have right now, knowing what I want, it is more difficult for me to have a
partner than a young woman. There are young people who have much more mentality than me. But
for example, it is more difficult for me than for someone who is, for example, 20 or 30 years old.
But why? Because if I am treating someone, and I see qualities that I do not want. And if I want, I
say no, and I do not follow through with the relationship. I already know that I'm not going to put
up with that. But if you don't have the experience, you sometimes even find it normal. For example,
I have already learned if I want to go to karaoke, I don't care about what people say. And if I go out,
it doesn't matter to me. So, I say it's very easy to criticize the other. But you do not go to see if the
other ate, if he has debt, if he has a problem. So, I say, with me no one should mess. And whoever
comes to talk about me should make sure I do not find out because I am not concerned with
anyone's life or gossiping with anyone. Because my life is my life and I say that if I cannot cope with
my life, much less can I with the life of the other. While one is a drone as I was before, everyone in
the world finished me, they used me when they felt like it. I thought things a thousand times in
order to do anything, I even got headaches. Now I do not care if they say what they want. I pay my
house and if I have no commitment to anyone I can go where I want and even if I have any I still
can. It is what I say, to respect a man, he does not always have to be next to you. You respect them
anyway. And for you to respect him, it's not like you're going to be locked in a house either. And
those are many little details that later people say that you are a libertine, a madwoman, all the crap in
the world. When you are like this with a person, that you arrive at the house and you have to call
him, that is control. Even if she doesn't want to see it that way, that's control. So, it is what I say, the
first ones to put machismo in place is us, it is not the man, we justify, although you know that it is
wrong, you are looking for a way to justify them. Mentally I say I don't want to be part of that pile. I
want to be part of the difference. Because asking permission is one thing and your telling is another.
They understand that it is permission that you have to ask him, but that is not so because you are
not his daughter. That you told him, "Look, I want to go to such a place, and I'm going to go." And
he may say, "No," but he has to tell you why. Not just " because I do not feel like it," that is not so.
They have to give a justification. Sadly, most women accept that.
Translation in Neutral Spanish
Yisbell: ¿primeramente, me das derecho de grabar tu voz?
Caroline: si, esta voz tan bella.
Caroline and yisbell: Laughter
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Caroline: esta voz que antes yo encontraba áspera pero ahora me gusta.
Yisbell: ¿a que te dedicas?
Caroline: so contadora. Trabajo en una empresa. Tengo ya como 10 años laborando y también
vendo ropa. Tengo un pequeño negocio que lo estoy iniciando y dándole seguimiento poco a poco.
Yisbell: ¿para ti que significa el termino empoderamiento de la mujer?
Caroline: para mi entiendo que el empoderamiento de la mujer tiene que ver con que nosotras
podemos lograr lo que nosotras queremos. Con eso quiero decir que antes las mujeres no tenían
derecho a tomar decisiones sobre nuestras vidas. O sea, absolutamente sobre nada sin embargo hoy
en día si ya podemos hacerlo. El empoderamiento es precisamente el tu encontrarte a si misma y
lograr entender que tu también tienes capacidad para hacer lo que tu quieras hacer.
Yisbell: ¿cual es el papel de la mujer en la sociedad?
Caroline: quizás en el tiempo de antes era siempre cuidar los niños y cuidar el hogar, pero ahora
realmente no. Nosotras también podemos trabajar por igual cuidar de los niños y de nuestro hogar.
Tenemos la capacidad de hacer todas esas cosas.
Yisbell: ¿cual es el papel de la mujer en la política?
Caroline: yo pienso que un papel en la política podría ser precisamente para apoyarnos de que nos
den el lugar que nos corresponde porque muchas veces en la sociedad hay ocasiones en cual los
denigran. La montablemente es la realidad. Hay muchas ocasiones en cual si nosotras logramos
ocupar ciertos puestos en la política y como quiera nos denigran.
Yisbell: ¿y en la economía?
Caroline: por igual las mujeres si nos dedicamos podemos lograr tener un buen manejo en la parte
de economía porque generalmente las mujeres son muy creativas y eso mismo a veces nos ayuda
quizás a poder manejar de una mejor forma el dinero. Muchas veces tu busca idea y tu dices, “bueno
si hago esto quizás por aquí me puede salir lo otro.”
Yisbell: ¿que te motivo a poner tu tienda?
Caroline: primeramente, fue la creatividad, pero también lo hice como una forma de tener un
ingreso adicional pero no solo por dinero porque realmente a mi me gusta la idea de la tienda.
Yisbell: ¿como ha formado la sociedad dominicana a una mujer?
Belkis: mayormente la sociedad dominicana tiene digamos que la mala costumbre de hacerle
entender a la mujer de que para poder progresar tiene que buscar un hombre. Que le subministre
digamos que todo. Realmente no es así. O sea, nosotras tenemos capacidad de trabajar y hacer que el
hogar pueda progresar. Y realmente cuando los dos tienen deseos de avanzar se crece mucho mas
rápido.
Yisbell: ¿te sientes libre de expresar tus opiniones?
Caroline: totalmente libre.
Yisbell: ¿en cuales aspectos de la sociedad te sientes limitada como mujer?
Belkis: digamos que muchas veces uno se siente limitada porque abecés hay muchas situaciones en
que la sociedad te señala de que por ejemplo cuando hay mujeres independientes, a veces te quiere
tachar que es por tu ventanaje. No quieren reconocer que eres una persona que tiene la capacidad de
echar para adelante por ti misma. Que no es necesariamente que necesitas una persona atrás de ti
para administrar. Por igual también la sociedad entiende que hay muchas responsabilidades que es de
ambos y la sociedad no quiere reconocer que es de los dos. Entonces simplemente te lo tachan a ti
como mujer, aunque el hombre también tiene la responsabilidad.
Yisbell: ¿te sientes empoderada porque si o porque no?
Caroline: me siento empoderada porque aprendí a tomar decisiones por mi misa aprendí que no
tengo que esperar a que alguien apruebe una idea que yo tenga. Si puedo escuchar un comentario, un
consejo, pero eso no me puede limitar a mi de hacer lo que yo quiera porque si yo por ejemplo estoy
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segura de que voy a hacer algo que me va ayudar a crecer y que no le voy hacer daño a nadie, con
eso yo sola tengo que administrarlo.
Yisbell: ¿habrá una visión de una mujer empoderada?
Caroline: si debe de seguir avanzando porque la sociedad va cambiando y si no avanza la situación se
queda atrancada y ya ahí pues prácticamente se va cayendo todo. A su conveniencia por eso muchas
veces dicen, “no porque dique que empoderada.” Porque hay muchas que usan empoderamiento,
pero para hacer sus sin vergüenzadas y eso no es realmente el empoderamiento. Es tu tener decisión
sobre tu misma. Tu sabe por ejemplo que en los estados unidos a los jóvenes le dan oportunidades
incluso de que ellos se vayan desarrollando. Por ejemplo, que están estudiando y cuando salen de
estudiar tienen medio tiempo para trabajar y eso te va ayudando a ti hacer una persona
independiente. Por eso es por lo que los dominicanos y los boricuas son mas machista porque ellos
entienden que ellos son las cabezas de la casa y es lo que ellos digan porque ellos son los hombres. Y
eso no es haci. Que son la cabeza claro que si es verdad pero eso no significa que ellos te puede pisar
o que por ejemplo te quieran limitar a ti que si tu te quieres ajuntarte, un ejemplo con tus amigas,
que se van juntar un rato a compartir un café o lo que sea a reírse que no digan que es ha buscar
hombre [que vas]. Hay muchos que dicen por ejemplo cuando ven a un grupito en un bar que es
buscándosela que andan y eso es mentira. Que hay muchas que se la andan buscando si, pero no
todas hacen eso. Por ejemplo, yo. Ya a mi edad y con la mentalidad que yo tengo ahora mismo yo
sabiendo lo que quiero se me hace mas difícil tener una pareja que a una joven. Porque a una joven
le hacen caso todos y no necesaria mente. Hay jóvenes que tienen mucha mas mentalidad que yo.
Pero por ejemplo a mi se me hace mas difícil que a una que tenga por ejemplo 20 o 30 años. ¿Pero
por qué? Porque yo estoy tratando a alguien y veo cualidades que yo no quiero. Y yo si quiero digo
ya y no sigo. Porque ya yo se que no voy a aguantar eso. Pero si tu no tienes la experiencia, tu avece
hasta lo encuentra normal. Yo por ejemplo yo ya aprendido si yo me quiero ir para el karaoke no me
mi importa que la gente diga lo que quiera. Porque yo no ando cuereando, yo ando haciendo lo que
me gusta. Y si salgo a cuerear me da lo mismo. Entonces yo digo es muy chulo tu criticar el otro.
Pero tu no te metes a ver si el otro comió, si tiene deuda, si tiene problema. Entonces yo digo,
conmigo que no se metan. Y el que se le ocurra venir hablar de mi que procure que yo no me entere
porque yo no ando averiguando vida de nadie ni chismeando con nadie. Porque mi vida es mi vida y
yo digo que si yo no puedo con la vida mía mucho menos puedo con la vida del otro. Mientras uno
es un zángano como yo era antes, ahí si todos en el mundo me acababa, me usaba cuando le diera las
ganas. Yo para hacer cualquier cosita lo pensaba mil veces hasta me dolía la cabeza porque decía
“hay no porque después fulano va a decir que…” Ahora no me importa que digan lo que quieran.
Yo pago mi casa a mi nadie me paga casa y si no tengo compromiso con nadie yo puedo salir para
donde yo quiera y aunque tenga porque soy yo la que tengo que saber hacía donde voy a llegar. Es lo
que yo digo para tu respetar un hombre el no tiene que estar siempre al lado tuyo. Tu los respeta
comoquiera. Y para tu respetarlo a el no es que tu vas a estar trancada tampoco en una casa. Y esos
son muchos detallitos que después dicen que tu eres una libertina, una loca, todas las porquerías del
mundo. Cuando tu estas así con una persona, de que tu llega a la casa y tu tienes que llamarlo, eso es
control. Aunque ella no lo quiera ver así, eso es control. Entonces es lo que yo digo, la primera que
encalcamos el machismo somos nosotras, no son los hombres, que justificamos, aunque tu sepas
que esta mal tu busca la forma de justificarlos. La mentalmente yo digo yo no quiero ser parte de ese
montón. Yo quiero ser parte de la diferencia. Porque pedir permiso es una cosa y tu decirle es otra.
Entonces ellos entienden que es permiso que tu tienes que pedirle, pero eso no es así porque tu no
eres hija de el. Que tu le comenté, “mira yo quiero ir para tal sitio, y yo voy a ir.” Y quizás el te diga,
“no,” pero tiene que decirte por qué. Nada mas “no es no que tu no vas para allá porque a mi no me
da la gana,” eso no es así. Tienen que ver una justificación. La montablemente la mayoría de mujeres
aceptan eso.
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Interview #6
Psuedoname: Rosa
January 14, 2020
7:40
Yisbell: First, would you give me permission to record your voice?
Rosa: Yes.
Yisbell: What does the term empowerment and empowerment of Dominican women mean to you?
Rosa: What is happening about these femicides. That is bad because the man mistreats the woman.
It looks very bad. The man was born of a woman so how can he kill a woman knowing that he is the
son of a woman? So, they leave their children orphaned and those children go through work without
father and mother. Go figure. So many feminicides do harm to society. So many violations. look at
this girl who was now killed in Santiago who is raped by her own cousin, after he rapes her then he
kills her. So many things that were not seen before. As the saying goes, "God is the one who knows"
but if one has faith in God, God provides how he says.
Yisbell: Do you personally feel empowered as a woman?
Rosa: well as a woman I tell you that I feel empowered because I have my partner and my partner is
good. I have my family; my family is very good to me. You understand me. I do not dislike my
children and I have my brothers who are also good to me.
Yisbell: What do you do?
Rosa: I'm going to tell you I'm a housewife. I am dedicated to my house, my husband, and my
children.
Yisbell: What do you think is the role of women in Dominican society?
Rosa: Well, I'm going to tell you that there are men who don't value women. They believe that the
woman is for cooking, scrubbing, and ironing. No. Women must have a position in society. Why
can't a woman be a lawyer? Why can't women be vice president? Why can't women be president?
Why? The woman can be a senator. There are many men who discriminate against women who
believe that they are nothing more and they want to be macho, they do not want to give women a
chance. And we all deserve a chance.
Yisbell: And in politics?
Rosa: I as a woman would like to be a politician. Why? Because there are many people in need.
There are many politicians who believe that it is only them who can take but give nothing to society.
To the poor people who need. Because there are so many poor people, do you understand me?
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Yisbell: What about the economy?
Rosa: Well the economy is not very good. The economy is bad because the woman with the little
currency there is. She hardly gets enough food to eat if her husband gives her money, she doesn't
even have 10 pesos to spare. What if they give you 500 pesos? Those 500 pesos are going away
because the high cost of living.
Yisbell: How has Dominican woman formed society?
Rosa: It has been formed that women like to work, although they have few opportunities. But she
likes to work as a housewife, who, if they can cook, start a business, do housework, a salon, a market
to sell groceries.
Yisbell: Do you feel free to express your opinions?
Rosa: Of course, I do.
Yisbell: In which aspects of society do you feel limited as a woman?
Rosa: I feel limited when I want to do something, and I cannot because the situation is not good.
Sometimes I say, "devil I want to do this in life, I want to do this business," but I am limited because
I don't have the money to do it.
Yisbell: What business?
Rosa: I would like to start a company that can at least two or three people work to give them
employment. Setting up a workshop for sewing for one to employ the other women.
Rosa: I don't know how many women have killed and girls have raped. That is sad. A 4-year-old girl
who was raped is the derogation that they do not think what they are going to do or anything. He
who takes drugs has no compassion for his mother, father, or anyone. This has been a lifetime, but
now more. And nothing else is not here is in all countries.
Translation in Neutral Spanish
Y: ¿primeramente, me da permiso de grabar su voz?
R: si eso no hace nada.
Y: ¿que significa para usted el termino empoderamiento y empoderamiento de la mujer dominicana?
R: lo que esta sucediendo sobre estos feminicidios. Eso esta malo porque el hombre maltrata la
mujer. Se ve muy mal. ¿El hombre nació de una mujer entonces como puede matar a una mujer
sabiendo que es hijo de una mujer? Entonces dejan a sus hijos huérfanos y esos niños van a pasar
trabajo. Como quien dice, sin padre y sin madre. Imagínate. Le hace un daño a la sociedad tantos
feminicidios. Tantas violaciones. mira esta niña que matan ahora en Santiago que, la viola su propio
primo, después que la viola entonces la mata. Tantas cosas que no se veían de antes. Como dice el
dicho refrán, “dios es el que sabe” pero si uno tiene fe en dios, dios provee cómo dice.
Yisbell: ¿usted personalmente se siente empoderada como mujer?
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R: bueno como mujer te digo que si me siento empoderada porque tengo mi pareja y mi pareja es
bueno. Tengo mi familia, mi familia es muy buena conmigo. Me entiendes. No me dan disgustos mis
hijos y tengo mis hermanos que son también buenos conmigo.
Y: ¿a que se dedica?
R: te voy a decir soy ama de casa. Me dedico a mi casa, a mi esposo, y a mis hijos.
Y: ¿cual piensa que es el papel de la mujer en la sociedad dominicana?
R: bueno te voy a decir que hay hombres que no valoran a la mujer. Creen que la mujer es para
cocinar, fregar, y planchar. No. La mujer debe tener una posición en la sociedad. ¿Porque la mujer
no puede ser abogada? ¿Porque la mujer no pueda ser vicepresidenta? ¿Porque la mujer no puede ser
presidenta? ¿Por que? La mujer puede ser senadora. Hay muchos hombres que discriminan a la
mujer que creen que nada mas son ellos y quieren ser machistas no le quieren dar oportunidad a la
mujer. Y todos merecemos oportunidad.
Y: ¿y en la política?
R: yo como mujer me gustaría ser política. ¿Por qué? Porque hay mucha gente necesitados. Hay
muchos políticos que creen que nada mas son ellos que pueden coger y no darle nada a la sociedad.
A la gente pobre que necesitan. ¿Porque hay tanta gente pobre tu me entiendes?
Y: ¿y la economía?
R: Bueno la economía no esta muy buena. La economía esta mala porque la mujer con la poca divisa
que hay. Apenas le da para comer si el esposo le da un dinero no le sobra ni para guardar 10 pesos.
Que si te dan 500 pesos. Esos 500 pesos se te van porque el alto costo de vivir no da.
Y: ¿como a formado la mujer dominicana la sociedad?
R: se ha formado que la mujer le gusta trabajar, aunque alga pocas oportunidades. Pero le gusta
trabajar como ama de casa, que, si pueden cocer, poner un negocio, hacer tarea del hogar, un salón,
un mercado de vender víveres.
Y: ¿usted se siente libre de expresar sus opiniones?
R: claro que si.
Y: ¿en cuales aspectos de la sociedad se siente limitada como mujer?
R: me siento limitada cuando quiero hacer algo y no puedo porque la situación no esta buena.
Algunas veces yo digo, “diablo yo quiero hacer esto en la vida, yo quiero poner este negoció,” pero
estoy limitada porque no tengo el dinero para hacerlo.
Y: ¿como cual negocio?
R: me gustaría poner una empresa por lo menos que pueda dos o tres gente trabajar para darle
empleo. Poner un taller sea de costuras para uno darles empleo a las otras mujeres.
R: Yo no se cuanta mujeres han matado y niñas han violado. Eso da pena. Una niña de 4 años que
violaron es la deroga que no piensan lo que van a hacer ni nada. El que se endroga no le tiene
compasión ni a madre, ni a padre, ni a nadie. Esto ha estado toda la vida, pero ahora mas. Y nada
mas no es aquí es en todos los países.
Interview #7
Psuedoname: Barabara
December 28, 2019
7:07
Yisbell: empowerment of women.
Ana: an example that women get into politics. To that if at some time men will become ruled by us.
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Yisbell: Barbara you work now?
Barbara: I have to go get a woman's feet now.
Yisbell: How many hours do you work?
Barbara: The whole day from 9 to 8.
Yisbell: In the morning?
Barbara: Sure. How much do you think I charge biweekly? They are 5,000 ($92) pesos, which gives
that is like $100. Here nobody pays by the hour in any company. That's why this country is always
like this, fucked up. When they put you in the free zone what they give you is 200 ($40 pesos more.
An example, if you earn weekly 800 ($15), they put you 200 ($4) more at the end. Those women
leave at 6 in the morning and leave at 5 at the factory. When you look for a job, they tell you we are
going to pay you 2,500 ($50) pesos, for example, and weekly. You have to take it here in this country
because what are you going to live on? Is it obligatory to have to take it because where are you
going? Your nails are going well because you are looking for money every day
Yisbell: How much is the rent?
Barbara: 4,000; 4,500; 5,000, like $ 100 dollars a month, but you have to pay the electricity too. I
earn biweekly paying a rent of 5000 the dianche (devil) takes me. I have to give the full salary and
stay without eating the whole week. The good thing here is that if you buy a house you don't have to
pay tax. The bad thing there is that you have to pay tax, but the work that you do there, the profit
from there you get here but here you keep working and in time it doesn't get you anywhere.
Translation in Neutral Spanish
Yisbell: empoderamiento de la mujer.
A: un ejemplo que las mujeres se mete a política. A eso si que en algún tiempo los hombres van a
hacer gobernados por nosotras.
Y: ¿ (Barbara) tu trabajas ahora?
B: tengo que ir hacerle los pies ahora a una mujer.
Y: ¿cuantas horas tu trabajas?
B: el día entero de 9 a 8.
Y: ¿de la mañana?
B: claro. ¿Cuanto crees que yo cobro quincenal? Son 5,000 pesos, que da eso son como $100. Aquí
nadie paga por hora en ninguna empresa. Por eso es por lo que este país esta siempre así, jodido.
Cuando te ponen en la zona franca lo que te dan es 200 pesos mas. Un ejemplo, si tu gana semanal
800 te ponen 200 mas al final. Esas mujeres se van a las 6 de la mañana y salen a la 5 de la tarde de la
fabrica. Cuando buscas un trabajo te dicen te vamos a pagar 2,500 pesos, por ejemplo, y semanal.
¿Tu tienes que cogerlo aquí en este país porque de que vas a vivir? ¿Es obligado tener que cogerlo
porque para donde vas? En las uñas se va bien porque es diario que se busca dinero
Y: ¿a cuanto esta la renta?
B: 4,000; 4,500; 5,000, como $100 dólares mensual, pero tiene que pagar la luz también. Yo que gano
quincenal pagando una renta de 5000 el dianche (diablo) me lleva. Tengo que dar el sueldo completo
y quedarme sin comer la semana completa. Lo bueno de aquí es que si tu compra una casa no tienes
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que pagar impuesto. Lo malo de allá es que tienes que pagar impuesto, pero el trabajo que tu hace
allá, el beneficio de allá lo sacas aquí pero aquí tu sigues trabajando y en el tiempo no le saca por
ningún lado.
Interview #8
Psuedoname: Julia
December 22, 2019
19:26
Yisbell: What does it mean to be a Dominican woman?
Julia: That is a very beautiful thing to be a Dominican woman. With pride. Being Dominican. First
of all, knowing which family you come from. What was the education of his mother and father? No
matter how poor you are, everything comes from home formation. That is not from school,
education is in one's home for one to be able to reflect on life in society. What one is as a woman
and as a Dominican. Not only as a Dominican, but as a woman.
Yisbell: What does empowerment mean to you?
Julia: There I am half short in empowerment. Because empowerment means what you acquire. It is
not what you are born as. Empowerment has been education. Everything that surrounds you, that
you get through the environment, from society, that is what I understand to be empowerment.
Yisbell: How do you see the empowerment of women here?
Julia: Every woman, no matter if she is Dominican, has the right to empowerment in terms of
society and the profession that you are going to choose. Most, of course, are studying compared to
the times before. Before I talk about the 60s, I was not born, but I have been told that before the
Dominican woman had no value as a woman in society today. The woman had then been a slave to
man. The woman could not work. Now the majority of women are preparing professionally and not
only in the Dominican Republic, but in most countries. Here, the woman now Also with technology,
she is hurting herself because the woman in these years that we are living in 2020 has taken what is
called professional preparation and education and has been thrown to the ground. What they are
doing is Facebook, living and giving their image in exchange for money, what one is calling here in
our country, "the chapeo." Before, they didn't call him chapean, they called him another name.
There is a person who was making the difference between the veneer, because the veneer is fine if
and "plane." On Facebook you look for the difference. That the man had to know that he needs
money. So that's why empowerment is being talked about. The woman is now in that empowerment
to get involved in taking a photo. Her image. To live on your body.
I did a job and I had to go to a prostitute, where women go to tell why. I asked for a right and I say
to you, it was a Saturday and my brother was very jealous of us, so he went, it was two boys and I
went. When I went, I saw a lot of men there of those ... how come they tell you? Those men who
are taking care of those women, "the pimp." When I went to do the interview, I entered the room
and saw that there were only two beds. Those women where there was no water. Do you know
where the slaughterhouse is now? I did the interview, but I cried a lot. I touched with a girl who
burned her house and she came to the living room. I have many years with this room. When I got
there, she kind of felt embarrassed. But I did not remember her, and I said to her, “But I know you,
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you went to my living room. In front of the bakery that your house burned down.” And he said, "If
that's why I was ashamed." I said, "Don't worry, this isn't going to get out of here." I spoke to her
and according to what I spoke to these women, what they had were thermoses with water and in a
room sometimes they had to live with two men and if not two women and two men there (very
close). I touched with people there who were friends of my dad and friends of mine. I left there
crying that on Sunday (the day after) I woke up vomiting, vomiting, diarrhea, diarrhea and
everything made me nauseous. My dad said, "This is going to get sick." I got the resignation from
the task because if he kept giving me things like that I was going to resign. Now the woman is finer
because before it was in houses like this a small thing.
Translation in Neutral Spanish
Y: ¿que significa ser una mujer dominicana?
J: eso es una cosa muy linda ser una mujer dominicana. Con orgullo. Ser dominicana. Primeramente,
saber de que familia usted viene. Cual fue la educación de su mama y su papa. No importa lo pobre
que usted sea todo viene de la formación del hogar. Que no es de la escuela, la educación esta en el
hogar de uno para uno poder reflejar en la vida en la sociedad. Lo que uno es como mujer y como
dominicana. No solamente como dominicana, pero como mujer.
Y: ¿Para usted que significa el empoderamiento?
J: Ahí estoy yo media corta en el empoderamiento. Porque empoderamiento significa lo que tu
adquiere. No es lo que como tu naces. Empoderamiento viene siendo la educación. Todo lo que te
rodea, que tu consigues al través del medio ambiente, de la sociedad eso es lo que yo entiendo que es
el empoderamiento.
Y: ¿como vez que aquí se manifiesta el empoderamiento la mujer?
J: toda mujer, no importa que sea dominicana, tiene derecho al empoderamiento en cuanto a la
sociedad y a la profesión que tu vaya a elegir. La mayoría, claro están estudiando comparado con los
tiempos de antes. Antes hablo de los 60s, yo no había nacida, pero me han dicho que antes la mujer
dominicana no tenia un valor como una mujer en la sociedad hoy. La mujer tenia que ser esclava del
hombre. La mujer no podía trabajar. Ahora la mayoría de las mujeres se están preparando
profesionalmente y no solamente en la republica dominicana, pero en mayoría de los países. Aquí, la
mujer ahora También con la tecnología, ella misma se esta hiendo al fracaso porque a la mujer en
estos años que estamos viviendo en el 2020 a cogido lo que se llama preparación y educación
profesional y la han tirado por el suelo. A lo que se están dedicando es al Facebook, a vivir y dar su
imagen a cambio de dinero, lo que uno esta llamando aquí en nuestro país, “el chapeo.” Antes no le
decían chapeo le decían otro nombre. Hay una persona que estaba haciendo la diferencia entre la
chapeadora, porque la chapeadora es fina si y “avión.” En el Facebook tu busca la diferencia. Que el
hombre tenia que saber que necesita dinero. Entonces por eso es por que se esta hablando del
empoderamiento. La mujer ahora esta en eso en empoderamiento de meterse a tirarse foto. La
imagen de ella. A vivir de su cuerpo.
Yo hice un trabajo y a mi me toco ir a un prostituto, donde van las mujeres a cuerear por qué. Yo
pedí un derecho y yo te digo a ti, Fue un sábado y mi hermano era muy celoso con nosotras
entonces el fue, fueron dos muchachos y yo fui. ¿Cuándo yo fui yo vi un lote de hombres ahí de
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esos… como es que le dicen? Esos hombres que están cuidando esas mujeres, “el chulo.” Cuando
yo fui hacer la entrevista, yo me entré a la habitación y veía que nada mas había dos camas. Mujeres
de esas donde no había agua. ¿Tu sabes donde esta el matadero ahora? Yo hice la entrevista, pero yo
lloré mucho. Me toque con una muchacha que se le quemo la casa y ella venia al salón. Yo tengo
muchos años con este salón. Cundo yo llegue ella como que le dio vergüenza. Pero yo no me
recordaba de ella y le dije, “pero yo te conozco a ti tu ibas a mi salón. Frente a la panadería que a ti
se te quemo la casa.” Y dijo, “si por eso yo tenia vergüenza.” Yo le dije, “no te preocupes que esto
no va a salir de aquí.” Yo hable con ella y al según que yo hable con esas mujeres ellas lo que tenían
eran termos con agua y en una habitación a veces tenían que vivir una con dos hombres y si no dos
mujeres y dos hombres ahí ahí (bien cerca). Yo me toque con gente ahí que eran amigos de mi papa
y amigos mío. Yo salí de ahí llorando que el domingo (el día después) yo amanecí vomito, vomito,
diarrea, diarrea y todo me daba nausea. El papa mío dijo, “esta se va a enfermar.” Metí la renuncia de
la tarea porque si me seguía dando cosas así la iba renunciar. Ahora la mujer es mas fina porque
antes era en casas así una cosa pequeña.
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Consent Form
Title: Women’s Empowerment in the Dominican Republic
Consent Form for Interviews: a qualitative study
Gracias por leer la hoja de información sobre el estudio de la entrevista. Si está contento de participar,
completamente, firme el siguiente formulario. Inicialice los cuadros a continuación para confirmar que
está de acuerdo con cada declaración:
Por favor,
inicial en
cuadro:
Confirmo que he leído y comprendido la hoja de información con fecha [19/12/2019] y he tenido la
oportunidad de hacer preguntas.
Entiendo que mi participación es voluntaria y que soy libre de retirarme en cualquier momento sin dar
ninguna razón y sin que haya consecuencias negativas. Además, si no quisiera responder una pregunta o
preguntas particulares, soy libre de rechazarla.
Entiendo que mis respuestas serán parte de esta tesis. Entiendo que mi nombre no estará vinculado con los
materiales de investigación, y no será identificado o identificable en el informe o informes que resulten de
la investigación.
Estoy de acuerdo en que esta entrevista sea grabada. Entiendo que la grabación de audio de esta entrevista
se usará solo para análisis y que los extractos de la entrevista, de los cuales no sería identificada
personalmente, se pueden usar en cualquier presentación de conferencia, informe o artículo de revista
desarrollado como resultado de la entrevista. investigación. Entiendo que no se hará ningún otro uso de la
grabación sin mi permiso por escrito, y que nadie fuera del equipo de investigación podrá acceder a la
grabación original.

Estoy de acuerdo en que mis datos anonimizados se guardarán para futuros fines de investigación, como
publicaciones relacionadas con este estudio después de la finalización del estudio.
Acepto participar en esta entrevista.

________________________
Nombre de participante

________________
Fecha

___________________
Firma

_________________________
Principal Investigador

__________________
Fecha

_____________________
Firma

Ser firmado y fechado electrónicamente para entrevistas telefónicas o en presencia del
participante para entrevistas cara a cara.
Copias: Una vez que todas las partes se hayan firmado, el participante debe recibir una copia del
formulario de consentimiento del participante firmado y fechado, y la hoja de información. Se
debe colocar una copia del formulario de consentimiento firmado y fechado en el archivo
principal del proyecto, que debe mantenerse en un lugar seguro.
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